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1. Purpose

This analysis is prepared by the Mined Geologic Disposal System (MODS) Waste Package
Development (WPD) department to provide an initial assessment of internal (normal sequences of
operations, mechanical or other failures, and operator rror) and external (natural phenomena and
man-made events not initiated by MGDS operations) design basis events (DBEs) which may affect
the waste package (WP) during the preclosure phase of the MODS. The objective of this evaluation
is to define these events and their relevant parameters through review of the Preliminary MODS
Hazards Analysis (PHA), Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC) Standard Review Plans for similar
types of facilities (Ref. 5.19), and current surface and subsurface design information provided by
the Repository Design Department. The results will be a bounding list of credible WP preclosure
design basis events for Viability Assessment (VA) design. Evaluation of the effects of the WP DBEs
identified in this analysis on the performance of the WP will be performed in subsequent structural,
thermal, or criticality design analyses. Future evaluation of accident scenarios and event sequence
frequencies by the Repository Surface or Subsurface Design groups may supersede the initial
estimates of this analysis.

2. Quality Assurance

The Quality Assurance (QA) program applies to this analysis. The work reported in this document
is part of the preliminary WP design analysis that will eventually support the Uicense Application
Design phase. This activity, when appropriately confirmed, can impact the proper functioning of the
Mined Geologic Disposal System waste package; the waste package has been identified as an MODS
Q-List item important to safety and waste isolation (pp. 4, 15, Ref. 5.1). The waste package is on
the Q-List by direct inclusion by the Department of Energy (DOE), without conducting a QAP-2-3
evaluation. As determined by an evaluation performed in accordance with QAP-2-0, Conduct of
Activities, the work performed for this analysis is subject to Qualby Assurance Requirements and
Description (QARD; Ref. 5.3) requirements. Although a documented evaluation Is not required by
the current revision of QAP-2-0, the WPD responsible manager has selected the applicable
procedural controls for this activity commensurate with the work control activity evaluation entitled
Perform Probabilistic Waste Package Design Analyses (Ref. 5.2).

All design parameters and asumptions which are identified in this document are for preliminary
design and shall be treated as unqualified data; these design parameters and assumptions will require
subsequent qualification (or superseding inputs) as the WP design proceeds. This document will not
directly support any construction, fabrication or procurement activity and therefore is not required
to be procedurally controlled as TBV (to be verified). In addition, the inputs associated with this
analysis are not required to be proceduially controlled as TBV. However, use of any data from this
analysis for input into documents supporting procurement, fabrication, or construction is required
to be controlled as TBV in accordance with the appropriate procedures.

J
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3. Method

The method used for this analysis involves the following four steps:

1. Review the PHA (Ref. 5.5) to identify internal and external events which have the potential
for adversely affecting the performance of theWP. Other sources of information on the
repository surface and subsurface design may also be used in the identification, screening.
and characterization of internal events. In addition, the NRC Standard Review Plans for dry
storage casks (Ref. S.19) provides guidance on the types of events which are expected to be
evaluated in a licence application.

2. Events are screened for applicability to waste package design. An event may be screened
from further consideration if it meets one of the following criteria:

A) The event was screened in the PHA (Ref. 5.5). The PHIA screened some external
events from further consideration because they were either not applicable to the
Yucca Mountain site, or were not applicable to the preclosure phase of the MGDS.
The basis for screening any given external event is prQvided in the PMA and will not
be repeated here.

B) The event cannot directly affect the performance of the WP. This may be because
the WP is contained within another system, which is designed to withstand the event,
or the event results in the disruption of a service that is not required by the WP to
continue to perform its functions.

C) The event has an estimated frequency of occurrence of less than 104 events per
repository year (same as calander years for this analysis). Events with frequencies
less than this are not considered credible and are screened from further
consideration. The basis for this frequency limit is discussedin Section 4.2.

3. Events which arc not screened from further consideration under item 2 are described in detail
and/or characterized to identify the parameters necessary to perform the subsequent analyses
to determine, the effect of the event on WP performance. In addition, the general type of
analysis that will be required (structural, thermal, or criticality) to determine the effect of the
event is Identified. $

4. Similar events from item 3 are grouped for the purpose of identifying a bounding event for
each group.

Further detail on the specific methods employed for each step is available in Section 7 of this
analysis.
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4. Design Inputs

All design inputs are for preliminary design; these design inputs will require subsequent qualification
(or superseding inputs) before this analysis can be used to support procurement, fabrication, or
construction activities.

4.1 Design Parameters

4.1.1 Internal and External Event Definition

4.1.1.1 Waste Package.Functions

In order to identify the type of design analysis which must be performed to evaluate the
effects of a given DBE, the WP function(s) which may be affected by the event must be
identified. The MGDS Funtional Analysis Document (FAD; Ref. 5.9) provides a listing of
the functions which have been allocated to the WP (note that all typs of WPs have the same
set of functions allocated to them). The functions listed in the FAD are hierarchal in nature,
and consist of high level functions which have been decomposed to more specific lower level
functions. In the case of the WP, the list of functions allocated to the WP includes both high
and low level functions. However, since all of the high level WP functions have been
decomposed to more detailed lower level functions, only the lowest level functions will be
considered in this analysis. The lowest level functions allocated to the WP, a brief
description of each function, and the type of analysis which must be performed to determine
if a given DBE will cause functional failure is provided in Table 4.1.1-1.

Table 4.1.1-1. Functions Allocated to the Waste Package

Function Function Description Type of DBE Design
No. Analysis Required

1.4.5. 1. 1.1 Prevent Criticality self-explanatory criticality

Minimize Mobilization maintain configuration of thermal
1.4.5.1.1.2 'During Confinement waste form and cladding

by controlling internal
temperatures

Maintain Structural maintain structural structural
Integrity integrity of WP and waste

1.4.5.1.2.1 form during handling and

emplacement operations

Maintain Material limit corrosion of WP and WA - corrosion of WF
1.4.5.1.2.2 Integrity WF insignificant during

._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ preclosure
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4.1.1.2 WP Related External Events

The Preliminary fGDS Hazards Analysis (PHA, Ref. 5.5) identified a generic list of
external events, and eliminated from further consideration those events which were not
applicable to the Yucca Mountain site, or which were the result of long-term processes not
applicable to the preclosure phase of repository operations. This generic external event list,
as well as an indication of the events screened by the PHA, is contained in Section 7.1, Table
7.1-l, whe furtherscreningaccording toSection 3, ltem2B is also performed. To avoid
duplication of information, it will not be repeated here. Section 4.1.2 contains further
information on events not eliminated by the Section 7.1 screening process.

4.1.1.3 WP Related Internal Events

Two prior reports, the PHA (Ref. 5.) and the UP Off-Normal andAccdent Scenario Report
(Ref. 5.14) reviewed the MGDS ACD Report (Ref. 5.6) and identified WP related internal
events resulting from failures of handling equipment and/or operator error. These reports
will serve as the starting point for this analysis. However, since the preparation of these two
reports, some aspects of the MGDS Viability Assessment (VA) design have evolved away
from the concepts presented in the MGDSACD Report.

The Waste Handling Systems Configuration Analysis (Ref. 5.7) has further refined the Waste
Handling Building (WHB) design to optimize it for a waste stream which is primarily
uncanistered fuel (as opposed to the mostly canistered fuel UGDSACD Report assumption)
and evaluated the merits of a wet versus dry system for unloading Incoming spent nuclear
fuel (SNF) transportation casks and lag storage of SNF. However, other than a modification
to the layout of the disposal container cell, and the elimination of one of the two gantries in
the MGDSACD Report WHB design, there is very little change in the processes for loading,
closing, and preparing the WP for emplacement. Information from Reference 5.7, Sections
7.2.3 and 7.7, will be used as necessary to modify/update the initial list of WP related
internal events presented below.

Similarly, the MGDS subsurface facility design will also differ somewhat from that
presented in. the MGDS ACD Report. While a shielded transporter Is still used for
transporting the WP from the WHB to the emplacement drift, and a rail car Is still used for
moving the WP into and out of the transporter, the WPs will be emplaced on pedestals (Ref.
5.21, Key 066) rather than the ail cars of the ACD design. A gantry will be used to lift the
WP off of the rail car at the emplacement drift entrance, move it into position In the drift, and
place it on the pedestals. The gantry will also have the capability to emplacelretrieve one WP
over another (Ref. 5.17). In addition, the maximum emplacement drift diameter has been
increased from 5 m to 5.5 m, with a 200 mm thick concrete liner (Ref. 5.58, Attachment II
Figures 14 and 15). Preliminary sketches of the WP support layout are included in
Attachment L This information will be used as necessary to modify/update the initial list
of WP related internal events presented below. Since these subsurface design changes are
currently considered preliminary, and the QAP 3-9 analyses justifying/documenting them
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have not yet been completed, it will be assumed for this analysis that they will be carried to
completion for VA design. This Is assumption 4.3.2

Table 4.1.1-2 summarizes the WP related internal events identified in the previous two
documents (Refs. 5.5 and S. 14). New events resulting from the above mentioned design
changes for VA are also included (indicatedby an "X' in the "New for VA" column) with
an Indication of the basis for the event. The specific section where each event is discussed
in more detail, is indicated in the Discussion Section" column. These detailed sections will
be used to grup similar events, and summarize relevant parameters for the event, or provide
a basis for eliminating the event from further consideration due to one of the criteria listed
in Section 3, Items 2B or 2C. Events which are no-longer applicable due to one of the above
mentioned design changes will be designated by a not applicable (NIA) in the "Discussion
Section" column and a basis in the remarks section.

4.1.2 External DBE Information

This section contains input information for some of the external WP DBEs not screened in
Section 7.1. 1.

4.1.2.1 Seismic Activity, Subsurface Fault Displacement

Table 4.1.2-1 below provides currently available information on fault displacement
magnitudes and recurrence rates that was presented in Appendix D of the seismic design
input document for the Exploratory Studies Facility (Ref. 5,18). This data should be
considered preliminary, as design basis fault displacement data for MGDS design will not
be available until fiscal year (FY) 98 (Ref. 5.24, p. 1-4). Additional data on the Solitario
Canyon fault was also obtained from Table 4.7.3 of Reference 5.27.

Table 4.1.2-1. Fault Displacement Information

Fault Solltarlo Canyon Bow Ridge Ghost Dance
l_______________ (ReL 5.27, X1. 4.73) (Rd. 5.24, p. 1.4) (Rd. 5A., p. 14)

Maximum Displacement Per 3
Event ____________130 cm 28 cm 4 cm

Annual Probability of 2.9x10 5 to lxlO' lx104 to 1x10 5 lxlO5 to 3.3x104
Surface Faulting _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

4.1.2.2 Seismic Activity, Earthquake

Key Assumption 064 (Ref. 5.21) indicates that the parameters necessary for evaluating the
effects of ground motion on systems for VA should be obtained from Reference 5.18. Peak
ground accelerations and velocities from Reference 5.18, and their associated probability of
being exceeded are provided in Table 4.1.2-2 below.
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Table 4.1.1-2. Inbtal Lbt of WP Related Intenal Events

Internal Event Ref. Ref New Discussion Remarks
.55 5.14 for VA Section

1. Waste forn (WF) drop onto WP during loading X X 72.2.1 ly SNP considered in this analysiL

WP loaded with WF(s) that exceed the criticality design bsis X 7.23 W. 5.27 di~ces there will be multipk SNP WP
(ci_ ._ islo_ .sigsn, each with a differet design basis fuel

. WP boded with F(s) that acxeed the thermal design basis X 7.2.16 .5.27 indicates thr will be auwiiple SNF WP
(thermal nisload) I I designs. each with a different design basis fuel

4 WP wrtical drop from Disposal Container (DC) cell crane X X 7.2.22

W slap down following drop. k * or collisio with X X 7.22±3
otde W?

6 WP horzontal drop from WHB gantry X X 7.2Z2

7. WP verticgalrzontsa drop onto arp object X X 72±2.2

WP colideibuys trher UP while being placed In DC cell
ag storage area 2

H andiling upnient drops nto WP X X 7±2.1

10. Pressurized system issile X X 7±2.5

I1. Welder burns through to UF X NIA WHB kwr weder elinated from VA design

12. Flooding due to decon sdt failure or pipe 1eak X X 7.22

13. Fire in DC cell X X 7.22

14. Thnsporter derailment X X 7.224 _

1S. Transportermasway X X 7224

16. WP rall c roils out Ot anspon X X = 7.2.22
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Table 4.1.12. Initial List of WP Related Intemal Events

Internal Event Ref. Rf New Discussion Remarla
5.5 5.14 fOr VA Section

17. Section of emplacement drift Concrete liner fs nto WP x 7.2.2.1 Ref 16 & 5.17 rhow concree lined drift for VA

11. Steel retdop onto WP X X NIA VA design u concrete lu ber than sted es for
______________________ _ emplacent drift ground suppo

19. Transporter door closes onto WP X 7.2.24

Z L1= WP rail car resat in sloped empbmement drift X WA lacement ri cam dimDnated for VA design

1. FlRvbyogen explosion from kmspotrr locomotive battries X 722

2 Emplacemeat drift gantry drops WP onto WP supporXts 7.2.2.1 & t.5.17 dscus gantry amplacement and shadow
rhadow shictd, or oter WP 72.22 hleId st drift entrance. l

3E*via ct Wil ear Collision with anplacerment lonoive x A rVA desgn rs R nd t o .d7iminated
imVA desip (Ref S. 17)

24 Enplacement gantry lifts WP to laudlixint hftbt causing X 72 2 4 Rf 17,di y anplaccrnent VW show
collirion with shadowddeld or ete5.17tdice d a u a d

2 Rocdfal X X WA akcssed ans nxternat eent In Scton U.S.

25. Inal pressurization resuting ftom ft of hud rods X 7.2.27

26. lbrouhw anuf defect X 7.2.19 Pvb sly wunbished estimate

27 Normal fce and subsuface operations X X 7.2.1

2S. TM spoiler breakdown between WHB and North Pal (Solar X 7.2.26
insolance) III

=_9.Tera nIoadinR of W= s within an mlament driftX 7.2.6
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Table 4.1.2-2. Ground Motion Severity vs. Frequency

Annual Peak
Exceedance Ground Velocity
Probability Acceleration (g) (cMIs)

2xl0' 0.19 1_1
IXior3 0.27 16

5x lO_ 0.37 23

l I 1O40 __ _ _ __ 46

4.13 Internal DBE Information

4.13.1 Fuel Assembly Handling Experience

Number of Fuel Assembly Drops at Commercial Reactors

Two sources of information on fuel related handling accidents were searched to obtain data
on fuel assembly drops at commercial reactors: Fuel Perfornance Annual Reports (Ref
5.15 Vols. 6-9) and Licensee Event Reports (ULs) required under 1OCFR50.73. Only fuel
drops which occurred during intentional handling of the assemblies were counted. A total
of 26 drops (18 irradiated, 8 unirradiated) were identified in the period between 1970 and
1991. Data for the 1992 to 1996 time frame are not yet available due to the lag time
between the occurrence of the event and the completion of the reporting process. Further
details on the drop events Identified is contained in Attachment IL

Minimum Number of Fuel Assembly Handlings

In general, a fuel assembly Is handled a minimum of 5 times at the reactor site prior to
irradiation. These handlings include:

1. The fuel assembly is removed from the shipping container at the reactor site;
2. The fuel assembly is moved to an inspection station;
3. The fuel assembly is placed in the spent fuel pool storage rack;
4. The fuel assembly is moved to the fuel transfer mechanism;
5. The fuel assembly is placed into the core.

Once the fuel assembly has completed its first cycle and is Irradiated, the number of
handlings is dependent on the individual utilitys core loading practices. In general, two
types of core loading practices exist, full core unloading and partial unloading with
shuffling. The latter involves unloading those fuel assemblies which have completed their
third cycle, shuffling the remaining fuel to new positions, and loading fresh fuel. The
former obviously involves removing the entire core from the reactor vessel, and has been
adopted by several utilities because it has been found to be quicker than shuffling. A full
core unloading requires a total of 10 handlings. These are:
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1. The fuel assembly is moved from the core to the transfer mechanism at the end of the
first cycle;

2. The fuel assembly is moved to the spent fuel pool storage rack;
3. The fuel assembly Is moved back to the transfer mechanism;
4. The fuel assembly is moved to its second cycle position in the cole;
5. The fuel assembly is moved to the transfer mechanism at the end of the second cycle;
6. The fuel assembly is moved to the spent fuel pool storage rack;
7. The fuel assembly is moved back to the transfer mechanism;
8. The fuel assembly is moved to its third cycle position In the core;
9. The spent fuel assembly Is moved to the transfer mechanism at the end of the

third cycle;
10. The spent fuel assembly is moved to the spent fuel pool storage rack.

If the utility practices shuffling, only four handlings are required (4, 8, 9, & 10). A recent
NRC survey (ReL 5.28) found that out of the 110 commercial nuclear power plants in the
U.S., 29 plants practiced shuffling, with the remainder performing full core off-loads during
refueling.

Number of Dhicbared and Incore Fuel Assemblies

Reference 5.29, Table 5 indicates that 82,382 assemblies had been discharged from U.S.
commercial reactors by the end of 1991. The total number of assemblies in-core in 1991
was estimated by summing the core sizes for each plant In operation in 1991, as obtained
from Reference 5.29, Table 4 (see Attachment II). This indicates that in 1991 there were
a total of 37,432 assemblies in-core.

4.1.3.2 Commercial Rail Accident Experience

Data on commercial rail accidents from 1975 to 1995 was obtained from Federal Railway
Administratfion AccidentJncident Bullfins (Refs. 5.38 - 5.40), and is summarized in
Attachments TV and VIIL

4.1.3.3 Weld Defect Depth and Frequency Data

Data on the frequency of occurrence of weld defects, and the distributions of defect depth
for various thicknesses of welds was obtained from Reference 5.32, and is summarized in
Attachment S.

4.13.4A Human Error Probabilities

Human error probabilities (MEPs) for performing various tasks were approximated from
anticipated operator actions from Reference 5.52, and are discussed in Section 4.3.15 and
are used in Attachment VII.
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4.13.5 Other Information

Density of concrete 2400 kglm3 Ref. 5.45, back cover

4.2 Criteria

The Engineered Barrier Design Requirements Document (EBDRD; Ref 5.8) contains several
requirements which relate to identification of design basis events. A review of the EBDRD
identified the following relevant requirements:

4.2.1 The EBDRD contains several requirements which indicate that the WP should be designed
such that the occurrence of design basis events do not interfere with the performance of its
safety functions, but do not place any requirements on the process of identifying design
basis events. The requirements which fall into this category are:

EBDRD 3.2.1.7 EBDRD 3.2.2.6.A EBDRD 3.Z.3.3.B.4 EBDRD 3.2.4.6.A
EBDRD 3.2A.6.B EBDRD 3.2.5.1.3 EBDRD 3.2.6.I.A EBDRD 3.2.6.1.B
EBDRD 3.2.6.2.1 EBDRD 3.3.1.B EBDRD 3.7.F EBDRD 3.7.1E
EBDRD 3.7.1 .H EBDRD 3.7.1.2A EBDRD 3.7.1.3.A EBDRD 3.7.1.3.D.

Note that EBDRD 3.2.4.6.A, EBDRD 3.7.1.3.A, and EBDRD 3.7.1 .3D have been modified
in the Controlled Design Assumptions (Ref. 5.21). This analysis contributes to satisfying
the above requirements by identifying bounding design basis events for WP design.

4.2.2 In addition to the above requirements, EBDRD 3.3. .G indicates that,

'The Engineered Barrier Segment design shall meet all relevant requirements imposed by
IOCFR6O."

The NRC has recently revised several parts of 10CFR60 which relate to the identification
and analysis of design basis events (Ref. 5.13). These changes are not reflected in the
current version of the EBDRD. The following criteria are excerpted from the revised rule
and are considered to have a bearing on this analysis:

4.2.2.1 From the revised l0CFR60.2 (Ref. 5.13, p. 64267):

"Design basis events means:

(1)(i) Those natural and human-induced events that are reasonably likely to occur regularly,
moderately frequently, or one or more times before permanent closure of the
geologic repository operations area; and

(ii) Other natural and man-Induced events that are considered unlikely, but sufficiently
credible to warrant consideration, taking into account the potential for significant
radiological impacts on public health and safety.
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(2) The events described in paragraph (1)(i) of this definition arc referred to as "Category
I" design basis events. The events described in paragraph (lXii) of this definition are
referred to as 'Category 2" design basis events."

From the revised IOCFR60.131 (Ref. 5.13, p. 64269):

"(b) Protection against design basis events. The structures, systems, and components
important to safety shall be designed so that they *ill perform their necessary safety
functions, assuning occurrence of design basis events...

(h) Criticality control. All systems for processing, transporting, handling, storage, retrieval,
emplacement, and Isolation of radioactive waste shall be designed to ensure that nuclear
criticality is not possible unless at least two unlikely, independent, and concurrent or
sequential changes have occurred in the conditions essential to nuclear criticality safety.
Each system must be designed for criticality safety assuming occurrence of design basis
events. Tbe calculated effective multiplication factor (klr) must be sufficiently below unity
to show at least a S percent margin, after allowance for the bias in the method of calculation
and the uncertainty in the experiments used to validate the method of calculation."

This analysis contributes to satisfying the above requirements by identifying bounding
design basis events for WP design.

4.2.2.2 From the Section-by-Section Analysis of Section 60.136 (Ref. 5.13, p. 64265):

'With respect to the range of probabilities of Category 2 design basis events, the upper
bound is roughly 1 x I0W per year (i.e., events with probabilities of occurrence greater than
I x l0@ per year would generally be considered to be Category I events)." ... "Similarly, the
Commission considers that the lower bound of Category 2 design basis events is on the
order of I x 10' per year (i.e., events with probabilities of occurrence less than 1 x 10' per
year would generally be screened from further consideration due to their negligible
contribution to overall risk)."

This analysis satisfies the above requirement by retaining those events which may occur
with a frequency greater than or equal to lx 10' per year. This is considered conservative
as the IOCFR60 credibility limit applies to entire event sequences (e.g., initiating event, WP
and waste form failure, and failure of mitigating systems) rather than just the initiating
events considered in this analysis. In other words, a credible initiating event for WP design
may not lead to a credible release sequence for surface or subsurface design. For this
reason, classification of events as Category 1 or 2 is also not performed in this document.

4.3 Assumptions

All assumptions are for preliminary design; these assumptions will require verification before this
analysis can be used to support procurement, fabrication, or construction activities.
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4.3.1 It is assumed that if the MGDS Functional Analysis Docwnent (FAD, Rcf. 5.9) has assigned
a system the function of protecting other system from an event, then that (assigned) system
will be required to withstand the maximum credible effects of the event. The basis for this
assumption is that the objective section of the FAD indicates that the system-level functions
defined therein will be used for the subsequent development of system performance
requirements. This assumption will require verification, and will eventually be eliminated
in some future revision of this analysis, as more detail is developed in other parts of the
MGDS design. This assumption is used in Section 7.1.1 (and in Table 7.t-1).

4.3.2 It is assumed that the changes in the MODS subsurface designs documented in References
5.16, 5.17, 5.58, and the sketches in Attachment 1 will be maintained as part of the VA
design. The basis for this assumption is the opening statement in Reference 5.17 which
indicates these assumptions be used for In-proces design analyses in late FY96 and early
FY97 until the substantiating analyses are completed (such as Ref. 5.58). In addition, Key
Assumption 066 (Ref. 5.21) also Indicates that the gantry emplacement will be assumed for
VA design. This assumption is used in Sections 4.1.1.3, 7.1A, 7.1.5, 7.2.2.1A, and
7.2.2.2A.

4.3.3 It is assumed for the purposes of evaluating the credibility of preclosure fault displacement
hazards for the WP, that the WP is emplaced directly across a fault with the same or lower
displacement recurrence frequency and magnitude as the Solitario Canyon fault. This is
conservative because Key Assumption 023 (Ref. 5.21) indicates that there will be at least
a 15 m standoff from the edge of a fault zone to the nearest emplaced WP, and therefore,
a human error during emplacement (which remains undeveloped for this analysis) would
have to occur for a WP to be emplaced across such a fault as is assumed above. The basis
for this assumption Is that the Solitario Canyon fault has the highest displacement
magnitude and frequency of those listed in Table 4.1.2-1. It is further assumed that the
Poisson distribution may be used to estimate the probability of multiple seismic events in
a period of time given a frequency of recurrence. The basis for this is that it is a typical
assumption in seismic hazard analyses (Ref. 5.24, p. 3-8). This assumption Is used in
Section 7.1.A.

4.3.4 It is assumed that since the manufacturing methods are similar for the outer and inner barrier
of the uncanistered fuel waste container for the cylinder within a cylinder approach (see Ref.
5.36 for more detail), the amount of weld material required for the inner barrier can be
estimated as a proportion by weld thickness of the amount of weld material required for the
outer barrier. The basis for this assumption is that it is conservative because as a thinner
component, the inner barrier may be fabricated with fewer sections and thus fewer welds
than the thicker outer barrier. This assumption is used in Volume of Weld Material in the
Waste Package section of Attachment m.

4.3.5 It is conservatively assumed, for the cylinder within a cylinder approach (see Ref. 5.36 for
more detail), that independent inner and outer barrier breaches due to manufacturing defects
wil occur in locations such that the two breaches are connected via an air gap between the
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two, thus creating a flowpath from the inside of the WP to the outside. Since the shrink fit
process may not produce 100% contact between the two barriers, this is a conservative
assumption. The basis for the assumption of independence is that the welds are produced
by independent processes.

For the weld clad inner barrier approach, it is conservatively assumed that independent
inner and outer barrier breaches due to manufacturing defects will occur in locations that
are physically in the same cross-sectional area of the waste package such that a direct path
out of the WP would exist, This is conservative since the probability that both an inner and
outer barrier weld defect would occur in the small cross-sectional area is extremely small.

This assumption is used in Section 7.2.2.9.

4.3.6 It is assumed that the maximum Internal fuel rod pressure would be 1200 psig (8.38 MPa
absolute) at an average gas temperature of 125F (51.7*C). The latter Is based on the
typical spent fuel pool water temperatu at a nuclear power plant (Ref. 5.42, p. 9.1-7) under
normal conditions, although temperatures under abnormal conditions may be as high as 155
to 190F. The former is based on NRC Regulatory Guide 1.25 (Ref. 5.41, p. 2), which
specifies the maximum pressure to be assumed in dose calculations for fuel rod ruptures in
spent fuel pools. This is expected to be conservative for fuel burnups up to 54 GWd/MTU.
Since the highest projected burnup Is 74.6 GWd/MTU (Ref. 5.20, p. 7) an additional safety
factor will be applied to the estimated pressures. This assumption is used in Section 7.2.2.7
to estimate the WP internal pressure In the event that 1%, 10%, and 100% of the fuel rods
are ruptured at various temperatures.

4.3.7 It is assumed that the base materials used to manufacture the inner and outer barrier are
defect free, that is, manufacturing defects only occur.in the welds. This assumption Is used
in Section 7.2.2.9.

4.3.8 It is assumed that the undetected weld defect size distribution and density predicted by the
Chapman model (Ref. 5.32) is applicable to the materials and weld processes used in the
manufacture of the WP inner and outer barriers. The basis for this assumption is that the
materials and weld processes used in Chapman's examples are for nuclear components, and
are the same or similar to the materials used to manufacture the WP inner and outer barriers,
and the WP welds will be subject to a similar degree of qualified inspections. This
assumption is used in Section 7.2.2.9.

4.3.9 It is assumed that the average distance traveled by a (loaded) transporter from WHB to the
emplacement drift is 5 km. This is the mean travel distance, based on Reference 5.6 (Vol.
I, p. E-15) which indicates that the transporter travel distance will be 4 km to 6 km one
way. This assumption is used in Sections 7.2.2.4.2 and 7.2.2.4.3.

4.3.10 It is assumed for derailment rate estimation purposes that the complexity of the transporter
railway/switches is equivalent to a commercial switch yard. The basis for this assumption
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is that each drift will have a switch in front of it, and there is as yet no information
indicating that the switch design will be different from that used in commercial rail yards.
This assumption is used in Section 7.2.2.4.2.

4.3.11 It is assumed for the purpose of calculating internal pressures, the WP internal fill gas will
be at atmospheric pressure at a temperature of 25tC at the time of filling. The basis for this
assumption is that the WP internal fill gas pressure has never been specified. This
assumption is used in Section 7.2.1.3.

4.3.12 It is assumed that the drop rate estimated for SNF assemblies in Section 7.2.2.1 may be used
as the drop frequency for other types of lifts involving the WP. The basis for this
assumption Is that the degree of equipment redundancy and procedural checks are expected
to be comparable to other fuel handling operations. In addition, there is insufficient
information available on the design and operation of these other components to allow a
detailed estimate of failure to be performed. This assumption may be superseded at some
point in the future by Repository Surface and Subsurface design group analyses of drop
frequencies for specific pieces of equipment. This assumption Is used in Sections 7.2.2.1.4,
7.2.2.2.1, 7.2.2.2.2, and 7.2.2.2.4.

4.3.13 It is assumed that the following types of transportation casks will aMve at the MGDS:

LG Gen Large/Generic (26 PWRI61 BWR)
SM Gen Small/Generic (12 PWR/24 BWR)
HH UCF High HeatUncanistered Fuel (7 PWR/1 7 BWR)
HH UCF-SS High HeatlUncanistered Fuel/Can handle stainless steel clad fuel (7

PWR/17 BWR)
[.0-ST Large/Can handle long fuel from South Texas (12 PWR)

These are taken from Key Assumptions 001 and 002 (Ref. 5.21). The descriptions and fuel
assembly heat rate limits are taken from Reference 5.49. This assumption is used in
Attachment VII.

4.3.14 It is assumed that, if required, instrumentation will be used to measure the burnup of fuel
assemblies that are removed from the transport casks for the purpose of verifying thermal
output and reactivity. The type of measurement performed to determine burnup (bulk
neutron and gamma, or specific gamma energies) is not important for this analysis. This is
consistent with recommendations of Reg. Guide 3.58 (Ref. 5.51) which states that when
burnup credit Is taken, the amount of burnup needs to be confirmed by reactivity
measurements. This is also consistent with Key Assumption 057, which bumup
measurements of uncanistered SNF will be performed non-destructively if required. This
assumption is used in Attachment VII.

4.3.15 It is assumed that the following human actions can occur during the fuel assembly unloading
process from the transportation cask and the subsequent loading in the disposal containers
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(DC). Some actions will lead to human errors. Note that whether the dry or wet waste
handling system is used (Ref. 5.7), the same type of human actions must occur. These
actions are assumed to occur since there have been no formal procedures developed at this
time. The following four (sub)assumptions are all used in Attachment VII. The choice of
HEPs from Reference 5.52 are intended to approximate whatever actions the operator will
take. Since there are no written procedures to review for specific actions, the HEPs can only
approximate anticipated operator actions.

a) During the removal process, the operator will need to record the assembly
identification and associated heat rate and reactivity from the licensing paperwork
and, if required, perform a verification measurement with a detector (Ref. 5.51, see
assumption 4.3.14). It is further assumed that any mismatch in the textual
information and the detector readings will immediately flag a human error or a
detector error. Therefore, this is a sequence in which the discovered error will be
remedied, resulting in a virtually zero probability that the incoming fuel assembly
will be mnischaracterized.

b) The opeltor determines what type of DC is to be used, selects the desired DC type
(by methods unknown at this time), and positions it under a transfer port. This could
result in a concept (or cognitive) human error or selection human error. The concept
error would be deciding on the wrong DC type. The HEP (human error probability)
Is approximated by a rule-based action after a diagnosis - from Reference 5.52
(Table 20-2), the HEP is 0.05 following an abnormal event. Since this occurs under
normal operating conditions, assume the HEP at its lower bounds, 0.005 (i.e., divide
by an error factor of 10). There is no unusual or stress conditions requiring an
additional multiplier (in the form of a performance shaping factor).

The other possible human error is a selection error for which the HEP is
approximated by an error of commission in selecting the wrong control on a panel
of similar looking controls that are arranged in well-defined functional group; the
HEP is 0.001 (Ref. 5.52, Table 20-12). Any recovery action is assumed to occur
during the verification step (see itemn (d)).

c) The operator determines what type of fuel assembly is to be loaded into the DC,
selects the desired fuel assembly from the storage rack (by methods unknown at this
time), and positions It over a transfer port. This could result in a concept human err
or selection human error. The concept error would be deciding on the wrong DC
type. The HEP are assumed to be the same as developed in item (b). Any recovery
action is assumed to occur during the verification step (see item (d)).

d) The physical verification occurs after the fuel assembly is loaded in the DC. This
includes verifying the fuel assembly identity (via a remote camera), and confirming
the fuel assembly's characteristics and the appropriateness of the DC in which it has
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been loaded. The HEP is estimated at 0.01 as failure to use written operating
procedures under normal operating conditions (Ref. 5.52, Table 20-6).

4.3.16 It is-assumed that when fuel assemblies with absorber rods are placed in anything but the
proper waste package, this misload is immediately recoverable and corrected. The 21
Pressurized Water Reactor (PWR) waste packages that are designed to handle fuel
assemblies with absorber rods are somewhat longer than the waste packages with no
absorber or with absorber plates to accommodate the absorber rods at the top of the fuel
assembly. This assumption is used in Attachment VU.

4.3.17 It is assumed that if a fuel assembly requires an absorber rod assembly for disposal, then the
absorber rod is successfully placed In the fuel assembly immediately after retrieval from the
transport cask. This is a reasonable assumption since most fuel assemblies that require an
absorber rod assembly will be shipped with one, which will stay with the fuel assembly as
it is removed from the transport cask, stored in the lag storage area, and loaded into a DC-
This assumption is used in Attachment VE.

4.3.16 It is assumed that the likelihood of selecting an incorrect fuel assembly to load Into the
waste package is based on the percentage of a fuel assembly with specific characteristics
from the total number of fuel assemblies to be delivered to the site over a 24 year period.
This assumption is used in Attachment VII.

4.3.19 It is assumed that an average of 456 WPs will be handled each year. This Is based on Key
Assumption 003 (Ref. 5.21) which indicates that 10,938 WPs will be produced over a 24
year period. Based on the same assumption, it is further assumed that the average annual
SNF WP production will be 201 PWR WPs per year (4820 total) and 120 BWR WPs per
year (2859 total). This assumption is used in Sections 7.2.2.1.2, 7.2.2.3, 7.2.2A.3, 7.2.2A.5,
and 7.2.2.5.1.

4.3.20 It is assumed that there will be 121,152 uncanistered fuel assemblies which require bare
handling at the MODS. The total number of assemblies is assumed to be 220,416. These
amounts are based on Key Assumption 002 (Ref. 5.21). This assumption is used in Section
7.2.2.1.1.

4.3.21 It is assumed that there will be at least one 10 foot section of water pipe somewhere above
an open disposal container. This assumption is based on the MGDSACD Report (Rf. 5.6),
which indicates that there will be HVAC equipment (which uses cooling coils and water
spray) in the rooms above the loading cell (Ref. 5.6, Vol. EI, pp. D-43 to D-58), and that the
fire protection system will also utilize water spray (Ref. 5.6. Vol. II, p. 7-111). This
assumption is used in Section 7.2.2.8.2.

4.3.22 It is assumed that the top of the shadow shield at the emplacement drift entrance will be 8
cm higher than the height of the top of the largest emplaced WP. This is based on the fact
that shadow shields are typically slightly larger, in terms of cross-sectional area, than the
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source being shielded. It is further assumed that the emplacement drift gantry will lift the
bottom of a WP 8 cm higher than the top of the shadow shield. The basis for this
assumption is engineering judgement of the distance necessary for adequate clearance based
on verbal discussions with Repository Subsurface designers. This assumption is used in
Sections 7.2.2.1 A and 7.2.2.2.4.

4.3.23 I is assumed that there are no credible failure modes for the emplacement drift support
other than failure due to beyond design basis seismic event. The bases for this assumption
is that a search for information on failures of concrete lined tunnels in other applications
(commercial rail, subway) found no events other than those related to seismic activity.
Further, as Key Assumption 061 indicates that remote inspections of emplacement drifts
will be performed, any significant liner degradation would probably be noted and repaired
prior to failure. This assumption Is used in Sections 7.1.5 and 7.2.2.1.3.

4.3.24 It is assumed that the contact area for objects falling onto the WP is the same for all objects
considered The basis for this assumption is that each of the falling objects considered in
Table 7.3-1 have the potential for a point contact impact, as well as one spread over a larger
area of the WP surface. This assumption is used in Section 7.3.

4A Codes and Standards

None used.
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6. Use of Computer Software

A. Scientific and Engineering Software:

Not Applicable.

B. Computational Support Software:

6.1 Microsoft Excel version 5.0, loaded on a 66MH 486 PC. Used for calculations performed
in Attachments II, m[ IV, V, VIL. and Vm. Inputs are also located in these attachments.

6.1 MathCad version 6.0+, loaded on a 66M1z 486 PC. Used for calculations performed in
Attachment VI. Inputs are also located in this attachment.
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7. Design Analysis

This design analysis is presented in three sections. Section 7.1 describes external events (natural
phenomena and man-made events not initiated by MGDS operations) applicable to WP design.
Section 7.2 discusses internal events (normal sequences of operations, mechanical or other failures,
and operator error) applicable to WP design. Section 7.3 organizes the credible internal and external
events identified in the previous two sections into groups of similar events, and identifies a bounding
event for each group.

7.1 External Events Applicable To WP Design

The purpose of this section is to Identify those external events and natural phenomena which must
be considered in the design of the waste package. Section 7.1.1 performs an initial screening of the
generic external events list from the PHA (Ref. 5.5) to identify those events applicable to WP design.-
Sections 7.1.2 through 7.1.5 provide the input parameters or information sources necessary for later
design analyses to determine the effect of the event on WP performance. Alternatively, these
sections may also provide information necessary for screening the events based on frequency of
occurrence.

7.1.1 Initial Screening of External Events

Table 7.1-l reiterates the entire generic external events list from the PHA (Ref. 5.5). In this section,
events will be screened from this list according to the general criteria discussed in Section 3, items
2A and 2B. An external event may be immediately eliminated from further consideration under item
3.2A if the PHA previously screened it from further consideration in MGDS design. An "XI' has
been placed in the "PHA" column of Table 7. 1-1 if an event may be screened in this manner.

An external event may be eliminated from consideration under item 3.2B if the event cannot directly
affect the performance of the WP. This may be because the WP is contained within another system,
which is designed to withstand the event, or the event results in the disruption of a service that is not
required by the WP to continue to perform its functions. A system may be said to provide protection
from the effects of an external event if it has been specifically assigned this function in the MGDS
Functional Analysis Documens (Ref. 5.9). This is assumption 4.3.1. An '"' has been placed in the
"No Direct Effects" column of Table 7. 1-1 if an event is screened in this manner, and a basis is
provided in the renarks section.

External events in Table 7.1-1 which were not screened according to items 3.2A or 3.2B are bolded,
and a pointer is provided to the specific section in 7.1 which provides a more detailed discussion of
the event. Screening of external events according to item 3.2C typically requires a more detailed
discussion to support the required frequency estimate, and therefore, will be included in one of these
later sections if it is to be performed. In addition, the general type of analysis that will be required
(structural, thernal, or criticality) to determine the effect of the event is identified.
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Table 7.1IX. Initial Screening of External Events
Initial Screening

External Event Removed No Direct Remarks
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ by PH A Effects _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Aircraft Crash X See Note A at end of this table

Avalanche X Event screened in PHA (Ref. 5.5)
Coastal Erosion X Event screened in PHA (Ref. 5.5)

Dam Failure X Event screened In PHA (Ref. 5.5)

Debris Avalanching X See Note A at end of this table

Denudation X Event screened in PHA (Ref. 5.5)

Dissolution X No direct effects but could influence
.____ rockfall. See Section 7.1.5.

Epcirogenic Displacement X Event screened in PHA (Ref. 5.S)

Erosion X Event screened in PHA (Ref. S.S)
Extreme Wind X See Note A at end of this table

Extreme Weather Fluctuations See Section 7.1.2
Fire (Range) X See Note A at end of this table

Flooding X See Note A at end of this table

Fungus, Bacteria, Algae X Event screened in PHA (Ref. S.S)

Glacial Erosion X Event screened in PHA (Ref. 5.5)

Glaciation X Event screened in PHA (Ref. 5.5)

High Lake Level X Event screened in PHA (Ref. 5.5)

High Tide X Event screened in PHA (Ref. 5.5)

High River Stage X Event screened In PHA (Ref. 5.5)

Hurricane X _ Event screened in PHA (Ref. S.5)

Inadvertent Future Intrusions (man-made) X See Note C at end of this table

Industrial Activity Induced Accident X See Note A a: end of this table

Intentional Future Intrusion (man-made) X See Note C at end of this table

Landslides X See Note A at end of this table

Lightning . X See Note A at end of this table

Loss of Off-sitelOn-site Power X See Note B at end of this table

Low Lake Level X Event screened in PHA (Ref. 5.5)

Low River Level X Event screened in PHA (Ref. 5.5)

Meteorite Impact X Event screened In PHA (Ref. 5.5)

Military Activity Induced Accident X See Note A at end of this table

Orogenic Diastrophism X Event screened in PHA (Ref. S5.)-

Pipeline Accident X , Event sreened in PHA (Ref. S.5)

Rainstorm X See Note A at end of this table

Sandstorm X See Note A at end of this table
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Table 7.1.1. Intial Screening of External Events

initial Screening
External Event Removed No Direct Remarks

by PHA Effects

Sedimentation X Event screened in PHA (Ref. 53)
Seiche X _ Event screened in PHA (Ref. 55)
Seismic Activity, Uplifting (tectonic) X Event screened in PHA (Ref. 5.5)
Seismic Activity, Earthquake See Section 7.1.3
Seismic Activity, Surface Fault Displacement X See Note A at end of this table

Seismic Activity, Subsurface Fault See Section 7.1M
Displacement

Static Fracturlng/Rockfall See Section 7.1.5
Stream Erosion X Event screened in PHA (Ref. 5.5)

Subsidence X Event screened in PHA (Ref. 5.5)

Tornado X See Note A at end of this table

Tsunami X Event screned in PHA (Ref. 5.5)
Undetected Past Intrusions (man-made) X Event screened in PHA (Ref. 5.)
Undetected Geologic Features X Event sreed In PHA (Ref. 5.5)

Undetected Geologic Processes X Event screened In PHA (Ref. 5.5)

Volcanic Eruption X Event screened in PHA (Ref. 5.5)

Volcanism, Magmatic Activity X Event screened in PHA (Rcf. 5.5)
Volcanism, Ash Flow X Event screened in PHA (Ref. 5.5)
Volcanism, Ash Fall X See Note A at end of this table
Waves (Aquatic) X Event screened in PHA (Ref. 5.5)

Note A: The FAD (Ref. 5.9, p. 3-95) indicates that the function of protecting proneel and properly from natural and
man-made safety hazards (function 1.4.3.1.4) has been assigned to the Repository Surface Areas and the
Waste Handling Building Structure. Furthermore, these events re surface-based, and will not have an effect
on systems In the Subsurface Repository Area. Therefore, it is assumed that these events will not be capable
of directly affecting the performance of the WP because it Is always contained within one of these systems
(assumption 4.3.1).

Note B: The WP is a passive component which does not require a power source to maintain any of the functions
discussed in Section 4.1.1. Any advee effects of a loss of power on WP handling equipment wil be Identical
to equipmentsoperator failures already discussed in Sections 4.1.3 and 7.2.

Note C: The FAD (Ref. 5.9, pp. 3-94) indicates that the function of protecting against armed incursion (function
1.4.3.1.3.1.4) and unauthorized access to the site (function 1.4.3.1.3.2) has been assigned to the Site
Safeguards and Security System. Therefore, it is assumed that these events will not be capable of directly
affecting the performance of the WP because it is always contained within one of these systems (assumption
4.3.1).
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7.1.2 Extreme Weather Fluctuations

Dni1ussjanFfiquencr.

The only aspect of weather fluctuations which may directly affect the WP is the outside
ambient air temperature while it is in unventilated SSCs. As the WP is always inside of
another MGDS facility or component, other aspects of the weather, such as precipitation
or winds, cannot directly affect the WP. This event is considered credible without
performing a frequency estimate.

Function Affectcdfyf of Analysis Reuired:

External temperatures will affect the rate at which heat is removed from the WP, and thus
impact the temperature of the waste form and WP. In addition, a sufficient change in WP
component temperatures may affect their material properties. Extreme weather
fluctuations have the potential for affecting functions 1.4.S.1.1.2 and 1.4.5.1.2.1, and
therefore will require consideration In thermal and structural analyses of the WP.

Magitude/Severity of Event

Over the 16 year period from 1962 to 1978, the ambient temperature for Yucca Flat (Ref.
5.43, sect. 1.3a) ranged from -14'F to 108°F (-25.6tC to 42.2tC).

7.1.3 Seismic Activity, Earthquake

Discussion/Frequency:

The MGDS preclosure seismic design methodology indicates that the Category 2 design
basis earthquake has a mean return frequency of Ix 10 per year, which is comparable to
the frequency of the "'Safe Shutdown Earthquake" for nuclear power plants (Ref. 5.24, p.
3-3). This frequency is to be used for VA design per Reference 5.21, Key 064.

Function AffectedMp of Analysis Required:

Earthquakes have the potential for affecting function IA.5.1.2.1, and thus will require
consideration in structural analyses. If the above analyses determine that changes in the
WP basket configuration occur as a result of earthquake loads, then performance of
functions 1.4.5.1.1.1 and 1.4.5.1.1.2 may also be affected, thus requiring consideration in
thermal and criticality analyses.

Magnitude/Severity of Event:

Section 4.1.2.2 indicates that the peak ground acceleration corresponding to a mean return
frequency of lxlOr per year is 0.66g. In addition to maintaining the structural integrity of
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the basket and barriers, the NRC standard review plan for dry cask storage (Ref. S.19, p.
2-14) indicates that dry cask tip-over should not be a credible event for the Safe Shutdown
Earthquake. Based on this precedence, the NRC may expect analyses to demonstrate that
sufficient support is provided for a vertically oriented WP to prevent WP tipping for a
Category 2 earthquake, regardless of whether such an event would lead to a WP breach.

7.1A Seismic Activity, Subsurface Fault Displacement

Dijscussion:

The DOE's Preclosure Seismic Design Methodology for a Geologic Repository at Yucca
Mountain (Ref. 5.24, Section 4.4) has indicated that the primary seismic safety design
criterion for fault displacement will be fault avoidance to the extent achievable by the
facility layout and placement of systems important to safety. This reference Indicates that
a fault can be deemed to be avoided if the mean annual probability of displacement for
which there is negligible engineering concern is less that Ix IO' for Category I systems,
and IxIO5 forCategory 2 systems.

The primary fault displacement engineering concern for an emplaced WP will be shear
loading by the displaced drift walls. The planned waste emplacement mode of horizontal
in-drift (Ref 5.21, Key 066) means that a WP with a maximum outer diameter of = 2 m
(Ref. 5.21, DCWP 005 & 006) will be situated in a 5.5 m emplacement drift with a 200
mm thick concrete liner (Ref 5.16 & assumption 4.3.2). With an average clearance
between WP surface and drift wall of = 1.6 m ((5.5m-2*0.2m-2m)/2), it is expected that
any single displacement would result only in WP reorientation. If the largest WP was
assumed to be placed directly across a fault with the same maximum displacement
magnitude (130 cm) as the Solitario Canyon fault (see assumption 4.3.3 and Section
4.1.2.1). then two displacements would be required before the drift wall would contact the
WP. The probability of two displacements (n=2) occurring in a year (t=l year) can be
estimated using the Poisson distribution,

Pr(n)= (10%Wxp(-1
n!

and assuming (assumption 4.3.3) that the frequency (I) of a single displacement is
equivalent to that of the upper bound given in Table 4.1.2-1 for a single displacement of
the Solitario Canyon fault. This yields a probability of 4.2x 1010 that two displacements
will occur along the same fault in a years time. This probability is expected to be
conservative, as it neglects the additional low probabilities that such a fault could go
undetected by site characterization activities, or that administrative controls preventing the
emplacement of a WP across a known fault would be ignored: Therefore, shear loading
of the WP by fault displacement is not considered to be a credible event. These
conclusions will require verification once additional site-specific fault displacement data
has been gathered.
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Function Affected/Te of Analysis Required:

No functions affected. Further analysis not required.

Magnitude/Severity of Event:

Not Applicable.

7.15 Static Fracturlng/Rockfall

cusslorinue

The PHA (Re. 5.5, p. 32) defines static fracturing as any break in a rock due to mechanical
failure by stress. The only aspect of this event which may impact the WP is the potential
for rockfall. Reference 5.44 (p. 347) indicates that there is no relevant data available
which would allow a frequency estimate for rockfalls impacting a WP. However, as the
drift supports will likely be designed to the Category 2 design basis earthquake, and have
sufficient design life to last through the preclosure phase (Ref. 5.44, p. 342), the
preclosure frequency of rockfall onto aWP should be < lxlO' events/year. This assumes
that there is no mechanism other than beyond design basis seismic activity which can result
in drift support failure and rockfall (see assumption 4.3.23). Based on this information,
rockfall onto a WP is considered a credible event.

FoAnalysisRRguired

Rockfall onto a WP has the potential for affecting function 1.4.5.1.2.1, and thus will
require consideration In structural analyses. The NRC standard review plan for dry cask
storage systems also requires that a thermal evaluation (function 1.4.5.1.2.1) be performed
if debris burial is a credible event (Ref. 5.19, p. 2-14). U the above analyses determine that
changes in the WP basket configuration occur as a result of rockfall loads, then
performance of function 1.4.5.1.1.1 may also be affected, thus requiring consideration in
thermal and criticality analyses.

JMagnitudxyJeveiy of Event:

Reference 5.44 (p. 345) discusses the results of several preliminary analyses performed
using the UNWEDGE computer code to estimate the size of potential rock blocks. For
emplacement drifts, the block sizes ranged from 0.1 to 9.7 metric tons. The WP Off-
Normal and Accident Scenario Report (Ref. 5.14, Attachment [) also performed a
preliminary estimate of the distribution of block sizes using joint frequency estimates based
on measured borehole rock quality designation data. The results indicated that 99% of the
blocks would be less than 10 metric tons and that 100% of the blocks would be less that
25 metric tons. Based on this preliminary information, the WP should be designed to
withstand at least a 25 metric ton rock so that breach by rockfall is not a credible event for
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preclosure. Future studies using probabilistic keyblock analysis methods and TSw2 joint
properties obtained from ESF mapping are planned to develop a more refined distribution
of keyblock size. Furthermore, as most rockfalls would be expected to occur in the
postclosure phase, once the ground support has failed, any decision on the design rock
mass for the WP should also consider postclosure WP performance requirements. For a
5.5 m drift, drop heights may range from =2.5 to =3.l m depending on the type of WP
(based on information in Attachment I per assumption 4.3.2).

7.2 Internal Events Applicable To WIP Design

The purpose of this section is to identify those Internal events which must be considered
in the design of the waste package. Section 7.2.1 discusses internal design basis events
which are associated with normal operation of the MGDS, and thus must be considered in
the design of the WP. Section 7.2.2 discusses internal design basis events which might
result from MGDS equipment failures or operator error.

7.2.1 Internal Events Associated with Normal Operations

These events are associated with the routine operations of handling, transporting, and
emplacing the WP, and thus are automatically considered credible.

72.1.1 Dead Loads

Dead load is simply the load on a component produced by its own weight.

-Nscussion:

Various components of the WP will be required to support its weight in the following
routine handling and emplacement operations:

a) Loaded WP in a horizontal position in an emplacement drift on WP supports.
b) Loaded WP in a vertical position supported only by its bottom skirt.
c) Loaded WIP in a horizontal position supported only by gantry lifting beads contacting

the inside surface of each skirt.
d) Loaded WIP in a vertical position supported only by a yoke mechanism which

engages the holes in the top skirt of the WP.
e) Loaded WP in a horizontal position in an emplacement drift on WP supports and

entirely covered with backfill (if used).
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Function Affected/ype of Analysis Required:

Dead loads affect function 1.4.5.1.2.1, and thus will require consideration in structural
analyses.

MbagnitudelSetrity of Event:

No further description necessary.

7.2.1.2 Live Loads

Live loads are those loads associated with the actions of handling, transportation, or
emplacement equipment.

Discussion:

As part of normal repository operations, the WP will be subject to the following live loads:

a) Loading of waste form into open disposal container.
b) Disposal container cell crane lifting fixture engages notches in WP upper skirt prior

to lifting.
c) Decontamination using pelletized CO2.
d) Shifting/settling of contained waste form during horizontalization and transport.
e) Gantry lifting heads engaging WP skirts prior to lifting.
f) Application of backfill (if used)

Function Affected/L[=pe of Analysis Required

LUve loads affect function 1.4.5.1.2.1, and thus will require consideration in structural
analyses.

Magnitde/Severity of Evn:

No further description necessary

7.2.1.3 Internal Pressure Loads

Discussionff ue

Reference 5.21, DCWP 004 indicates that the WP will be filled with helium It is assumed
for this analysis that such filling will be at atmospheric pressure and at a temperature of
25?C (assumption 4.3.11).
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Function Affectedfype of Analysis Required:

The internal pressure of the WP may affect function 1.4.5.1.2.1, and thus will require
consideration in structural design analyses.

Magnitude/Severity of Event:

The peak normal pressure (100% intact fuel rods) will occur at the time of peak internal
fill gas temperature. Conservatively using the maximum allowable waste form
temperatures (Ref. 5.21, DCWP 001 & 002) as the mean internal gas temperatures, the
maximum internal pressure will be =30 psla (0.21 MPa) for the SNF WPs, and 33 psia
(0.23 MPa) for Defense High-Lcvel Waste (DHLW) WPs. This calculation Is provided in
detail in Attachment V, along with an estimate of maximum internal pressure for off-
normal conditions.

7.2L1A Thermal Loads

Didcsso:

From a thermal perspective, the WP will be subject to the following three distinct
environments during the preclosure phase: 1), loaded and waiting in the WHB DC cell lag
storage area, 2), in the transporter on its way to the emplacement drift, and 3), emplaced
in the emplacement drift. Normal thermal conditions for an emplaced WP loaded with
thermal design basis fuel will be based on the repository thermal loading as well as drift
and WP spacing. For any given environment, the WP must demonstrate that:

a) Peak waste form temperatures remain below limits, and
b) Thermal stresses in WP barriers and basket remain below allowables.

Function Affecled/LTe of Analysis Required:

Peak cladding temperatures affect function 1.4.5.1.1.2, and thus will require consideration
in thermal analyses. WP basket and barrier temperatures affect function 1.4.5.1.2. 1, and
thus will require consideration in structural analyses.

Magnitude/Severity of =E= :

Peak cladding, and other component temperatures are determined during the above
mentioned design analyses, and are dependent on a variety of parameters (such as WlP
design, repository thermal loading, design basis fuel, etc.) which cannot be briefly
summarized here.
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7.2.2 Internal Events Associated with Equipment Fallure/Operator Error

The purpose of this section is to discuss each of the internal events associated with
equipment failure or operator error that were identified in Table 4.1.1-2. For each event,
a determination of credibility will be performed, typically by estimating the frequency of
the event. If the event is considered credible the WP function(s) potentially affected and
the severity/magnitude of the event are evaluated based on available information.

7.2.2.1 Falling Objects

This section discusses events which involve objects being dropped or otherwise falling
onto the WP. The following four falling object events were identified in Section 4.1.1.3:

Int. Event 1. WF drop onto WP during loading,
It. Event 9. Handling equipment drop onto WP,
Et. Event 17. Section of emplacement drift concrete liner falls onto WP, and
Et. Event 22. Emplacement gantry drops one WP onto another.

7.2.2.1.1 WF drop onto WP during loading

Discussion/Frequenc :

An estimate of the credibility of this event can be obtained by examining industry
experience with WF handling, namely commercial SNF. The information discussed in
Section 4.1.3.1 and Attachment H indicates that 26 fuel assemblies were dropped during
normal fuel handling activities at commercial reactors during the period from 1970 to
1991. To estimate a drop frequency, the total number of fuel handlings at commercial
facilities must be estimated. Section 4.1.3.1 indicates that by the end of 1991. there were
37,432 assemblies in commercial reactor cores, and 82,382 assemblies which had been
discharged, for a total of 119,814 assemblies. Section 4.1.3.1 also indicates that every
assembly experienced a rninlmum of S handlings prior to being irradiated. The minimum
number of additional handlings prior to discharge depends on the utility's refueling
practice; l .handlings if the full core is off-loaded at each refueling, and 4 if the utility only
off-loads the assemblies being discharged and shuffles the remainder. The information
presented in Section 4.1.3.1 indicates that 29 of the 110 plants (426%) operating in 1996
practiced shuffling, while the remainder performed full core off-loads. In-core assemblies
are assumed to have undergone only half the number of handlings that discharged
assemblies received. Calculations performed in Attachment II indicate that the minimum
number of unirradiated, irradiated, and total handlings was 599,070, 851,061, add
1,450,131, respectively. These estimates are expected to be conservative, as it neglects
additional handlings which might occur as a result of spent fuel pool reracking or moving
assemblies to another storage site.
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The frequency of fuel drops is then estimated to be 1.8x10S drops/handling by simply
dividing the total number of drops by the number of handlings (26/1,450,131). Key
Assumption 002 (Ref. 5.21, Table 3-8) indicates that there will be 121.152 uncanistered
fuel assemblies (7,115 truck + 114,037 rail), out of a total of 220,416 assemblies
(assumption 4.3.20). Based on the above frequency and the number of uncanistered fuel
assemblies indicated in Key Assumption 002, the expected number of drops during WP
loading will be 2.2 (121,152 x 1.8x10-'). If all 220,416 assemblies were uncanistered,
there would be 3.9 drops. Therefore, this event is considered credible.

Function Affectedye of Analysis Required:

Dropping a WF onto a WP has the potential for affecting function 1.4.5.1.2.1, and thus will
require consideration In structural analyses. However, it should be noted that since the WP
has not yet been sealed at this point, the radionuclide containment aspect of this function
is not yet in effect, and cannot therefore be challenged. The primary concern (for the WP)
would be in terms of the economics/logistics of replacing or repairing a damaged WP
basket.

Magnitude/Severity of Event:

Reference 5.26 indicates that a fuel assembly would have a maximum drop height of
between 15 to 25 feet depending on the length of the assembly being lifted. The mass of
the largest PWR and BWR assemblies is 887 kg and 332 kg, respectively (Ref. 5.21,
EBDRD 3.2.3.4.C. 1.g).

7.2.2.1.2 Handling equipment drop onto WP

Disus~sionffi uene

The yoke used for lifting the WPs is the largest item in the DC cell that could fall on the
WP. Such a fall could occur as a result of failure of the crane cable, hoisting drums, brakes
or control system. Based on generic failure rates for these components, Reference 5.56 (p.
4-32) estimated that such a failure could occur with a frequency of 5.Ox10r5 per hour.
However, Reference 5.56 simply took the union of the above component failure rates to
arrive at the above frequency, and did not consider component redundancy. Since a typical
heavy-lift bridge crane at a nuclear power plant has at least two of every active component
necessary to support the load (Ref. 5.55), the above frequency will be raised to the power
of two, yielding 2.SxlIO' per hour. Since a typical no-load hook speed (vertical motion) for
such a crane is 16 feet/minute (Ref. 5.55, p. 2-13), it is estimated that the yoke will spend
-I minute over the WP for each lift. At 456 WPs per year (assumption 4.3.19), and 3.5
vertical lifts per WP (2-3 lifts for weld station + 1 lift into Horizontalizer), this yields a
frequency of 6.7xl0 drops/year (456 WPs/yr * 3.5 lifts/WP * 2.5x10' drops/br * 1
minl~ift . 60 min/hr). However, the above calculation does not explicitly consider
common cause failure or human error. At least one common cause failure, drop due to a
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beyond design basis seismic event, would not be credible since the yoke may only be over
a WP 0.3% of a year (0.003 x dO' events/year = c3x iO7events/year). Ref. 5.55 (p. 2-9)
suggests that the control system of a redundant crane typically prevents the operator from
rapidly lowering the yoke, regardless of how fast the controls are manipulated. However,
it is possible that during the yearly maintenance (Ref. 5.7, p. 58), a worker might make an
error which would disable this system, leaving it unavailable to protect against an operator
error. Using the selection HEP in assumption 4.3.1Sb for a crane operations errot (IxzOf),
an HEP of 1.Sx 103 for unrecovered controller maintenance, approximately 1600 lifts per
year (3.5*456), one maintenance shutdown per year, and redundant controllers, this would
still be considered a credible scenario at 3.6x 10 events/year (1600 lifts * 1i0 errors per
lift * I maintenancc/year* (l.5x10-3? erors per maintenance (independently and randomly
occurring on each controller). Therefore, a handling equipment drop onto a WP is
considered credible.

Note the unrecovered controller maintenance HEP is estimated as the product of:
(0.3) - HEP in use of written maintenance procedures
(0.05) - HEP in use of written test or calibration procedure (maintenance recovery)

These values are taken from Table 20-6 of Reference 5.52.

Function Affected/Type of Analysis Required:

Handling equipment dropping onto the WIP has the potential for affecting function
1.4.5.1.2.1. and thus will require consideration in structural analyses.

Magnitude/Severity of Event:

A redundant lifting yoke for a transportation cask, with a mass comparable to that of a VIP,
has a mass of - 2300 kg (Ref. 5.54, dwg. MPC-3310). Based on the information in
Reference 5.26 on the DC cell crane high hook height, the distance between the yoke and
the top of the shortest WIP will not be greater than 2 m.

7.2.2.13 Section of emplacement drift concrete liner fails onto WP

piscu Ei =~euengy:

As with rockfall (see Section 7.1.5), this event may result from beyond design basis
seismic activity. It therefore has a frequency < Ix104 events/year and is considered a
credible event.

Function AffectedT of Analysis Requid:

A section of concrete dropping onto the WIP has the potential for affecting function
1.4.5.1.2.1, and thus will require consideration in structural analyses.
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Magitude/Severity of Event
At a density of approximately 2400 kglm3 (Ref. 5.45, back cover) a 5.85 m x 1.98 m x 200
mm slab of concrete (length and width based on WP size from Reference 5.21, DCWP 004,
thickness based on sketch in Attachment 1) would have a weight of w 5.5 metric tons.

7.2.2.1A Emplacement drift gantry drops a WP onto another WP

D~iscussionLfrequn=:

While the gantry has the capability to lift a WP over a WP, it is expected that this will only
occur if an individual WP requires removal, because an entire drift could otherwise be
removed in sequence without lifting one WP over another. Key assumption 061 (Ref.
5.21) indicates that retrieval will only be performed for failed WPs. Assuming that the
frequency of WP drop by the gantry is 1 .8x 105 per lift (see Section 7.2.2.1 and assumption
4.3.12), at least 9 such retrievals would be required in a 150 year period before such a drop
event would be considered credible (9 lifts + 150 yrs * 1.8x10f' drops/lift). Since it is not
expected that there will be 9 such WlP failures in the preclosure phase, this event will not
currently be considered credible. This conclusion may require re-evaluation if it is
determined that another subsurface DBE results in WlP breach and a design change is not
instituted to prevent this, or WlP retrieval for performance confirmation is required.

Function Affectedal=ype of Analysis Required:

Not Applicable. No Function Affected.

Magnitude/Severity of Event:

While this event is not currently considered credible for the above mentioned reasons, the
worst case drop of a WVP onto a WlP in the emplacement drift will be the 50 metric ton 21
PWR WVP (Attachment 1) falling =0.6 m onto the 12 PWR WP (from Attachment I &
assumptions 4.3.2 and 4.3.22: 2.Om - 1.555m + 16cm w0.6 in).

7.2.2.2 WP Drop Events

This section discusses events which involve dropping the WP. The following five such
internal events were identified in Section 4.1.1.3:

Int. Event 4. WP vertical drop from DC cell crane,
Int. Event 6. WlP horizontal drop from WHB gantry,
Int. Event 7. WVP vertical/horizontal drop onto sharp object,
Int. Event 16. WVP rail car rolls out of transporter, and
Int. Event 22. Emplacement drift gantry drops WP onto VIP supports, shadow

shield, or other VP.
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7.2.2.1 WP vertical drop from DC cell crane

iusion~~raenc

The only opportunities for vertical drops of the WP is in the WHB, when the WP is lifted
by the Disposal Container Cell crane. Information provided by Repository Surface design
(Ref. 5.25) indicates that there will be two or three vertical lifts of the WP to move it to and
from the welding station, depending on whether a move to the staging area is required. At
an average of 456 WPs per year, and assuming that the frequency of WP drop by the crane
is l.8x105 per lift (see Section 7.2.2.1 and assumption 4.3.12), the same as that for SNE
assembly drops, the frequency of WP drops for this height is estimated to be 2.lx 10' per
year (1 .x i0s drops/lift * 2.5 lifts/WP * 456 WP/year). Another vertical lift of the WP
occurs when the WP is moved from the staging area to the Horizontalizer (Ref. 5.25).
Using the above Information, the frequency of drop for this activity is estimated to be
8.2x10 3 per year (l.8x10f5 drops/lift * I lift/WP * 456 WP/year). The total frequency of
vertical drops is estimated to be 2.9xI0 events/year (2.1x102 + 8.2x HY), making this a
credible event.

Function AffectedaType of Analysis Required:

A WP vertical drop has the potential for affecting function 1 .4.5.1.2.1, and thus will require
consideration in structural analyses.

Magnitude/Sevety of Evnt:

Reference 5.25 indicates that moves to and from the welding station require lifts of 0.152
m, while moves to the Horizontalizer require lifts of 0.456 m. Reference 5.26 indicates
that the maximum crane hook height is such that the bottom of the shortest WP cannot be
lifted higher than 1.98 m (6.5 ft) above the floor.

7.2.2.2.2 WP horizontal drop from WHB gantry

Discussionffrc=Uency

Ther are two opportunities for a horizontal drop of the WP In the WHB. The fist occurs
when the WHB gantry moves the WP from the Horizontalizer to the pedestals In the
decontamination cell. The second occurs following decontamination, when the gantry lifts
the WP off of the pedestals and moves it to the transporter's reusable rail car. Assuming
that the gantry drops WPs with a frequency of i.Sxl O drops/lift (based on the fuel
assembly drop frequency, see Section 7.2.2.1 and assumption 4.3.12), and an average of
456 WPs are handled per year, the estimated frequency for horizontal drops of the WP in
the WHB is 1.6x10f 2 drops/year (1.8xl0r' drops/lift * 2 lifts/WP * 456 WPs/yr).
Therefore, this event is currently considered credible.
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Function AffectedType of Analysis Required:

A WP horizontal drop has the potential for affecting function 1.4.5.1.2.1, and thus will
require consideration in structural analyses.

Magnitude/Severity of Event:

Reference 5.25 indicates that the WP will be lifted a maximum 1.68 m to clear the
horizontalizer, and maximum of 0.368 m for transfer from the pedestals to the rail car.

7±2.2.3 WIP rail car rolls out of transporter

D~iscussion/17mquen:

Two types of failures could cause the WIP rail car to roll out of the transporter: spurious
operation of the rail car off-loading mechanism, or a human error causing activation of the
system prior to the transporter's arrival at the emplacement drift opening. Spurious
actuation failure rates of switches and relays are typically in the range of Wx10V per hour
(Ref. 5.47). Given that a typical transporter trip from the WHB to the emplacement drift
is on the order of 30 minutes (Ref. 5.7, p. 47), and an average 456 trips will be made each
year, the frequency of spurious actuation is estimated to be 23x 104events/year (lx10' per
hour * 0.5 hrs/trip * 456 trips/yr). Human error rates may lead to a higher fiequency of
accidental off-loading. Therefore, this event will currently be considered credible until
more detailed analysis of the off-loading system shows otherwise.

Function Affected/Typ of Analysis Required:

A WlP rolling out of the transporter has the potential for affecting function 1.4.5.1.2.1, and
thus will require consideration in structural analyses.

Magnitude/Severity of Event:

Based on information in the MGDSACD Repon (Ref. 5.7, Vol. IT, Fig. 8.6.4-1) the height
of the rail car in the transporter is - 1.28 m above the invert.

7.2.2.2A Emplacement drift gantry drops WP

Discussion/fflquency

At the emplacement drift opening, another gantry is used to lift the WP off of the
transporter's reusable rail car, and cary it over the radiation shield to the next available set
of WP supports. Assuming that the gantry drops WPs with a frequency of 1.8x10to
drops/lift (see Section 7.2.2.1 and assumption 4.3.12), and an average of 456 WPs are
handled per year, the estimated frequency for horizontal drops of the WIP in the drift is
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8.2xl0r3 drops/year (1.8xl0ef drops/lift * Iif OWP * 456 NPs/yr). A beyond design basis
seismic event (< Ix104 per year) may also cause the gantry to drop the WP. Therefore, this
event is considered credible.

Function Affeted/Type of Analysis Required:

A WP horizontal drop has the potential for affecting function 1.4.5.1.2.1, and thus will
require consideration in structural analyses.

Magnide/Severity of Evnt:

The emplacement drift gantry will have to lift the WP high enough to allow its bottom to
clear the radiation shadow shield near the entrance of the emplacement drift (Ref. 5.17).
While detailed information on the dimensions of this shield have not yet been developed,
its height can be inferred from the WP support sketches (see Ref. 5.16, Attachment I. and
assumption 4.3.2). In order for the shadow shield to be effective, it will have to be slightly
taller than the top of the largest emplaced WP. An additional height of 8 cm will be
assumed for this analysis (assumption 4.3.22), making the top of the shadow shield an
estimated 3.04 m above the bottom of the drift (from Att. 1, 1.96 m from drift bottom to
WP center line + I m largest possible WP radius + 8 cm), 2.35 m above the top of the pier
(from Att. 1; 3.04 m - 313 mm Invert thickness - 375 mm pier height), and 1.85 m above
the top of the steel support. If one end of the WP falls first, that end may fall as far as 2.73
m to the bottom of pre-cast concrete invert between the piers (actual distance may be
shorter if this space is filled with some material such as crushed tuff). Assuming that an
additional clearance of 8 cm (assumption 4.3.22) will be provided between the bottom of
the WI? and the top of the shield, this makes the potential drop heights 16 cm onto the
shield, 2.43 m onto the pier, or 1.93 m to 2 m onto the supports, depending on where the
WP hits.

7.22.2.5 WP vertical/horizontal drop onto sharp object (puncture hazards)

DiscussionTeuengy

In the licensing of transportation casks for SNF, 1OCFR71.73(cX2) requires that the cask
design be capable of withstanding a 40 inch (1 m) drop onto a six inch diameter mild steel
punch. The punch is required to be mounted on an essentially unyielding horizontal
surface. Its top must be horizontal, with edges rounded to a radius not to exceed 0.25
inches. The length of the punch must be sufficient to cause maximum damage to the
package, but it should not be less than 8 inches. During the drop, the cask is required to
be oriented in a position where maximum damage is expected. To satisfy these
requirements, analytical evaluations are typically performed to show that the cask has
sufficient thickness to prevent punching by shear failure. Based on this precedence, and
the fact that several of the above mentioned WP drops are credible and will not necessarily
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occur over a flat surface, this event is considered credible without performing a frequency
estimate.

Function Affectedye of Analysis Required:

A WP drop onto a sharp object has the potential for affecting function 1.4.5.1.2.1, and thus
will require consideration in structural aiialyses.

Magnitude/Severity of Event:

Based on a review of the available repository design information (Refs. 5.6 & 5.7), the only
opportunities for the WP to fall onto a punch-like object occur while it is being transported
in a horizontal position. These include:

* Potential drop of 1.93 m onto WP steel supports in the emplacement drift
* Potential drop of 2.43 m onto emplacement drift pier

In particular, the WP steel support provides a geometry similar to the 1OCFR71 punch.

7.2.23 WP Tip-Over and Slap Down

This section discusses events which involve a WP which is initially in a vertical position
tipping over and slapping down onto a flat surface. Only one such internal event (No. 5)
was identified in Section 4.1.1.3.

DiscussionFeuny

WP slap down could result from the logical continuation of a vertical drop, or a beyond
design basis seismic event (< 1x104 events/year). Reference 5.14 (p. 30) indicates that WP
tip-over following a vertical drop is only possible for the 0.456 m drop of a 12 PWR/24
BWR WP. Based on Key Assumption 003 (see assumption 4.3.19), WPs of this size
represent 6.24% of the total number of WPs (683/10,938). Therefore, the fiequency of WP
slap down will be 5.1x10 (0.0624 * 8.2x10-' drops of 0.456 m per year from Section
7.2.2.2.1) making this a credible event for at least one type of WP. Furthermore, the NRC
standard review plan for dry cask storage (Ref. 5.19, p. 2-13) Indicates that dry cask tip-
over should be evaluated regardless of credibility. Therefore, based on this precedence.
WP slap down is considered a credible event for all WP sizes.

Function AffectedTpe of Analysis Required:

A WP slap-down has the potential for affecting function 1.4.5.1.2.1, and thus will require
consideration in structural analyses.
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Magnitude/Severitv of Evntd:

No further description required.

7.2.2.4 Collisions and Transporter Accidents

This section discusses events which involve the WP colliding with another object during
transportation. The following five such internal events were identified in Section 4.1.1.3:

Int. Event 8.

It. Event 14.
Int. Event 15.
Int. Event 19.
Et. Event 24.

WP collides/bumps other WP while being placed in DC cell lag
storage area,
Transporter derailment,
Transporter runaway,
Transporter door closes onto WP, and
Emplacement gantry lifts WP to insufficient height, causing collision
with shadow shield or other WP.

7,2.2.4.1 WP collides/bumps other WP while being placed in DC cell lag storage area

Discussion/Frequency.

In the absence of specific information on how the WPs will be moved with the DC cell
crane (full manual control of hook location vs. travel to and from preset coordinates only)
it is difficult to estimate a specific frequency of occurrence for this error. However, given
that human error probabilities are typically in the range of 10.2 to 10f' errors per task, and
that there will be - 1600 lifts/year, this is most likely a credible event.

F1unction Affected/T'ipe of Analysis Required:

Bumping one WP into another has the potential for affecting function 1.4.5.1.2.1, and thus
will require consideration in structural analyses.

Magnitude/Sevenity of Event:

The design speed for a typical bridge crane rated at 85 tons (Ref. 5.55, p. 2-12) is 50 feet
per minute (=0.9 km/hr).

7.2.2A.2 Transporter derailment

tiscussinquency:

During transport from the WHB to the emplacement drift, the WP and reusable railcar are
contained in a shielded transporter. Te7 transporter is pulled by a 32 MT electric-
powered locomotive (with battery backup) at a maximum speed of 8 kmAbr (Ref. 5.6, Vol.
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11, p. E-4). For this analysis, the average transporter trip is assumed to be 5 km (see
assumption 4.3.9). Low speed derailments of a WP transporter could be expected to occur
due to a number of reasons, such as poor rail conditions, wheel bearing or axle failures, or
switching errors. To estimate the frequency of occurrence of transporter derailments, the
1993-1995 accidentlincident bulletins published by the Federal Railroad Administration
(Refs. 5.38, 5.39, 5.40) (FRA) were reviewed. These reports summarize the derailment
rates for each year from 1975 to 1995 (in Ref. 5.40). Estimates developed from this
information are expected to be conservative as they do not take credit for repository design
features which may reduce or eliminate several of the causes of derailments in commercial
rail applications. The average derailment rate over this 21 year period was found to be
3.5x 10' derailments per km of track. The average derailment rate over last 10 years, which
was the rate used for this analysis, was found to be 2.Ox104 derailments per km. The
calculationa] development of these rates from the FRA data are provided in Attachment IV.

This frequency was further reduced to 1.4x104 derailment per km by eliminating
derailments that occurred above 10 mph (27.74%). Assuming an average of 456 WPs are
emplaced each year based on Key Assumption 003 (Ref. 5.21, see assumption 4.3.19) and
an average trip of 5 km, this results in an estimated 3.3xl 3 derailments per year.

Table 19 of FRA Bulletins 162, 163 and 164 (Refs. 5.38, 5.39, 5.40) summarizes train
accidents by cause and type. Three causes were Identified as related to switching
(specifically: frogs, switches and track appliances; general switching rules; and use of
switches). The percent of derailment accidents with a switch-related cause, e.g., problems
with switching equipment, and human error in the use of switches or following of
switching rules, from the 1993-1995 FRA data is 25.05% (see Attachment IV).
Comparison with the other identified causes in Table 19 show that switching-related causes
are the dominant reason for derailments, with track geometry defects and rail joint
problems the next leading causes (of derailments). Therefore, the above estimated
frequency may not be sufficiently conservative because the number of switches
encountered per km traveled may be much greater for the MGDS than for a commercial
rail line. Since switch yards typically contain a large number of switches per length of
track, data.derived from this source (i.e., switch yards) may be more applicable to the
MGDS (assumption 4.3.10). Based on the information in the 1993-1995 FRA incident
reports, it was determined that the rate of derailment per km of yard track is 3.53 times that
of the overall derailment rate for 1993-1995. Furthermore, 94.73% of yard derailments
occurred in the 1-10 mph range for 1993-1995. Based on this information and the above
assumptions, a more conservative estimate of the frequency of transporter derailments
estimated to be 2.0x104 derailments/km * 3.53 * 0.9473 * 456 WP/year * 5 kmnWP
I.5x 10 derailments per year. Therefore, this event is considered credible.
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Function Affected/Type of Analysis Required:

A transporter derailment has the potential for affecting function 1.4.5.1.2.1, and thus will
require consideration in structural analyses.

Magnitude/SeveriLy of Event:

If a transporter derails, it may or may not result in a rollover. The data obtained from the
FRA did not allow a determinpation of the fraction of derailments which resulted in a
rollover, so the effects of both will be discussed. A transporter derailment without a
rollover, will result in the transporter quickly coming to a stop from 8 kmlhr. If the
derailment occurs at a switch, such as at the fork leading to the North Ramp Extension, the
possibility for Impact with the drift wall exists. In either case, there arm three possible
effects on the WP as a result of a transporter derailment without a rollover

1. No movement if the reusable rail car structure and brakes or blocking holds;
2. The WP, with or without the reusable rail car depending on which of the

above items fails, continues forward at a maximum velocity of 8 km/hr to
strike the front or back of the transporter (for comparison purposes, Att. Vm
indicates that a WP reaches this velocity for a 0.25 m drop); and

3. The WP, with or without the reusable rail car depending on which of the
items in I fails, continues forward at a maximum velocity of 8 km/hr through
failed transporter doors, and is ejected at a height of = 1.28 m (Ref. 5.6, Vol.
I, Fig. 8.6.4-1). This is only possible when the transporter is being backed-
up to an emplacement drift, as the doors do not face the direction of travel on
the way down the North Ramp.

If a transporter derailment with a rollover occurred, the transporter, along with the enclosed
WP and emplacement cart, would essentially pivot about one of the rails and slap down.
During such a rollover, the centerline of the WP would describe an arc with a radius of
-2.5 m above the pivot point. However, at some point during the transporter rollover, the
WP and cart might tip such that the side of the WP will be in direct contact with the wall
of the transporter when it strikes the ground.

7.2.2.4.3 Transporter runaway

Discussion/ffl uen

A transporter runaway is defined as the failure of human and/or mechanical controls to
maintain the transporter at or below the maximum speed limit. The UP Off-Normal and
Accident Scenario Report (Ref. 5.14, p. 33) performed a simple scoping fault tree analysis
of transporter runaway and found that the frequency varied from 5.5x 10' events per trip
to 1.4x10" events per trip. Using the average of 456 trips/year, this translates to an annual
frequency of 2.5x lt to 6.4x 10' events/year. The main reason for the variability in the
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estimated frequency was the number and type of assumptions (i.e., the degree of
automation) which were required due to the lack of detailed design information on the
transporter system. As this condition still persists, further fault tree analysis will not be
performed for this design analysis.

The Federal Railroad Administradon Accldenl/Incldent Bulletdns (Refs. 5.38, 5.49, &
5.40) also provide data which, on a more generic basis, can be used to estimate the
frequency of accidents resulting from a loss of speed control. Estimates developed from
this information are expected to be conservative as they do not take credit for repository
design features which may reduce or eliminate several of the causes of loss of speed control
in commercial rail applications. Excel calculations detailed in Attachment Vm based on
this data indicate that the overall rail accident rate during the period from 1991 to 1995 was
2.7x 104 accidents per rail km traveled. Of the rail accidents which occurred during the
period from 1993 to 1995, an average of 4.17% of these accidents were derailments or
collisions related to human or mechanical failures to control the speed of the train. This
estimate Included collisions/derailments Involving failure of the operator to comply with
speed limits, failure of the operator to apply the brakes when needed, and
mechanical/electrical failure of the brakes. Furthermore, an average of 21.2% of the
accidents from 1993 through 1995 were derailments/collisions which occurred at speeds
greater than 10 miles/hour (- 16 km/br). This value Is estimated to account for the fact that
not all derailments/collisions resulting from loss of speed control necessarily occurred at
high speeds. Multiplying the above three numbers together yields an estimated rate of
derailments/collisions > 10 miles/hour, that are related to loss of speed control, of 2.4x104

per km. Applying this commercial rail frequency to the transporter, and using the averages
of 456 transporter trips/year (assumption 4.3.19) and 5 km per trip (assumption 4.3.9),
yields a frequency of 5.4xliO5 events/year. Since the WlP transporter design will
incorporate safeguards not found on commercial rail, operate in a relatively unchanging
environment, and possibly be more procedure driven than a typical rail system, it is likely
htat the actual frequency of loss of speed control may be one or two orders of magnitude
lower than the above estimate.

Both of the above preliminary estimates indicate that a transporter runaway is a borderline
incredible event. A significant amount of design resources should not be expended on
evaluating WP response to this event until more detail on the transporter design is
available, and a more design specific frequency estimate can be performed. However, a
scoping severity calculation is provided below.

Function Affectedype of Analysis Required:

A transporter runaway has the potential for affecting function 1.4.5.1.2.1, and thus, if
considered credible, will require consideration in structural analyses.
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Magnitude/Severity of Event:

A conservative estimate of the maximum transporter velocity as a function of distance
coasted down the North Ramp Is provided in Attachment Vii The estimate includes the
20 lb/ton rolling resistance indicated in the MGDSACD Report (Ref. 5.6, Vol U, p. E-19).
but does not consider air resistance or other friction forces. This estimate indicates that a
transporter with an initial velocity of 8 kn/hr will reach a velocity of "22 kmthour (= 14
mph) after coasting =250 m down the North Ramp (2.15% grade), and =63 km/hr (=40
mph) after coasting 2250 m, which is approximately the length of the entire North Ramp.
The latter would be expected to be the maximum possible velocity because, If the
transporter did.not derail at or before the curve at the bottom of the North Ramp, it would
probably begin to slow again due to wheel friction associated with rounding the curve and
the positive grade following the curve. In addition, some of the energy of any impact
would most likely be absorbed by the robust transporter and/or locomotive.

7.2.4A Transporter door closes onto WP

Discussion/Frequency

This event is considered credible without performing a frequency estimate. Information in
the MGDS ACD Report (Ref. 5.6, Vol. UI, Fig. 8.6.4-1) indicates that the transporter will
have side-swing Ape double doors. This event would be expected to damage the motor or
gearing mechanism associated with the doors, rather than the WP.

Function Affected/Type of Analysis Rcquired:

No Functions Affected. Not Applicable.

Magnitude/Severity of avent:

Not Applicable.

7.22..5 Emplacement gantry lifts WP to Insufficient height, causing collision with shadow
shield or other WP

Discussion/frequency

There is insufficient information on the design and operation of the gantry to perform a
specific frequency estimate. However, given that human error probabilities are typically
in the range of l02 to 103r CTS per task, and that ther wi be an average of 456 liftsyear
(assumption 4.3.19), this is most likely a credible event.
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Function Afficted/Type of Analysis Required

Bumping the end of the WP into the shadow shield has the potential for affecting function
1.4.5.1.2.1, and thus, will require consideration in structural analyses.

Maitude/Severity of Event:

The Emplacement Equipment/Concept Development Report (Ref. 5.12, Data Sheet 7)
indicates that the gantry concept would have a maximum speed of 3 km/hr. The end of the
WP skirt would be the point of impact.

7.2.2.5 Missiles and Explosive Overpressure

This section discusses events which produce external projectiles and/or pressure waves.
The following two such internal events were identified in Section 4.1.1.3:

Int. Event 10. Pressurized system missile, and
Int. Event 21. Fire/Hydrogen explosion from transporter locomotive batteries.

7.2.2.5.1 Pressurized system missile

There are four general types of internal missiles which can occur In industrial facilities.
These are,

1. Missiles generated by the conversion of stored strain energy to kinetic energy
(bolts, studs, etc.);

2. Piston-type missiles such as valve stems or check valve pivot studs in high
pressure fluid systems;

3. Jet propelled missiles (most significant in terms of available kinetic energy)
such as components which contain high pressure fluids; and

4. Missiles from rotating machinery.

Typical examples of the types of internal missiles which are evaluated for nuclear power
plants include catastrophic failures of PWR control rod drive mechanisms (for which a
special missile shield is provided during reactor operation) and valve stems and bonnets.

The only internal missiles identified by the PHA (Ref. 5.5) were associated with
pneumatically driven machinery and CO2 decontamination units. Attachment IX contains
vendor information on a typical CO2 decontamination unit available from Alpheus
Cleaning Technologies Corp. This information indicates the maximum air pressure
required by the unit is 300 psig (X2.1 MPa). An internal missile could take the form of a
valve stem or other part ejected from one of these decontamination units. Ejection of a
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valve stem could result from an internal rupture and separation of the valve disc from the
stem. The frequency for internal rupture of valves ranges from Sx104 to lx10' events per
hour (Ref. 5.47). Considering that the WP will spend a total of 3.5 hours at
decontamination stations following closure of the inner lid (Ref. 5.7, p. 47), and that an
average of 456 WPs are processed each year (assumption 4.3.19), the frequency of stem
separation, and thus missile generation, in the presence of a WP is estimated to be 1 .6x 1
events per year. Therefore this event Is considered credible.

Function AftectdM of Anabmis Required:

A pneumatic driven missile has the potential for affecting function I A.S.1.2.1, and thus,
will require consideration in structural analyses.

Magnitude/Severty of Event:

Based on Reference 5A6 (p. 12) the velocity of a valve stem missile can be estimated
using,

2p 7D2 L
12 P;2 L

4M

where, V = missile velocity (mils),
M = missile mass (kg),
P internal system pressure (Pa),
D = diameter of the valve stem (m), and
L = stroke length (m).

Assuming 0.5 kg valve stem with a 1 cm diameter, in a valve with a 5 cm packing gland
(stroke length) and under a system pressure of 2.1 MPa, results in a missile with a velocity
of 5.7 m/s.

7.2.2.5.2 Fire/Hydrogen explosion from transporter locomotive batteries

Discussimnffiequen v:

No instances of battery explosion were identified in a review of operating experience of
class IE batteries at nuclear power plants (Ref. 5.48). Therefore, this event is not
considered credible. However, frues associated with batteries and battery chargers have
occurred in nuclear power plants (Ref. 5.53). Fire is further discussed in Section 7.2.2.6.

FLu An aly RkQn

No function affected. Not applicable.
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Magnitude/Severity of Event:

Not applicable.

7.2.2.6 Fire and Other Thermal Hazards

This section discusses events which have the potential for creating thermal challenges for
the WP. The following three such internal events were identified in Section 4.1.1.3:

Int. Event 3. WP loaded with WF which exceeds its thernal design basis
(thermal misload),

Int. Event 13. Fire in the DC cell, and
Ent. Event 28. Transporter breakdown between WHB and North Portal (solar

insolance)
Int. Event 29. Thermal misload of WPs within an emplacement drift

72.2.6.1 WP loaded with WT that exceeds Its thermal design basis (thermal misload)

Discu~ssian/Freuency:

The probability that WP is accidentally loaded with fuel that exceeds its thermal design
basis is estimated in Attachment V1I and is summarized in Table 7.2.2.6-1 below. The
probability/frequency estimates consider two types of human errors that the operator might
commit when selecting the WP and/or the fuel assembly to be loaded: conceptual and
selection. The conceptual represents intentionally selecting the wrong item based on the
erroneous belief that it is the correct item. The latter (selection error) represents simply an
unintentional selection of the wrong item while trying to select the correct one. A
conceptual misload is only possible if the operator has a sufficient number of assemblies
in the lag storage area that exceed the thermal design basis of a large WP (21 PWR/44
BWR). During anticipated operation, it is expected that loading of a small WP (12
PWR/24 BWR) would begin when a sufficient number of 'high-heat' assemblies were
staged, thus preventing the accumulation of a sufficient number of fuel assemblies (that
exceed a large WP's thermal design basis) to fill a large WP. Therefore, If an operator
commits a conceptual error and attempts to fully load a large WP with fuel assemblies
greater than its design basis, the operator would be unable to completely fill the WP, and
would be expected to recover from this error with a: high probability of success. For the
sake of comparison, use a human error recovery probability for the conceptual error
equivalent to the physical verification process (a recovery action), i.e., multiply the
conceptual human error probability (per WP) by 0.01 for the case where there Is
insufficient number of fuel assemblies to fill a large WP. Both scenarios are presented in
Table 7.22.6-1. The conceptual error recovery probability Is not included In the decision
trees presented in Attachment VI.
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Based on the conservatively estimated probabilities in Table 7.2.2.6-1 and number of PWR
and BWR WPs indicated in Key Assumption 002 (Ref. 5.21), it is expected that there may
be several WPs of both types that will have one assembly loaded that exceeds its thermal
design basis. Based on the same information, it is not expected that a WP will be loaded
with two or more assemblies (up to a full WP) that exceed its thermal design basis.
However, based on the 10' events/year limit of credibility defined in IOCFR60 (see
Section 4.2.2.2), both are considered credible. As Indicated in Attachment VII, a more
detailed analysis would most likely reduce the probability of the latter (two or more
assemblies) and make it an incredible event.

Table 7.22.6-1. Summary of Frequencies ofPossible Thermal Consequences Due to a Misload

Availability of FWR BWR
SNF > design

basis (DE) Conceptual Selection WP/yr Frequency Conceptual Selection WP/yr Frequency
_______ (per WP) (per WP) _ (per yr) (per WP) (per WP) (per yr)

ufficient MF1 I Assy. MF: I Assy. MF: I Assy. MF: I Ausy.
NIa > DB 4.28x or$ 3.40x04 201 I.54xlO2 4 998 ' lA.48x104 120 7.75xlO'
Available to . x MF: 2 Assys. MF: 2 Assys. . x MF: 2 Assys. :2 Assys
Load Entire WP l.10x1O0 8.60xl0_' 2.14xlO '° 5.98xlO '

Insufficient MF: I Assy. MF: 1 Assy. MF: I Assy. MRF: I Assy.
SNF > DB 4.28 x' 3.4xl02 201 6.92xiAss 4 98X10f' 1.48xlO 120 1.84x104
Precludes Con- . x MF: 2 ssys. MF:.2 2 Assys. 12 :2 Assys.
cptual Efrors 1.IOxlO' _ 8.63xiO 2 .14 x10Or 5.98.x104

A Ml: indicates thie mission hil=r (Mr-) definition for possible diezzial consequence due to a misloat. Ibe two MF
definitions considered are: one rnisloaded fuel assembly could lead to a possible thermal consequence or two misloaded
fuel assemblies could lead to a possible thermal consequence.

Function AffectedrAM= of Analysis Reqired:

A thermal mnisload may impact peak WF temperatures, which affects function 1.4.5.1.1.2,
and thus, will require consideration in thermal analyses.

Magnitude/Severity of vE=t:

No further description is necessary.

7.2.2.6.2 Fire In DC cell

DicssionArequency:

The PHA (Ref. 5.5) has indicated that there are very few sources of ignition in the areas
associated with the WP, and limited fuel sources to support any postulated fire. The
pnmasy sources of ignition identified by the PHA for the MGDS areas which interface with
the WP include the welding equipment in the WHB Disposal Container Cell, and electrical
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shorts in cables, motors, or batteries. The main source of fuel available to support a fire
was identified as cable insulation. Other possible fuel sources, such as lube oil or hydraulic
fluid, are limited to small quantities in components such as bearings and rollers. The use
of hydraulic fluids have been minimized, if not eliminated, by the use of pneumatics
devices. Further specifics on the maximum temperatures and possible duration of fires
which may result from the above mentioned ignition sources will not be available until a
Fire Hazards Analysis is performed, and details of the fire suppression system are known.
Statistics on the frequency of occurrence of fires in nuclear facilities can be found in a
previous PRA analysis and is summarized here in Table 7.2.2.6-2 below.

Table 72.2.6-2. Nuclear Power Plant Fire Frequencies (Ref. 5.53, Table 1.2)

Location | Ignition Source |Frequency (per reactor-year)

Control Room Electrical cabinets 1.9x104
Cable Spreading Room Electrical cabinets 3.2x10'y
Diesel Generator Room Diesel generator 2.6x I02
Battery Room Batteries 3.2x__
Switchgear Room Electrical cabinets 1.5xl 10
Auxiliary Building Pumps 1.9x104

Transformers 7.9x 103
Junction box 1.6x 10

Platn-wide components Battery chargers 4.Ox 103
Air compressors 4.7x l&3

Cable fires caused by S.lxlO1'
weldng (per year at power)

Based on the above Information, the frequency of fires in compartments containing the WP
may be in the range of 3x10 2 to 1x10' per year. Therefore, this event is considered
credible.

Function Affected/Tvne of Analysis Required:

A fire involving the WP may result in increased thermal stresses in the WP barriers and
basket and increased internal pressures, both of which may affect function 1.4.5.1.2.1, and
thus, require consideration in structural analyses. The methods used for extinguishing the
fire may also affect this function. A fire may also cause the peak cladding temperatures
to exceed the 350 0C limit for an SNF WP or the 400 0C glass temperature limit for DHLW
WPs (Ref. 5.2[,DCWP 001 and 002). This may affect function lA.5.1.1.2, and thus, will
require consideration in thermal analyses. The cladding temperature limit is primarily a
long term requirement for postclosure to prevent cladding failure by creep rupture. The
NRC standard review plan for dry cask storage (Ref 5.19, p. 4-2) indicates that the peak
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cladding temperatures should remain below 570tC for short term accident conditions, such
as fires.

Magnitude/Severity of Event:

If an analysis of WP response to a postulated fire is desired prior to completion of a Fire
Hazards Analysis for the MODS facilities, the NRC standard review plan for dry cask (Ref.
5.19, p. 4-9) indicates that the fire parameters included in IOCFR71.73 have been accepted
for characterizing the heat transfer during the fire. The 1OCFR71.73(c)(3) fire evaluation
involves exposure of the whole cask for not less than 30 minutes to a heat flux not less than
that of a radiation environment of 800'C with an emissivity coefficient of at least 0.9. For
purposes of calculation the surface absorptivity must be either that value which the package
may be expected to possess if exposed to a fire or 0.8, which ever is greater. In addition,
when significant, convective heat input must be included on the basis of still ambient air
at 800"C.

7±L2.63 Transporter breakdown between WEB and North Portal (solar insolance)

Reference 5.7 indicates that mean-time-between-failure for a major transporter failure is
6000 hours, and the mean-time-to-repair such a failure is 48 hours. Based the North Portal
area map in the MGDS ACD Report (Ref 5.6, Vol. I, p. 7-25) the distance between the
WHB and the North Portal is u122 m (400 ft). At a speed of 8 kmnlr (Ref. .37) the WP
transporter spends a 1 minute per trip, or 7.6 hours per year (1 minute * 456 WPslyear).
The frequency of breakdowns between the WHB and the North Portal is then 1.26x 1& per
year (7.6 hr/year/6000 hrs). Therefore, this event is considered credible.

Function Affected/Tye of Analysis Required:

Prolonged exposure to solar insolance may impact peak WF temperatures, which affects
function I.A.5.1.1.2, and thus, will require consideration in thermal analyses.

M~agnitude/Severity of Ey:

The NRC standard review plan for dry cask storage indicates that solar insolation values
from 1OCFR71 may be used. IOCFR71.71(c) indicates solar insolation of 400 g*cal/cmO
for curved surfaces in a 12 hour period.

7.2.2.6A Thenmal misload of WPs within an emplacement drift

Discussion/Fiegue=e:

This event involves emplacing WPs closer than the minimum required spacing, and/or
placement of too many high heat WPs in sequence. As the method for thermally loading
the drifts has not yet been established beyond specification of a general repository thermal
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loading, there is insufficient information to evaluate the frequency of this event, or the
impact on the WP thermal performance If it were to occur. This section is primarily
intended to serve as a place holder to indicate that future consideration of this event may
be necessary once drift Joading practices have been further defined.

Function AffectedType of Analysis Required:

Not Applicable.

Magnitude/evrly fyci:

Not Applicable.

7.2.2.7 Fuel Rod Rupture/Internal Pressurization

Discsion&=en

The standard review plan for dry cask storage systems indicates that accident analyses for
dry storage casks should assume, for the purpose of calculating internal cask pressures, that
100% of the fuel rods are ruptured (Ref. 5.19. pp. 2-12, 2-13) regardless of credibility.

Function Affected/Type of Analysis Required:

The internal pressure of the WP may affect function 1.4.5.1.2.1, and thus will require
consideration in structural design analyses.

Magnitude/Severity of Evn:

To estimate the pressure inside a WP as a result of various percentages of fuel rods
ruptured, it is necessary to know three parameters: the pressure inside the spent fuel rod
at a given temperature, the internal void space of the fuel rod, and the internal void space
of the WP. The pressure inside the fuel rod at a temperature of 12SF (51.7XC) is assumed
to be 120Q psig (8.4 MPa) (see assumption 4.3.6) based on information from NRC
Regulatory Guide 1.25. The internal void space for a B&W Mark B PWR fuel assembly
and a GE 8x8 BWR fuel assembly were calculated in Attachment V to be 4.59x H03 m3

and 1.14x10 3 n3, respectively. The internal void space in the 21 PWR and 44 BWR WPs
were calculated in Attachment Vl, using the dimensions from the engineering sketches in
Attachment I, to be 4.52 mi and 4.43. mi, respectively. The pressure of the helium fill gas
in the WP (Ref. 5.21, DCWP 004) is assumed to be atmospheric at a temperature of 25tC.
The moles of gas (n) in both the rods and the filled WP were calculated from the pressures
(P) and temperatures (1) above, using the ideal gas law: PV=nRT (where R is the gas
constant, 8.314 kJlkmol*K). The WP pressure as a function of a given gas temperature and
percent breached rods was then calculated using the ideal gas law, the total moles of gas,
and WP + breached rod void space. This calculation is given in Attachment V, and the
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results are summarized in Table 7.2.2.7-1 below. An additional safety factor of 1.5 is
assumed to account for the possibility higher burned fuel than is covered under the 1200
psig assumption (see assumption 4.3.6)..

Table 7.2.2.7-1. WP Internal Pressure as a Function of Gas Temperature and
% Breached Rods

Gas 21 PWR/44 BWR Pressure (MPa)
Temperature

C)merar 1.5 x 100% 100% Rods 10% Rods 1% Rods
(C) Rods Breached Breached Breached Breached

25 0.39/0.29 0.26/0.19 0.12/0.11 0.10/0.10

SO 0.42/0.30 0.28/0.20 0.13/0.12 0.11 10.11

100 0.50/0.35 0.33/0.23 0.15/0.14 0.13 /0.13

200 0.62/0.45 0.41/0.30 0.19/0.17 0.16/0.16

300 0.75/0.54 0.50/0.36 0.23 /0.21 0.20/0.20

350 0.81/ 0.59 0.54/0.39 0.25 /0.23 0.22/0.21

500 1.01/0.72 0.67/0.48 0.30/0.28 0.27 10.27

7.2X.±8 Criticality Safety

This section discusses events with implications for criticality safety.
such internal events were identified in Section 4.1.1.3:

The following two

Tnt. Event 2. WP loaded with WF which exceeds its criticality design basis, and
Int. Event 12. WP flooding due to decon unit failure or pipe break.

7.2.2.8.1 WP loaded with WF that exceeds Its criticality design basis

Disrcussi nFeuency:

The probability that a WP is accidentally loaded with fuel that exceeds its criticality design
basis is estimated in Attachment VII and is summarized in Table 7.2.2.8-1 below. The
probability/frequency estimates consider two types of hunan errors that the operator might
commit when selecting the WP and/or the fuel assembly to be loaded:. conceptual and
selection. The conceptual represents intentionally selecting the wrong item based on the
erroneous belief that it is the correct item. The latter (selection error) represents simply an
unintentional selection of the wrong item while tying to select the correct one. Unlike the
analysis results presented in 7.2.2.6.1 dealing with possible thermal consequences of a
misload, there is no error recovery for conceptual human errors, since the expected number
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of fuel assemblies to be placed in waste packages of various criticality design limits are the
same, i.e., the operator will not necessarily "run out" of fuel assemblies to load into a waste
package.

Table 7.2.2.8-1. Summary of Frequencies of Possible Criticality Consequences
Due to a Misload

WP Type Conceptual Selection WP/yr Freq. Conccptual Freq. Selection Mission failure'

(perUP) (per W) (Full WP) Misload (yr1) Frequency
(per WI) peMisload (yr') (yr')

I Assembly 1 Assembly MF: I Assy.
4.9xlr' 5.02xl1' 0 1 ." ~, L1.CllO 1.97x10'R 4.0xlO 1' 2 Assemblies 201 9.65xl1' 2 Assemblies. MW. 2 Assys.

2.35xlO' 2.35x10 9.65xlOI

I Assembly I Assembly MF: I Assy.
WR 5.63X10 3' 856x10' 20 676l' 1.03x10r2 1.704W0

2 Assemblies 120 6.76x10' 2 Assemblies MF: 2 Assys.
6.73xlO' 8.08xlO'T 6.76xlO

BWR wlo MF: I Assembly
no absorber 5.9xl0' 120 (misload of I assembly or a full WP?)
desirn ___________________ 7.08x,10'

A Mission failure (MF) definition for possible crticality consequence due to a misload. This is simply the
sum of the frequencies of the conceptual and selection errors. The two MF definitions considered ar: one
misloaded fuel assembly could lead to a possible criticality consequence or two misloaded fuel assemblies
could lead to a possible criticality consequence.

For all WP types (PWR/BWR) and design options considered, entirely loading the WP
with fuel that exceeded the criticality design basis was an unlikely but credible event.
However, for the WJP design option that includes both a PWR and a BWR WP with a no-
absorber basket (the primary option recommended in Ref. 5.27), a misload of a single
assembly that exceeds the design basis is considered a likely event, and a misload of an
entire WP has a frequency that is just barely within the upper bound of the definition of an
unlikely event (almost likely).

Function Affectedfryp of Analysig Required:

A criticality misload may impact a WPs ability to meet criticality safety limits, which
affects function 1.4.5.1.1.1, and thus, will require consideration in criticality analyses.

Magitue/eveityofEy=n:

No further description is necessary.
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7.2.2.8.2 WP flooding due to decon unit failure or pipe break

' DiscussinFrequenc

Flooding of the WP could possibly result from an unisolable overhead pipe break in one
of the compartments above the loading cell. Current WHB design information (Ref. 5.7)
indicate that the decontamination units in this cell are equipped only with CO2 pelletizers,
and do not represent a possible source of water for flooding. The frequency of failure for
a generic 10 foot section of pipe Is 5xIO'0 per hour (Ref. 5.11). Since the MGDSACD
Report (Ref. 5.6, Vol. IL pp. D-43 to D-58) indicates that there will be HVAC equipment
(which uses cooling coils and water spray) in the rooms above the loading cell, and that the
fire protection system will also utilize water spray (Ref. 5.6, Vol. II, p. 7-111), it is
assumed that there will be at least one 10 foot section of pipe somewhere above an open
disposal container (assumption 4.3.21). At 20 minutes per assembly (Ref. 5.7, p. 47) it will
take 4 to 14 hours to load a WP (average of 9 hours), depending on the size of the WP. At
an average of 322 SNF WPs per year this yields a frequency of pipe break over a loaded
WP of 1.5x104 events/year, making this a credible event. Further details on the design of
the WHB may indicate that there are no runs of water piping above the loading cell, and
eliminating the possibility of this failure.

Function AffectedTy of Analysi Required:

Flooding of the WP may affect function 1.4.5.1.1.1. IOCFRi31(h) (see Section 4.2.2.1)
indicates that criticality safety limits may not be exceeded unless two unlikely events occur.
IOCFR60.2 indicates that Category 2 events are defined as being "unlikely", and the
section-by-section analysis of IOCFR60. 136 (see Section 4.2.2.2) indicates that Category
2 events have frequencies between 10f and 104 cventsryear. Therefore, since flooding falls
within the frequency range of an unlikely event, it must be considered in criticality analyses
demonstrating that the safety limits are not exceeded.

Magnitude/Severity of Even:

Full flooding of the WP with unborated water.

7.2.2.9 Through-Wall Manufacturing Defect

This section discusses occurrence of through-wall manufacturing defects that would
essentially render the WP breached at emplacement.

Disc=sjnfi=ten

Previous postclosure performance assessments (Refs. 5.30 & 5.31) have considered that
a small fraction of WPs will essentially be breached at emplacement due to the occurrence
of through-wall manufacturing defects. The previous assumptions of the fraction of
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packages assumed to contain such a defect have ranged from 0.05% up to 1% of the total
WP population. However, in all cases, the assumptions appear to have been arbitrary and
were generally intended to provide added conservatism to the performance assessment.
The purpose of this analysis is to provide a calculation to estimate a more realistic
frequency of WP breaches due to manufacturing defects.

This analysis will consider two manufacturing processes for the inner barrier. cylinder
within a cylinder and weld clad Inner barrier. WIP manufacturing defects can be
postulated to occur during the two welding processes (see assumption 4.3.7) to which the
WIP is subject: welding of base metal sections (and bottom lids) and/or inner barrier
cladding during fabrication of the disposal container, and welding of the lids onto the WP
to seal it after SNF has been loaded. The types of manufacturing (weld) defects that may
occur include cracks, lack-of-fusion, porosity, and slag inclusions. For this analysis, all
defects will be treated as a localized reduction in the wall thickness of a barrier and no
distinction will be made between surface breaking and non-surface breaking defects. To
add conservatism, for either manufacturing process, two independent weld defects in the
inner and outer barriers are assumed to provide a direct path out of the WVP (assumption
4.3.5).

Several studies of weld defect depth distributions and densities have been performed in the
past. Recently, Chapman (Ref. 5.32) has developed a computer simulation for predicting
defect density and depth distributions for post-inspection welds in nuclear components, and
validated this simulation against actual data from nuclear pressure vessel welds. For the
217.5 mm thick sub-arc welds of the Midland reactor vessel, the probability density
function (PDF) produced by this simulation predicted that the probability of a given defect
depth being 50% through-wall was approximately Ix10', with the probability continuing
to decrease for larger defect depths. This was found to be conservative when compared to
actual Midland vessel data. Other PDFs developed for 25.4 mm and 51 nun nuclear welds
estimated the probability of 50% through-wall defects to be approximately 6x104 and
4x104', respectively.

Extrapolating for a weld thickness of 100 mm and using the 50% through-wall defect
probability So conservatively represent 100% through-wall defects for a sub-arc welded WP
outer barrier, a 7x10' probability of 50% through-wall defect can be estimated. Then,
using the simulation's prediction of 390 defects per m3 of Midland weld material (Ref. 5.32
and assumption 4.3.8), a conservative probability of 2.7x 10' through-wall defects per m'

of weld can be estimated. Details of the analysis process are provided in Attachment M.
Current estimates (Ref. 5.33) indicate that a WP outer barrier will require approximately
0.017 rn' of weld material (21 PWR WP estimate). This results in a conservative estimate
of approximately 4.8x i01 100% through-wall defects per outer barrier.

-Extrapolating for a weld thickness of 20 mm and using the 50% through-wall defect
probability to conservatively represent 100% through-wall defects for inner barrier welds
(assumption 4.3.6), a 6x104 probability of 50% through-wall defect can be estimated.
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Then, using the simulation's prediction of 390 defects per m3 of Midland weld material
(Ref. 5.32 and assumption 4.3.8), a conservative probability of 2.3xl0' through-wall
defects per m3 of weld can be estimated. Details of the analysis process are provided in
Attachment EL Current cost estimates (Ref. 5.33) indicate that a WP inner barrier using
the weld clad inner barrier approach will require approximately 0.498 m' (see Attachrent
m for calculational details) of weld material. This results In a conservative estimate of
approximately 1.2x 10" 100% through-wall defects per Inner barrier.

For the cylinder in a cylinder approach, assume 20% of the weld material required for the
outer barrier (0.019 ml * 0.2 = 0.004 ml). This results in a conservative estimate of
approximately 7.5x10' 100% through-wall defects per Inner barrier.

Reference 5.23 provides additional field data which can be used to evaluate the
reasonableness of the barrier defect rates developed from the Chapman simulation. In one
case, out of 20,000 pressure vessels constructed to Class I (high quality) requirements of
the design codes recognized in the United Kingdom, ther were 17 occurrences of external
leakage or rupture caused by a pre-existing defect in weld or base material or by use of an
incorrect material (Ref. 5.23, p. 7). This yields a failure rate due to manufacturing defects
of 8.Sx10' per vessel. This reference also indicates that the rate of CANDU fuel bundle
leakage due to manufacturing defects is 5.6x10 5 per bundle (Ref. 5.23, p. 8). As each
bundle is composed of either 28 or 37 individually sealed fuel elements, the above defect
rate Is approximately 2x 10' per element. Finally, Reference 5.23 estimates a defect failure
rate for CANDU pressure tubes of 1.7x 10' per tube, based on the fact that no through-wall
defects had been noted in these tubes at the time the document was written.

Since a direct pathway Co the environment is assumed to exist for either inner barrier
manufacturing process (assumption 4.3.5), an estimation of the total through-wall breach
due to manufacturing (weld) defects will use the more conservative value of the weld clad
Inner barrier approach. Assuming Independence between Inner and outer barrier weld
failures, a probability of 5.8x 10' through-wall defects per WP can be estimated. Based on
the Key Assumption 003 (Ref. 5.21) of 10,938 total WPs, and the frequency of WP
through-wall defects estimated above, the probability that there will be one WP with a
through-wall manufacturing defect in the MGDS is estimated io be 6.3x IO2. However, at
456 WPs per year, this yields an annual frequency of 2.6x 10', making this an unlikely, but
credible event for preclosure.

Function Affectedfre of Analysis Required:

While this event affects function 1.4.5.1.2.1 and is a DBE precursor, it does not require
furtherWP analysis. In addition, a through-wall defect by itself will not result in a release,
in the absence of a mechanism for breaching the contained WF. Furthermore, if the WF
were to spontaneously breach, the, radiological consequences would be bounded by the
non-mechanistic DBE analysis currently being performed by the Repository Surface and
Subsurface groups.
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Magnitude/Severity of Event:

Not Applicable.

7.3 Identification of Bounding Design Basis Events

This section summarizes the internal and external events discussed in Sections 7.1 and 7.2,
and identifies bounding structural, thermal, and criticality design basis events.

The majority of the events identified in the above sections affect function 1.4.5.1.2. 1, and
thus must be specifically addressed or bounded by structural analyses to determine the
impact on the WP. Table 7.3-1 groups the structural events from the above sections and
indicates the estimated frequency of each event, whether or not it was considered credible
based on the criteria discussed in Section 4.2, the specific section which evaluated the
event, and the estimated severity of the event from a WP perspective. The groups
identified here are for the purpose of this analysis only, and may not necessarily apply to
other DBE analyses. Credible events which are considered to be bounding for a given
group (based on severity) ae so indicated with a check mark (v) in the far right column.
For the dropped objects group, the bounding event was the one with the object that had the
highest kinetic energy (KE) at impact (KE--mass*drop heightacceleration of gravity). The
area of impact was assumed to be the same for all objects (see assumption 4.3.24). For
events involving WIP drops or collisions, the bounding event was the one with the highest
velocity at impact (for drop events, v=[2*acceleration of gravity*drop height)'). Events
which are currently borderline incredible, and would be bounding for their group were they
to be considered credible, are so indicated with an "X". These events may wish to be
considered in case future analyses or design changes cause them to be reclassified as
credible.

The final structural group "thermal stresses" includes all of the same events which affect
function 1.4.5.1.1.2, the thermal performance of the WP. Therefore, a separate table Is not
provided, and the bounding thermal event is the same as the bounding structural event in
the thermal stresses group.

Due to the short list of events affecting function 1.4.5.1.1.1, a separate table for criticality
has also not been developed. Section 7.2.2.8 indicates that both of the Identified events
relating to criticality safety are unlikely events. Therefore, based on IOCFR60. 13 1(h), the
WP must be shown to meet criticality safety limits (5% margin + bias and uncertainty)
given the occurrence of each event, as follows:

* WP flooded and fully loaded with criticality design basis fuel, and
* WP dry and fully loaded with fuel which exceeds the criticality design basis.

Furthermore, Section 7.2.2.8 also indicates that, for design options which include a WP
with a no-absorber basket, misload of a single assembly is considered a likely event and
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thus should be included in the analysis of the flooded and fully loaded WP. The frequency
of a full WP misload for this design option makes it a borderline unlikely event (almost
likely). If a full misload of a no-absorber WP were considered likely, then it would have
to be evaluated in combination with a flooded WP. Therefore, a more detailed analysis of
WP misload should be performed once more information is available on WP loading
procedures, to remove the conservatism of this analysis.

Finally, if the structural analyses determine that basket collapse will result from one of the
structural design basis events, then this will also have to be considered. If collapse results
from a likely event (frequency> 10 events/ycar) then it will have to be considered in
combination with the above two events. i collapse results from an unlikely event, then It
need only be considered by itself (i.e., VIP dry, fully loaded with design basis fuel, with a
collapsed basket).
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Table 73-1. IdentIfication of Bounding Structural and Thermal Events

Estimated Bounding
Event Group Event Fr |Credible Discssion Magniaie/Severity for Group

Un (YffN) Section
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (per yea) I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (D BE)

Suti rfgfl A <Ix14| Y 7.1.5 2| MbTrock fafling 3.1 |
__________________ ~~~~~~~(hrackIdneic energy (K w 7A 1OiCP)

Falling Objects. Section of emplacematdrift on <e 104W Y 7.2113 5.5MTfaling29 m
Side impact liner falls onto WP* x (Iprat KE - 1.I x lo1)

Emplcement drift gant drops a WP < IzIO' N 7.221.4 wont ease: 50MT 21 PWRWP fals O.6 m
onto another onto 12 PWR WP (Impact K9E=1S10' *)

WF dFrpontoWPdurlng onding L.UIO? Y 7±2.1.1 42 kghfalling 4. lm
Falling Objects. - hipc E -x 0
EBd i Inact Hanlhing quipent drop ento WP 1.9x:10 Y 7.2.21.2 2( MT E-4l5n 2 m0

WP verical drop km DC coll crane 2.94104 Y 7±2±1 2matdrop *maimumr
__________________ ~~~I(Impact velocity - 22 bnfhr)

V/pral car rolksoutoftransporter 23:10' Y 7.2=±3 13 * Idrop
____________________ (I~~~~~~~~mpact velocity - 1llkmUh)

as er drall t wdo rollover l3xI0 Y 7.2.2A.2 Impact vocity U kmft
Vr"caDrops kit lossofrall earmeraint .I____________________r _
and End Collislons impact belity u 63 kirn'

Transporter n--y2x10'So N 7±2.L4.3 (may wish to Co sldr deof impact UiMite~l K
51r' saewasary ID pIevent brea Ithis event Wre

________________________________ ~~~~~~~credible)
Emplacement Santry Kits WP o
insufficient height ain c colsion - Y 72 ipact velocity * 3 tmftr
whh sadow shield .
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Table 7.31. Identffciction of Bounding Structural and Thermal Events

Estimated Bounding
Event Group Event Frequency Credble Discussion MagnltidelSevrty for Group

___________ __________________ (per_ - (YIN) Section MD E)

P hoznldrop from WHB pnty lAx14 Y 7.2.2.22 1.7 m knurn

Emplacement drift lantry drops WP M2ulr3- Y 7.2.24 2.4. maximum s
HOrizontat Dr~ - - - (qa velocity * 25 bnabr)
and Side Collisions WP collidesbumps other WIP While Ila Y 7.2.4.1 Impact velocity * 0.9 bnkv

being placed In DC cell lk g e __

Thnspuierderailment wlrlover 135x:10 Y 7.2.2.4.2 13 mdiop
__________________ ~~~~~~~~~~~(Impact velocity - Is knmh)

Puncte Hnzards WP horizonttuverlcal drop onto rharp Ws Y 7.2.2.2.5 horol drop ox support or 2. m
Puncture Hazards tn/horizontalLdropdontol d iro.ot whichponi wor2.

WVlO for
r vr uad Slap down due o vertical drop or awall WIP WP tips oWv (mavertical position and staps
Slap-down seinnic event cIztOr tr _ 7 2 . down onto a t acc

Subsurfsce fault displacement lAxlOGM N 7.1A WA
Seismic Activity i 7 autain stuctural Intgry and prevent lip-over a,

EIxlOae 0 Y 7.13 for 0.66 g peak ho & t. rnd accratioa

Missile Hazards Pressurized system missile l.olO4 Y 7.2.2.5.1 0.5 kg missile at 5.7 mxi

Fuel Rod 100% fuel red supture anid fissio n u/ae Ybl 7±2.7 itena ptsur a
RupturbhnYernal Seerable7277ti o ns teaperure aI
Pressurization I .
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Table 7.3.1. Identification of Bounding Structural and Thermal Events

Esnmp |a Cted Credible Discussion Botunding
Event Group Event Freqeny (YN SecimMAgn CItu SVereity for Group

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (Per Year) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (D IDE)

PWlc e WP misloaded with one assembly which exceeds
WP la ded with bai (hd exceedmUs 1 17 Y 722.6.1 dte them design basis. More than oue assembly
__________bass____r_______ood BWRO is cosIidered hicrodible.

Exposure of whole WP f ot Oess than 30
usinutes to a beat fIx not kss dan that of a

radiation _virocmet of 900C with an anissivity

lT'mal Stressts Fire i DC 3xll Y 7.2262 eoeffident of a least 0.9. Surface absoiptivity V
Ds~~~~I bcalatOt tigniias convetve heat

transfer mrsist be considered cnaMe basis of still air
at tO-C.

T.ansporter eakdown between WHIBI .3x104 Y 722.6.3 400 g~ulcn? fbr 12 hours
and North Portal (solar insolance) _

.d.ebrllic -Ccbll @ bIu b1101°4 Y 7.1.5 WP eoved by sbblel mmhockfall

Notes: A - events are listed idepedntly kom the ais* w lty emu because tey have gm possibfity tobecmd by events ther dan those related
to seismic activity. However, for this analysis, te *qeies of these other mine were estinated or assumed so be below thce liit of credibility.
and therefore, thIndicated fr cy Coslder only eismic activity.
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8. Conclusions

In compliance with the M&O Quality Administrative Procedures, the design results presented in this
document can not be used for procurement, fabrication, or construction unless properly identified,
tracked as TBV, and controlled by the appropriate procedures. Table 8-1 below summarizes the list
of bounding WP design basis events for preclosure developed in Section 7. In addition, events
involving transporter runaway and WP drop onto a WP in the emplacement drift were currently
considered incredible, but may wish to be considered due to their severity in the event that further
analysis or design changes result in their reclassification as credible events. Finally, the frequency
of a full misload of the no-absorber WP is just below 102 event/year definition of unlikely in
IOCFR60. This suggests that other administrative controls on WP loading in addition to those
assumed here (see assumption 4.3.15), and/or a more detailed analysis of misloads, may need to be
considered.
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Table 8-1. Bounding WP Design Basis Events

Analysis lTpe Event Group Magnitude/Severity

. Falling Objects - 2S MT rock falling 31 m
Side Impact 25_MTrockfalling_3_1___

Palling Objects - 2.3 MT (sling 2 m
End Impact

Vertical Drops
and End Collisions 2 m drop

Hotizontal Drops
and Side Collisions 2.4 m drop

structuml Puncture Hazards 1I.9 mn horizontal drop onto support orStructural Puncture Hazards 2.4 m horizontal drop onto pier, whichever Is worse

Tip-over and WP tips over from a vertical position and slaps down onto a flat surface
Slap-down__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

Seismic Activity Maintain structural integrity and prevent tip-over for 0.66 g peak horz. &
vert. pround acceleration

Missile Hazards 0.5 kg missile at 5.7 mis

Fuel Rod
Rupturefinternal See Table 7.2.2.7-1 for internal pressure as a function of gas temperature
Pressurization

Exposure of whole WP for not less than 30 minutes to a heat flux not less
Thermal Stresses than that of a radiation environment of 800'C with an ernissivity coefficientThertual n & Peak WF of at least 0.9. Surface absorptivity must be at least 08. If significant

Structural Temperature convective heat transfer must be considered on the basis of sill air at

800C.
WP flooded and fully loaded with design basis fuel except for one

assembly which exceeds the design basis

Criticality Criticality WP dry and fully loaded with fuel which exceeds the design basis
Safety

WP dry, fully loaded with design basis fuel except for one assembly which
_~ exceeds the desian basis, with collapsod basket
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9. Attachments

lb; attachments are listed below. Each attachment is identified by it's specific number,
name, date, and number of pages.

Number
Attachment Description Da of Pages

I Engineering Sketches of WP & Supports 3/10197 31

II Fuel Assembly Handling Data & Drop Rate 315197 18
Calculation (Excel spreadsheet: fueldrop.xls)

m Calculation Details to Support the Estimated 3/14/97 9
Frequency of Through-Wall Manufacturing Defects
(Excel spreadsheet: defect2.xls)

IV Transporter Derailment Frequency Calculation 3/5197 3
(Excel spreadsheet: drfreq.xls)

V WP Internal Pressure as a Function of Gas 315197 2
Temperature for Normal, Off-Normal, and Accident
Conditions (Excel spreadsheet: presur97.xls)

VI Intact AUCF WP Internal Volumes 3114197 3
(Mathcad sheet: volume.mcd)

VII Misload Frequency Calculation 3/16197 48
(Excel spreadsheet: misload.xJs)

Vm Transporter Runaway Frequency and Severity 3/14197 2
Estimates (Excel spreadsheet: transprt.xls)

IX Vendor Information on CO, Decontanination Units 3/5197 4
from Alpheus Cleaning Technologies Corp.
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Core Slze

Fa ilq 1 _ 157
Farley 2 7 157
Palo Verde 1 241 _

_ . .. . _ _ . ._ ...---

Palo Verde 2
Palo Verde 3
MkansasNuclear I

241
= 177

AraNuclear 2
Calvert Cl111t9 I

CtwtCliffs 2
Pilgrim I

Brunn Ir

Hafs 1
Robinson 2
Pony I
Braldwoo 1
Braidwoo 2
Byron I
Byron 2

177

217

1 80
560

~_560-
15f

748
*- lei

_ 103
_- I

FUELDROP.XLS

_atht--dowki in before 1991 orwh d
_not start operans untl dater 1091 excluded

- [7 E'~t~_ F ----
Total Assemblies cnca 37432
_Sum of al core ses)_ .

Total Assemblies charged _ 2 32
_ThrouQ- tSS1 7 _ __
(om Ref. TableS 21I

_ -1-E-T- --
Total Assembles I 119814

L i ..~~~~J
Fuel Loadiln PractIces as of 1196 (.ICI]IV

_ Plants % Plants -_

Shufie 20 26%
FilCoare -- 61 74%'

_Totala' 110W-''T '-01 --- -ifH -- - - -4-

_ c. of Handlino Steps ' t

UnlrradiatedE 1_ _ 5
hiidiated, Fual Core 10 _

adlatedi Shdlih__, 4 ,,

Minimum No. of Irraddd Hsndfln Thru 199
Full Core Shuttle

_Dlshagd |606631t -6B18876|
Incore - 1378161 137f

Tobl Irradiated Manllngs 951061
Total Unlrradlated Handlinrs _1 599070
Total Handl7ngs r 1450131

Dro Raeff3lfann - .79235 55
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zDon 1
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Big Rock
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Enrico Fermi 2
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Beaver Valley 2 _
Crystal River S i 1771
St. Lucie I 217
St Lucle 2 217_
Turkey Point 3 167
Turkey Point 4 157
Hatch 1 560
Hatch 2 580
vogue I 193
Vogte 2 193
livee Mile Ioland 177
Oyster Creek _6 -
River Bend 1 62
South Toes 1 - 19
South Texas 2 1931
Duane Amold 368
Clnton 1 624
Cook I 19-
Cook 2 193
Ndrf Creek 1 _ 193l
Uaterfor 3 217
Maine Yankee 217
Cooper Station 548
FffzPatrNY --- 580
Indian PoIrnt 3 193
Sine Mie Point _32
Nine Mile Point 764_
Seabrook 19i
Wiston 1 580
uiiiston 2 _ 217 _
MilItton 3 _ 93
4eddam Neck 157 _
MontcelMN 484
Prairle Island 1 121

-I- I - 1.4

- I

-7
...

Prairie Island 2
rot Calhoun

Dlabo Canyon i
Dlabfo Canyon 2
Imerick I

= 121
13

764
l l
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Peach Bottom 3 76_4
Susqmha 1 764
Su ueha 2 764
Tqan OR 193
Hope Creek = 764
Salem 1 _ 193
Salem 2 193-
Ginne NY 121 _

UELDROP.XLS Attacnhent 11

Summer SC 1871 -y

San Onfre 1 1 157
San Onorfre 2 - 21_
San Onofre 3 217
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Browns Ferry 1 764
Browns Fey 2 764
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Sequovah 2 193
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Davis- 5mem 177
ComanchePeak 1 193
CallawayMO 193
Vemont Yankee _ 3
Nalth Ann 1 157
North Anna 2 157
Suny I 1576
Sur 2 157
WashingtNudear 2 _ 764
P011W beachi I ~
Point Beach 2 121
KewauneeWI 121
Yankee Rowe _ 7
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e2s-nToo e TNE I Event Date 10/20/1972

LUE Owto Event Mescriptien

ccctor Ty ............. VAe
Reacter tFI .............. IEC
Syst ............. . SC
C m ........... ... X

b- ............... a
Copoonnt ............. fUEL
Sub-Comoent .............
Valve 3 ...........Ce Z
Component &K eor .. .
NP I?...................
Cmponent twfacturer... *
Facility Status 11
Poar Level .............. e
Other Status ............. U/A
Actien Teken ....... ..... a
Future Action ...... *.....a

Effect en Plant *..........

Shutdoun Methed .......... Z
Outge lr ............. 0
Discovery Metho o.d.... A
Diecovery Descriptien.... SIR
Ocurrence Type .......... ,3
Activity rm ........... Z
Activity Content ......... I
Activity Aount ........... UA
Releese Location. VA
Rludr of Exposuree ...... e
Exposure Type............
Exposure Seecription ..... ?N/A

Number ef Injurles ....... a
injury Description ....... S07"IF7177?1777771?7 ?7777 T7777

Im77771777117777777MV277771
Cn:. T ..............
Samge Description ....... U/A

Revieton .............. ,. a
Report Date ........ ,. 11/2.0/WIN

*ILE IIESEIJIO FUEL ASSUILT A 421 1110 tiRE II ECtAM WIIeoCE
FeMM TNE UWPER CC WPPRT PATE AND FILL A FiMl ICllI. UPPER
WINLE AM UPPER ASSEMBLT EM DJXACED. I

g-8.
0I
0
es

P..

so

Cowe oeecriptien

FOREIGN OBJECT INTERFFERD I1tM GRPPLEU

(/

I- -- -FIta toumber NMzoo



3sl-7n00-0 e 251.73000-CO 1~~~~~TIAL POINT 4 Event Date 0.112/1973

LWE Pate vwnt fscrlptlZa

Reactor Ty pe........ Pit
Reactor NF ........ WuE
systm........... IC
tau ne........... a
SLCmse........... *
Comonnt........... PREL
ubh*comcfnaint ........

Valve "'bCoede...... 2
Cimpnpnt I&4ptei' ....
EPIC?...........

Component Manfacturer...
Facility status ...... I
Peower Lent...........

Mahr Stmtw ....... IVA
Rictuin Token .........
Future Action........
Effect wn P ian t .....
Rlwtdcwm Nktti ...... Z
outs" sours ....... S
Discovery Method...... A
Discovery kescrtption .... 1*A

eaccrrrs: Type ..... 02
Activity rem.........
Activity content ..... 2
Activity Amunt....... II/A
Reease, Loctto ..... II/A
Risber of Emposures.... 0
Imu rp ........
Exposure Sascriptmin ... 7I/A

Numbr of injqrIee.... S
Injury Rescripto ...... 11AS0flfMMlf?t?1fl1fl1flfff

Dama. Ty pe........
Damage Description .... II/A

R evisia........... S
Report Sate ....... S j0f/N97

I F&L ASSEMBLY L.24 WAS hI.OPPW ANM 5 OKCXtS WHILEw 11 TC RMATOM
SIDE LIFYIEG FMil ASSvwtY KSILFA). TIE ItSLFA VAS URING RAISED MMi
I RITAL TO WIITICAL POSuITION WE1 CMBLI SLIPPED TXOIMGR tAILS
ICLAKPS 11CN SECURED RILPA.

-I

0

on

tU1

Couwe Description

I
I
8

IN
tAILS SLIPPACA WU CAUS SY CABLE CLAMP NOT GRIPPING CALEi.-

rIto towgr Wu ilWe



30-nooo0-0o ZCIO 2 Event bate 11/16/1973

LEN Date Event Decription,

Recter T mw ........ Ps
Reactor MM ..............IIEC

y et= .......... t. IC
CAe .......... . A
SUb -C ........... . T
Cmuent ......... . FUEL
Bb*Ceqnt ........... Z
Valve Ub-Cod ........ z
Crmaoent suplir...... *
lmNPV?...................
Copnent tarefacturer... *
Fac lty Statue .......... B
Psuar Level .............. C
Other Status ............. K/A
Action token ............. *
Future Actirn ............
Effect an Plant .......... a
thutnam Method .......... Z
Outa e our.. .. C
Dicovewry Method .......... A
Diacuvery Oecrtpttan .... IVA
OccrrTcew .......... 02
Activity r ............Fa.
Activity Content ......... Z
Activity Aount ........... V/A
Rele.e Location ......... n IVA

Weber of Expeuree . S
Exposure .p...
Exposue Description ..... . I/A

Number of Injurie . °
Injury Beerfptfen ..............

Re visionn ............ . 0
Report Bte ...... . IlRM1173

OWUG INITIAL FUELI19. FlIL ASSEMLY E6P WAS ROltED WRING
NANLING. WO BAKAOE VIlIBLE. REPLACED riTl ANTnE RIEL ELDEIIT. FE
PAT SMAE BUM SET IN FLOW MLIM ISTEID OF FaL ALIIUEXT PIN.

0e

00

Cau Beecription

- ll&Y .. T.V . t.r .r 1. * I....h At - .. ..-.
PIE. REPLACE E l TE MOTN-l

r 1. - -u ao



2m3r74000 0 293-7400040 ~~~~~~PILGRIN I Event Sate Si/20/i974

Iu VD t,. ff.~.
wr sXz rwXm

lescor Type ............. mm
Resctor Vn E .............. a
sytt ............ . Po
Ca u se........... A
"-ome .............. T
comm t ............... rtEL

C mnt ........... 2
V[v t 'C- ............d Z
Compont splier .......
KPIM57 ...................
Coprient Nanufsctuer...
Facility Statum ...... I
powllr LMIt .............. 0Imir Lee e
Otker St.tut ............. hA
Actiom Taken .............-
Future Action *............

Effect en Plent .......... *
Shwtdown Nethod .......... I
Outage Saa. . o
Discevery Net. .d. A
Discovery Seecrlptimn .... I/A

crre T p ......... s. 01
Activity Fre ............ I
Activity Content ......... 2
Activity mount .......... I/A
Releras Lecatlen ......... II/A

dLNer ef Exposues. .
EapteWe .............
Exposure Description ... IN/A

Nuber of Inurle . . a
Injury laecriPtian..... 1M M 1111711711

Igx TMe ..... I........
DMes Descriptian ....... U/A

Revisionn................. 0
l porDate ............. 01/0/1974

PURIG TUANSFER. AM IAMOIATED INIEL SJOLE RCCANE SETADNE IAO
GRAPPLE AND FELL 20 FEET 1N SPENT KIEL POOL. APPARENTLY SUAPPLE MOO
WAS NOT CONPLMTEL LATCRED UOEl MOLE1. Of TIE PW*1 tELVET.
ADMINOISTATIVE C51201L5 UBEN ADDED REQUIRING VISUJAL MOITOhING OF
GAPPE 11= CLOUJAE. (AC-74-3)

go

'-

Cause Description

COULD NOT REPEAT USING kLWY FE. SAPPLE NOOK APPARENTLY Sib NOT
CMPLETEILY LATCN UlmE FE MA*DI.T. a1 ERINEEEIREN To PROVIDE

NOITfRING ITSTIN TO ASSUME WINPLET CLOSURE.

..- ..-- -. 1-
F.I .- ,r -,e



245-740O-0 245.7~~~~OOO4O N2~~MLLSTONE I event bate O9/il/I974
-

LEt Date Event Debcriptlmn

leactew ryp .
ReActr KrA . GE

Cwt ... ............. I'Ca .... ............. .

"-Caponnt ............. 2
Volvo Sub-Coe * Z
Cmponent S wtler ..

U pton..........
Cunnt Mtwfectwer ......... QJO05
Facility status .......... I
Powr Level .e
Other StItue * N/A
Acthon Take n. -
Future Act ion . *...... .-
Effect an Pt nt ..........
Shutdown Method .......... I
Outage Norw * O

slecovery .ethod. A
DiscoverylDeecription .... N/A
OccurrenceT ..........Ty e. IU
Activity Fere. . . .
Activity Cent ......... 2
Activity Arout ........... /A
Reties# Lecetion ... I /A
IUr Of Exposure e

Exposure Ty
Ex escrptoon.u 7U/A

Nurber of Injurle .S
Injury Description ....... N/A7f?7fl?777??T7?7??7? M7

"7117?777"777?777""7727m
ceme Type........
Cage Icrptl Vn.I/A

Revision .............
Report Date ............. 09/271974

Matee 6EFUCINCV, UHXIL IETUbllA EuRI All EUNAIULLD WV I UE-L
SUNDLE FUI A FlEL PREPAUATIK NACNINE TO A SPENT PEL RACK IN TYE
FEEL POOL. THE UWNDLE FELL FROM THE MAIN FEL GRAPPLE TO TIE FLOOR
of THE SPENT UEIL POOL. FIEL BWUDLE IS SMACED R 10 tRELEASE OF
ACTIVITY WASt IEA ED. ADMINISTRATIVE CONTROLS ARE TO PREVENT
RECURRENCE. (A-74-5)

-I

LA

-Ji

Ceoue Description

I

I
OJ C NOK MS NOT FULLY CLOSD AS TtE FUEL SMLE SALE S PROBANLY

AAlED TO TEE uGAPPE. EUSECUINT NOVEMENT MAT NAVE CAUSED IT TO
FALL RO Tr IEUPPPLE, REQUESTED GE TO GEMINI GAPPLE.

......
PILE eumber 06s3



13373000-00 lltSODT RAt I Dvant Data 06/0l/1975

LEt Data veant Sescription

lRouer Type ............. PWR
Recter N Flt ............. t
Sy t ............ . FD
C te ........... . A

Cause .............
C nt ................ -ECRIt
"-Ca-tmnnt Z 2
Valve S*IP-COCI ...... 2
rC Ixt 3&wtlir a

KtDS...I..........
Comunent taufactuwrr... 2gm
Facility status.. 2
Pajar Levt .............. 0
Other Stu e... KA
tLctien Tken *
Future ti... *
Effect an Pla t. *
Rhutdown MN t.... I
D~t Sours .......
DiscOvery Kt t l . A
Discovery Descriptin .... U
Occurrnce Typ e. 01
Activity rem . . 2
Activity Content . Z
Activity Amtwut . U
ttclo L rVen ...... N
XuIr d xtpre4JfO$.
Eaxpoiur T yt . Z
Exosurc Description . TtA

DAING TuANSFER OF AN IRRADIATED FUL ASSEILY MM TNE TRASFE
BAUDET POSITION IN TWE SPENT FL POL TO A DOOL STORAE LOCATIN.
TtE FUEL ASUMLY BECAME ISEENCACED PROt THE FUEL tUWPLt AND FELL
APPROXIMATELT SIX MT AND *TRtCK THE VWET FEL POOL FLOM.

S

0

co

ICmAe t escrptin

I MuL AUUJSLT NW WA SUN GUAAYLID PWEALLT -9 GUCILD PRIM TO
MOVEMENT.

Number of Injuies ..... a
injury Se acriptimn ....... 1? TfS? ? ?? ??l

Damage Two.....e ... 2
Dinuale aescriptin..... NA

Revision.......I.. 0
Report Date........06/111197

--------- ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ '
Filml swet QUM



X02-750C0-00 CttSTAL RIVE 3 3 Event Daet MOB/197

3O2-13O0C�OO ERTRTAL mAWR 3 3 Event Set. 11/08/1975
LIr * T4 event Descriptron

Reactor T ............ F
Reactor I FI. S
YletSM ...... .... FO

ause ....... .-
eCrON t ..... FUEL.

Sb-Cen...ent .2
Valv t, Coede . .
Ceuponent &Wptler . 3
*iPR. ..
Cponet Malnufacturer ... m9
facility stau . . a
Fajer Lev .. .
Other StRtAu .. IU
Action Taken . .
Future Action .*
effect n Plat . .
Shutdown Method ..
Outge Sa$....
Discovery Nethed .
ODicovery Bescrlptien.... IA
Occrence ra .......... 03
Activity Form ....... 3
Activity Conte nt. T
Activity Aumt . UA
Release Lcstlon ... U
Iimder of teoeree..
Ixpairs Tpe . 3
Erpaowrc sacrfpt n .... IA

4fl.1) A FUEL ASSEMBLT FELL WILKE 11 TRANSIT FRM TIIE SNIPPING
:1TAINER TO TOE INSPECTIO LOCATICE. TNE SOTTO Of IRE ASSENLT WAS
FIZINAIILY FIV mT FR4 TIIE FLOOR. TIE FUEL AsUtLY WILL IE

IETUNE FOR REPAIR OR REPLACENEIT. l0 RADIOACTISE MATERIAL WAS
RELEASED. COREECTIVE ACTION IVOWLVO POSSIBLE ELIIIINATION OF ALL
IWAGED CONNECTIOS.

e

I3

000

e

0

eCme Description

..-l~r bI. -5.- -.5 -. -.ll * ...... . -

w

4ZW

8

C;|Iff .4.S -L CU .F *fW ul ilK. . *...rK U 1
FIFTY-FIFIN FUL ASSIKILT ST TIE FUEL lANDLRIN TOOL. TIE tKll_ WAS
CERTIFIER FOIL 2300 LBS. TIE ASSENRLY 1IESIED 1550 LU .

Iirber d nlutirle ....... O
Injury Descriptton .......

Damge TmW .............. S
Smga Description ....... F UEL SWUNO TOOL AND FLUEL

ASSEULY SAKAED
Revision ................. e

Ieport Sate ............. 11/30/1973

s11 t omoer 41MIJ



0lo-7wCM-0c zIuDEN I Event Date 12/0111975

Lan *Ut Event Oescrlptimn

Retder Type ............. SWt
Router ........... au
Not= .................. D
ta* ................. A
"Come ................ *

C t .............. UEL
b-C u nt ............ Z

Vlv Sb Cde ...........
Comnent uppler ...

Cecnaent Ntrufecturar ... tl
Facility Status .......
PIeor Level .............. S
Other Status ............. KA

Attan Tak en .............
Future Atio ............At
Effect e Pnt .......... I..
hutdoein lethd .......... Z

Outage sOurs . 0
Discovery ltbed .........A
Discovery ecrfptien.... OPERATOR CCSERVATION
Occurrafca Typ e .......... 3
Ictlvity re. ... .
Activity Cmntent ......... I
Activity Acuint .......... I A
tRee Locatin .. . IA

hmer of rpaa ... O
Expost Ty ............e. 7
tyRaxwosue scriptiln ..... ?NA

Labr of Injuries 0
Injury Deecriptien ....... U UAm77A7777?mnnm??77m??P? 71?

Panoe Type .............. Z
ange Descriptien ....... I A

Revision ..............
Report Date ............. 12/0/1971

DURiNlG REACTOR FUEL UNLOADING A CRANuELED FUEL AISIIL? DROPPED Frai
TME RAPPL WILE BEING TRAISFERRED TO TIE SPENT FUEL PO.L 11 TE
FUEL NIIDLIC BWILDING. NO GASEOUS RELEASE WS NOTICED AND TMERE IS
NO APPAREUT DSAAGE TO TOIE F£L. TNE NEALTN AIL SAFETr OF TIE FLIC
IWS NOT AFFECTED.

so

-J

Caus Deecriptien

TOE FUEL ASSEULT VA APPARENTLY NOt PROPERLY LAICKED TO IlE
APPLE. TUE DUMPLE MS ISPfCTED AND A lIMIT ASSENILT TRANISFERRE

SATISFACIORLTY.41 OBSERVER VITN BINOWCLAS VILL NOW VERIFY UTCXING
IY TmE FML NANDLING BUILDING.

Fum. wuver DMIS



m5-aooz-es TURK:EY POINT 4 tvent Mt~ 04MR1M

MeI flt. 5f .rpt
^ w... cw-n wmarptian

r.1

00

Reactor TyPe............. PW
Inct"or IlFt ........... WEC

ct" ...... . ,'D
C ae.. .. I

Cl.-C a..... S

& h - C t m ie s t..... z

CrCponnt .......r ... IIIPIDS7 .......
Coirent anufcturer ... 1D006
Faclt atu . 6u"m .. 4

r en ..............Le
other Status.. . A

ktiln Takkn .......... .X
Future Actien Z 2
Effect en Plan t .

Shutdown Heth ed. Z
Outage or *............. C
Discovery Method . A
DiscoverV Seocriptiln OPEn.R.. rATOR sEVATiON

Occurence Type. SI
Activity Fru.. . z
Activity Conttn t. Z
Activity Amuntt U VA
Iates LCa ce .n... U
Nter of gqmure ...... O
EtPoaur Ty e Z.
Exposure Decriptien .ms

lnuer of Injuries .......
Injury D escriptln ....... UU~t77t ? ?7?777?tttt m7

Damge Type ............. z
Damge Description ....... I

Revision ............. I
Rkort ate ............ 1222193

101LE Uirliet. *PUT FU9L A1IIJLT 5113 UT OF KSzsGUTE LCx IN TME
UIiT 4 SPENT FLIEL POOL * TNE 10OI1TINO CUUL U TIM 9WL HNADLING
CRANE MME AND ASSEKLY 1-1 DROPPED ACr tINTO ITS BACK FROM TME
FULLY LIFTE POSITION . TNIS IS REPORTABLE IN ACCODANCE VITN
T.S.6.9.2.A.R. IRENE to so INDICATION Or pIEL CLADDIXG sApqAE . AS

UDIATION MOITOR SWINGS0 AND SIXVEY MEOATS ARE ININCANiCED FROM
P'l-EVENT VULIS . TNE PISLIC'S KALTI AND SAFETY MEt NOT AFFECTED

SIMIL RLEES WERE 351-73-2 AIM 231-73-7

_ i S vo.

Cat.. Sescriptien

A NkLFnCTIM F tOME TW LIMIT SWItCtEt t TN!OSlM C FAIL
TO VWT*IE 11A MOVEMIENT OF TNE WIELE Aba 3 . TYIStAUSED TEi
CrULE TO IE ERSTRESSED . UISE0EXTLT , TN!E CAuL PARTED
REPAIRS UE SEES WED TO TWE LIMIT SWITCES ADDITIOAR INSPECTIOYS
IF l3 lWERE CUOUCTED 11 TIE PENT M. P110. N SIGNS OF CLADDING
MIAGE TO tIE A&SMLT lEIE REVEALED .

* 1 M... Sfff-Y.LS AAJ.- f
ww w@}



155-910i2 00 155-91012-SC 5~~~~~10 ROC POINT I Evenit Date 10fl211991

LER Date Tit I,

aector Typ e . .
reaetor IFI . .... GE
prating Mode e. I

Pwer vet .............. 05
6ppleebe Leaws) ........ 4.2
Contact Em.............. SuMIASSA ID
Contact Phn ..........uw. 16-547.-637
Rveilsn ............. u. O
Paes ................... 4
Eaport Sate .............. I3ID5/1992
SWptimntal aport Date.
Dthar SOckets ............ 455

SPENT FULL EWNLg BMW' IN TIL EEC CK SPENT PULL POOL

Abstract

inca Z2 * iWi e0 ArKRUINIILLT ue0 , WCt§ FML W1 IDLE 111i
II SNUFFLED IN TIE PUT PIUEL POOL M RM tTIRACE R
I1S-A65 TO *-16 IU TIIE ROCESS OF LUOEMIN TNE SDIL 1IITD

SELL . IT SI- SAPPLIO MM TEE UEL EARDLIGC GUIPMENcT AtD
S SETTLING IV A NIWITAL PoSITION C TIIE TOP OF T*E 9

U I ID OTHEt FUEL WlLES MEE INVOLVED . TIE OPERATION OF
IT WIS NOT AFFECTED * TE OP£EATOIS WL NOT DETECT AMY
F PTSICA.L DAMAGE TO TIE EINJDLE OR UCE 1RIATION LEVELS IN
I OF TIRE PEUT FUEL POOL 010 SOT CIIAXCE *TIE FEWL RUELE WAS
ID AND PLACED IN POSITION t-16 I TIRE FUEL SA= 10 FLtETNEt
IEL NMtS IlERE WADE TIE FOLLUIEIG IEASONS IMEE IDENTIFIED
II TOCETIER TO CUUSE TIE SEAPPLRN I A A A SENT GRAPPLE
I . TIE ASSENSLt WAS LEAVINC WKE IT CONTACTED THE FUEL SAK
II CK IN THE FUEL RANKDLIEG CLE . C . TIE SAIL NRA AONE
S . t TIHE SPREING FORCE Of TUE NEW GRAPPLE IIU WEArE TEAN

ItUL GRAMPLE E I THE E1PERIECE LEVEL OF TIE AtlKILIAZY
It I I t SEVERAL SECU(CHDATIONS ARE tEIIG EVALUATED SYTIE

STAFF TO PREVENT EeLRRENCE .
I

co

--- - -..... I
LENTS eu

MEN ...........

Ether Reference . IS....1 10116,515E 92.0201???'fl?7?11

compneni'lleltures

Carst System Component: lianeactuxer Cede VMSO?
1.

I3.

16.
7.

9.
10.

FIUN IlLodwI OO959F08-O



254-W101tOD GMU CITIES I Evet Date 0W12U1"9

254.89016.00 LIED CITIES I Event Set. 59j2111989
LEN Date TItle
LWx gate TIMl

-- T............…
meacwr Type
Reactor NER. SE
"perettr 10l .I
PoerT Level. O0
ApWlfembe Lys) . ....... E 1.
Ccntact 11 .u........... LECIIAER J
Contect P1,0gw........... 39--2241
eviIon ..............

P.g..
Rewt bSt ............. l.. j/1011
SmtDntat Report Sets.
Other Dockets ............ 425

NEW FULL fl0LPOI.T INUPPLL IN FULL MMR MuLe EuruL ESliPUl fULL
SIAMPLE RELEASED SLE T0 PERSONINEL ERROR ANW LACE OF FROCDI*AL
WIDACEE

a REUEnIE I 2, 199 * It ONE Uu IN TME EJWTO SWE u
FUEL ROMD FA TIE REACTOR VESSEL . AT 1410 eMR . S, IIG TRE
lRANISEI OF W REK FIltRO T1 W FUEL STORAGE WAL TO TEE FL
FODL, FUL ASSULT YT1191 WUS RELEASED ROM IRE REFUELING S RLE
10 FELL UPONSVERY FUEL RAM . TIM GAPPLE COMM SUTCX US
IRADVERTENTLY LEF IN TIE RELEASE PSITION AMR ATTIPTINQ TO
I LATCN . TNE LILUTCE3RG FAUILRE WIS RE TO TIE ADJACENT ASSMISLY
YOT EING FLY UATED . TIE CAE Of FUEL ASSELY RlP MU A
MIUATIOR or PESONNEL ERRoR AND PROC I EFICIEY .
CORRECTIVE AlCTl10 INCLUEED REFUEL BRIDE NOIt CIRCUITRY
MIFICATION TO PREVENT URISING A FUEL ASSELT WITII TIIE StAUL
ESTROL SWITCN ER RELEASE . THE L RAIWLIN PROCEDURES IWEE
REVIRED TO ASSURE PROPER FUEL ASSSLY UATINGC AD PROPE
FOSITIONIEG OF TIE GRAPPLE ESTROL RITCa . TRI REPORT IS tSWITIE0
TO COMLY WITIS IE EEQJIRENENTS OF 10c0120D.45(AXtIV)i .

'2

-i

a
0%

O0,

LIRTS ate

I..E.
N.. .

In..
Other eferece ........... IIC77-127777777777777171?17177

Cormwwnt onTllures

ogleo System Component Kmnuectwrer Code IPEDS?
II.
IL
IS.

I4.K6.VS
P0ike awber 000914D-005. e



331 -750DO8O easM AMMOI~t Evnt Dot. Wi6/r1r75
I3 ..0..0 .... NL IIen a. 61017

Invnt uecrlption

eascteIr lye *MA

heactora,.B
Syte.ms

-cause.

sub-Cowxae un....... I
VLva "-Code ..... 2

Coupalent ........
SPE...........

Cospaunt Kawsfacturar. S
Facility Statuse a
Powemr Le vel...::::
Other status..........
Action lakan ........
Future Action ....... *
Effect an Plant ...... *
Shutdown Netbo ...... I
Outage No ur........
Diecovery Nethod ..... A
Dfscovry DezCrlptimi.... NA
Occurrorce T.........
Activity IF.........
Activity Content ..... I
Activit muty....... mA
RaKelm Location ..... IA
Number of Exposurms....
Expogure Tpe ....... z
bposure Description ... TMlA

A FIEL SIEDLE MAS IANAMITEVIY DX0PED kSltesG REL ~NovENEp T MItIE
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ATTACHMENT III
Estimated Frequency of

Through-Wall Manufacturing Defects

This attachment provides the calculational details using an Excel spreadsheet to support the
estimation of the frequency of through-wall manufacturing defects of a WP. This attachment
provides a calculation for both approaches to the manufacture of the inner barrier: weld clad
inner barrier approach and cylinder in a cylinder approach (Reference 5.36).

Volume of Weld Material in the Waste Package

Defect densities are typically reported in terms of defects per m3 of weld material. The volume
of weld material required for the welding of the outer barrier base material sections and the weld
cladding of the inner barrier (weld clad approach) can be obtained from the information in WP
cost analyses (Reference 5.33). For the cylinder in a cylinder approach, the amount of weld
material is estimated to be 20% of that required to weld the base material sections of the outer
barrier. This is based on the fact that the inner barrier weld thickness is 20 mm (or 20% of the
100 mm weld thickness for the outer barrier).

Outer Barrier

Parameter Value Reference/Method

Number of pounds of weld 300 lbs Reference 5.4
material for the outer barrier

of a 21PWR WP

Number of kilograms of weld 136.05 kg Using a
material for the outer barrier conversion factor

of a 21PWR WP of I kg - 2.205 lbs

Density of AS16 carbon steel 7832 kg/M3 Reference 5.34

Volume of weld material, Vb 0.0174 m3 Mass / Density

Page 1 of 9 3/14/97
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Inner Barrier - Weld Clad

Parameter Value Reference/Method

Number of pounds of Weld 8941 lbs Reference 5.33
material for the inner barrier of
a 21PWR WP

Number of kilograms of weld 4054.88 kg Using a
material for the inner barrier of conversion factor
a 21PWRW VYof I kg - 2.205 lbs

Density of Alloy 825' £140 kg/mr Reference 5.35

Volume of weld material, V, 0.4981 O Mass I Density
While Alloy 625 Is the current inner barrier material, Ref. 5.33 used Alloy 525,
and therefore, it must be used here to back calculate the weld material volume.

Inner Barrier - Cylinder in a Cylinder

Parameter Value Reference/Method

Number of pounds of weld 60 lbs Assumption 4.3.4
material for the inner barrier of
a 21 PWR WP

Number of kilograms of weld 27.21 kg Using a
material for the inner barrier of conversion factor
a 21PWR WP of I kg =2.20S lbs

Density of Alloy 625 8440 kg/m3 Reference 5.35

Volume of weld material, Vc,. 0.0032 m Mass / Density

Distributions of Defect Size for Various Tvye of Welds Similar to WP Welds

Chapman (Reference 5.32) has developed a computer simulation for predicting weld defect
density and depth distributions for post-inspection welds based on an extensive survey of expert
opinion and experimental data. This simulation was run for three specific cases where actual
defect density and depth data had been collected from finished and inspected welds: The three
cases were:

+ Nuclear Electric's (NE) data from extensive inspection of Magnox ducting welds. There
were 25.4 mm single V manual metal arc and sub-arc welds inspected by root dye
penetrant and single image radiography.

+ British Nuclear Fuels Ltd. (BNFL) data from their pressure vessel weld inspections.
These were 51 mm double V metal arc welds inspected by root dye penetrant and single
image radiography.

+ The Midland Reactor Pressure Vessel seam welds. These were 217.5 mm sub-arc welds
inspected by root dye penetrant, single image radiography, plus a final dye penetrant.

Page 2 of 9 3/14/97
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The probability density function predicted for each case is contained in the table below. For each
case, the simulation predicted PDF was found to be conservative when compared to the actual
data. Further note that for the NE data, the follow PDF was used:

p(x) = .4 5 x (IA)-

where A - 1.2855, B - 2.857 and x Is the defect depth in mm. Note that for the latter two cases,
there were insufficient data to develop a function PDF, and the values were taken from the
simulation prediction. Also note that the last two pointi for the BNFL welds were extrapolated
from the information provided.

Chapman Simulation of Three Welds

%WallThickness NE 2S.4 mm BNFL SI mm Midland217.5mm
Probability Probability Probability

1 0 1.39E-01 4.OOE-02 2.00E-04

1 l5 < 3.21E-02 9.OOE0-3 4.00E-05

20 1.09E-02 2.OOE-03 1.60E-05

25 4.64E-03 1.20E-03 1.OOE-05

30 2.30E-03 1.70E-04 7.30E-06

35 1.27E-03 1.70E-05 3.OOE-06

40 7.63E-04 LOOE-05 7.OOE-07

45 4.85E04 9.OOE-06 6.00E-07

50 3.23E04 3.50E-06 1.20E-07

55 2.24E-04 1.OO1-06 1.20E-09

60 1.6013404 I .SOE-06 9.OOE-09

65 1.17E-04 2.OOE-06 6.50E-09

70 9.83E-O5 9.00E-07 5.80E-09

75 _ 6.77E-05 7.00E-07 4.50E-09

Based on the above table, the cumulative probability that a defect will exceed a given percentage
of wall thickness can be determined for each weld thickness by numerically integrating the
probability of the greater defect depths. For example the probability of exceeding a 20h/o wall
thickness defect for the NE data is the sum of the probabilities in the NE column from 200/o to
75%. The table below summarizes the results of the numerical integration:
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I I

NE 25.4 mm
Probability
(from Weibull)

BNFL 51 mm
Probability

Midland
217.5 mm
Probability

Prob. of defect exceeding 20% 2.13E-02 3.42E-03 3.77E-05
through-wall _

Prob. of defect exceeding 30%/o 5,81E-03 2.16E-04 1.17E-05
through-wall _

Prob. of defect exceeding 40% 2.23E-03 2.89E-05 1.4SE-06
through-wall

Prob. of defect exceeding 50%/o 9.80E-04 9.90E-06 1.47E-07
through-wall

Figure M-l
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Figure 111-1 shows the cumulative probabilities of exceeding defect size as a function of weld
thickness. Linearly interpolating for 100 nun (outer barrier thickness) and 20 mm (inner barrier
thickness) results in the following table:

Interpolation at 100 mm Interpolation at 20 mm

Prob. of defect exceeding 2.42E-03 1.43E-02
20% through-wall

Prob, of defect exceeding 1.56E-04 3.62E-03
30% through-wall

Prob. of defect exceeding 2.OgE-05 1.37E-03
40%h through-wall

Prob. of defect exceeding 7.03E-06 6.OOE-04
50% through-wall ___

Chapman simulation also predicts the weld defect density for the three cases. In each case, his
model overpredicts the defect density by at least a factor of 6 or 7. The Midland model predicted
390 defects/m 3 and is the largest predicted value of any of the cases. To be conservative (at least
by a factor of 6 or 7), the Midland predicted defect density will be used for the remainder of this
calculation.

Estimation of the Probability of WP Defects of Various D~epthzs

To estimate the probability of WP defects of various depths for the inner and outer barrier
requires multiplying the probability of a defect exceeding a certain depth by the number of
defects (defect density times the weld volume). These are given in the table below.

Outer Barrier

Prob. of defect
exceeding a
certain depth

Number of defects

(390 defect/m3)*(0.01 74m3)

Probability of
defect/WP

> 20%/ through-wall 2.42E-03 6.79 1.64E-02

> 30% through-wall 1.56E-04 6.79 1.06E-03

> 40%/e through-wall 2.OSE-05 6.79 1.41E-04

> 50% through-wall 7.03E-06 6.79 4.76E-45
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Inner Barrier (Weld Clad)

Prob. of defect
exceeding a
certain depth

Number of defects

(390 defectlm3 )*(0.498 1ml)

Probability of
defectlWP

> 20% throUgh-wall 1.43E-02 194.26 2.78E 00

> 30% through-wall 3.62E-03 194.26 7.02E-01

> 40% through-wall 1.37E-03 194.26 2.65E-01

* 50% through-wall 6.OOE-04 194.26 1.17E-01

TImer Barrier (Cylinder In a Cylinder)

Prob. of defect Number of defects Probability of
exceeding a defect/WP
certain depth (390 defect/m3)n(0.0032mn)

> 20%h through-wall 1.43E-02 1.25 1.80E-02

> 30% through-wall 3.62E-03 1.25 4.S5E-03

> 40% through-wall 1.37E-03 1.25 1.72E-03

> 50M through-wall 6.OOE-04 1.25 7.54E-04

The values that are bold in the shaded cells are the ones primarily used in the development
presented in Section 7.
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UCY/PWR 21

Outer Barrier Inner Barrier _

Material Carbon Steel Alloy e25 Alloy 62S5
Density (kg/m3) 7832 6140 8440 1
Thickness (mm) 100 20 20

lbs 3001 6941 C0
kg 136.051 4054.66 27.21
Volume W^) 0.0174: 0.4981 0.0032_

Defect Density __/__ __

390 Outer Barrier Inner Sarrier - Chapman cim TInner Barrier - Weibull
Number of Defects 100 _m weld weld clad 20 mm cyl. in cyl. 20 weld clad 20 mm cyl. in cyl. 20 nm

201 1.64Z-02 1.061+01 6.971-02 2.763+00 1.60Z-02
301 1.06E-03 2.443+00 1.S6E-02 _ 7.02R-01 .4.55R-03
401 1.41E-04 P.1s6-01 5.933-03 T 2.653-01 1.723-03
Sol 4.76Z-05 5.17X-01 3.35r-03 1.17Z-01 7.543-04

I
8

0-.3
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Transporter Derailment Frequency Calculation

Attachment IV

, . . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

I- I I -I I

_1I - I I _-*

Ranl Acddent Froquency Data Analysis
- - I. r-r

_
Derailment Frauencv

___ _ ____ . II-- i .-
Ye ar I Per MIllion Miles Rabfrences

NUREGICR-4829 & FRA Bul 163 Fla 5C11975 1.34
. --- - i - - - - - , - a

. 1976 10.22 NUREGICR-4829 & FRA Sul 163 Fig B

1977 10.75 NUREGICR=4829 L FRA W 163 Fig 6
1978 11.66 NUREGICR-4829 & FRA uW 163 Fig 5
1979 9.13 NUREGICR4829 & FRA Bu 163 Fig 5 I

_.I-

1980 _ ..
1981 _

8.99
6.45

NUREGICR-4829 & FRA ISL 163 Fig 5
_ .

_ _.. _.

NUREG/CR-4829 & FRA Bu1 163 Fig 5
._ I _-

._ _ _

1982 5.9 NUREGICR-4829 & FRA 6ul 163 Fig 5

1S83 6A Est. eased an FRA Bud 163 Fig C

1984 4.9 Est. Based an FRA Bul 163 Fig C .
1985 4.4 Est Based on FRA l S3 FlgS Fig
1986 3.6 Est eased on FR Il 163 Rg 6 __._.

1987 3.3 Est. Based on FRA 8ul 163 Fig S
1988 3.4 Est Based on FRA ul 163 Fig - _

1989 3.43 FRA Bl 163 Fig 6 nd Tsble 6
1990 3.53 FRA Eul163 Fig 5 ndTable 5
1991 3.36 FRA But163 Fg 5 andTable5 _ _ _ _ __.___

1992 2.92 FRA LO 163 FIg Sm ndTableS _5__._._=

1S93 3.14 FRA Bt 163 Fig 6 n Tble 5
1994 2.79 FRA BW 163 Fig and TableS _ _
1995 2.6 FRA adw. 164 Fig 6 ond Table 5

21 Year Avg. 5.66 per millon miles 3.62 per millon Ian

75-81 Avg. 9.46 per millon miles 5.68 per millIon km _ _-

Last 10 Yra. 3.21 per mullon miles 1.99 permilionkm_

3:50 PMS Page lof 3 WM7
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Transporter Derailment Frequency Calculation

Derailments By Cause from FRM Bulletins 162Z163,164 __

Tables 19 to 23 , ~ ~ . _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _

Number of Derallment ______

1193 1994 1995 Total % of Total

Track, Roadbed & Structures 926 657 785 2568 46.72%

Locomotive Falure 24 17 11 2 0.Q5%

Car Failure 263 239 231 733 13.33%

Traln Operation, Human Factors 470 462 489 1421 25.85%

Misc.- Envirn. Highway, etc. 247 250 226 723 13.15%

Total 1930 1625 1742 5497 100.00%

Average Yard Derailment Rate (1903.1995) from FRA BulletIn* 162,153,164

Tables 10 and 36 __ _ ___

1993 _ 1994 1995 Tota I

Yard Derailrnents 955 902 821 2871 -(Table 10)

Yard/Switch Miles 87121766 89,776,044 89.891.868 (Table 36)

Yard Deraiimentsmlilion yard miles 10.96 10.05 9.13

Yard Derailmentsknil1ion yard km 6.81 6.24 5.68 __ _

Avrage Yard DerlimentRate* 10.05 pernmlhlon yard miles _

6.24 per million yard km

Numberofimes the average ywd dehnment ate fis greater
han te overO deragmont te h Ihe ast 3 years 3.53

Number of yard derailments (1-10 mph) from FRA Bulletins 12, 163,184

1993 1994 _ 195 Total

Number of yard derailments (1-10 mph 906 856 775 2537 (Table 10)

% Yard derailments 93-95 (1-10 mph) 4.73% __

Attachment IV-
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Transporter Derailment Frequency Calculation

Attachment IV

I I I

I I I
_________________________ I -4-4

Percent of derailments at 1.10 mph from FRA 8unletin 16Z, 162,154 (Tabl 10)
, I ,

s .

Derailments 1993 1534
I -~

1995 -

273
775

Total

4 4. 1*

Main Line (1.10 mph) 295 2U4
______________ _______ - t

Yard Une (1.10 mph) g06 656

.52

2537
5S3

3972

.... __ _.... . .

industrv/sidina/Unknown (1-10) 199 1E8 1SB
Total (110 mph) _

_. . .

I 1--

Total Derailmen-t (All speeds) 1030 1125
. 4 .- l

1742 5497

7L26%
_

Percentage of derailments at 1-10 mph
_

_ _ 4._ -~

I-I' I 9
_________________________________ I 1. .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- 4 _________ __________ - - --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. _

Percent of 8witchRblated Causes of Derallment from FRA Bulletin (162,163,164) Table 19

Switch-related Derailment Causes 19S3 1094 1995 Total
Frogs, Switches and track appflances 247 _ 216 192 _ 655 _

Generalswitchingnrues 112 117 1111_ _ 347 __

Switches. useof 116 126 133 375 _

Total switch-related derailment causes 476 459 443 1377

Total DerailmentAccidents I 1930 1825 1742

_ __

% of switdh-related caused of deralment
_._ _.

6497
25.05%

Transport Derailment Frequency _ _ _

kll Derailments
Based on lst 10 years 1.99 per millon kmn

Deraltents hI 1-10 mph range 144 per million kmrn Mltiply by total % of derallments at
_____________________ ______ ______ 1-10 mph using 1993-1995 data

Yard Line Derailments I

Based on last 10 years 7.04 per million kmn MuIiply aff derailment by factor
using 1993-1995 data

Derailments In 1-10 mph range 6.67 per million km Multiply by % of yard derallment at
___________________________ ________ 1-10 mph using 1993-1995 data

3:50 PM Page 3 of 3 3t517
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WP hntmal Prssure a* Functon f Gas Tempratur bfr Normal, 4oRnmal. nd Accident Condlk___ I

§ 1'' 1 _1 _1 1 1 1 __ __Volumes Sued an Attechmint VI
21 PWR WP Vold Rinf 4.520 m^3 _

44 Et WP Vold Bnpr= 4.430 mI3 Fuel _ _____ Rod Intel Pressure In Fuel Poo

-IReg. Gulde 1.25 Q. 5__)
Mark R Fuel fnd VolurmeWIa mS G d FW Rod Volum m^3 133tl 1200

Plenum Volume 41E-06 Ipnumn Vokmw 1.31E06 psba 1214.7
Auinar Volume 1.WE.06 *Anrmar Volume 1.47E-07 Pod MPa 8.375
Dish Volurne S.24£- 06 Dlwhv Vo0.OOE +00

roeity Vokame [ 1.UES Poy Volume *.05E6

Total Rod Void Spae. 2.211-05 Teut Rod Vold Spaoe 8 J3E465

206 Rod FueW Assembly 4.SIE.03 62 Rod e Anambly 1.14E243 Max. Fuel Rod Intnal Gas Tnzperat&W
21 Fuel Assent b 44 Fuel AesenEly 2WI 5.002.02 |Oegrees F 125] _

Iy~olwi1 _ _ T 1 51.6671
Fuel Rod Volumee bted on Rat. .10 | Tpod jKlvin 324.517j

I_____________________ ______ !___I Conlservahntly dssmoc to be max. tuel pool emperatue
______ I_|___ based on Davis Besse Technical S tbns (Ref. 5.42)

TotalaRuptued Moles dt Gas WP + Ruptured i
Fu__ Rod lVo I3) Rehased Inrd) Fuel Rod Wclume fm3 _ WP ie Fill as |

%Rods 21 PWR 44SWR 21 PWR 44BWR 21 PWR 440WR Flu Pressue 14.7 psI. j

100% 9.65E.02 5.OOE-02 2.99E.04 1.65E4 4.6161 4.480 _ (_p fon IOt|IE-OlPa _____

10% 9.65E-03 6.OOEC03 &99E-05 1.15E-05 4.530 4.435 FE Tempeatune 251C r
1% 9.65E-C4 5.00E.04 2.99E-0t1.55E-M 4.521 4.430 |(a on) 298.151K r

I___ L_______ _nPtT o __1 21 PW~lb MOdof Gas 1.85E04_
I____ _____ i_________ ______ 44BWR Males of as i 1.S1E04

(gas con stant) 8.314iW UW0ol _ _ _______

I _ I _ _ I _ _ _ I I' I_ II _ _

3:42 PMi Page 1 of 2 3J157
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Average I PWR Waste aPakg Internal Pressure Normal WP FRI Gas
Gas Tenperature P(Rod) 100% Rods Ruptured 10% Rods Ruptrd 1% Rods Rupd Pressurie

F C K IMP MPa sIP MPa Dale UPa pee i- a __ MP&
77 25 298.15 1101.48 7.69 0 37.70 0.121 17.04 0.10 14.93 14.70 0.1

122 50 323.15 1193.64 8.23 0.281 40.56 0.13 18.47 0.11 16.1S 15.93 0.11
212 100 373.15 1378.56 9.50 0.331 47.18 0.15 21.33 0.13 18.69 16.40 0.13
302 150 423.15 1558328 10.78 0,371 63.50 0.17 24.19 0.15 21.20 20.86 0.14
392 200 .473.16 1748.00 12.05 0.411 69.2 0.19 27.05 0.16 23.70 23.33 0.16
462 260 623.15 1932.72 13.33 0.48 66.15 0.21 29.91 0.16 28.21 25.79 0.18
672 300 573.15 2117.44 14.60 0.50 72.47 0.23 32.76 0.20 28.71 28.26 0.19
682 350 623.15 2302.16 16.67 0.54 78.79 0.25 35.621 0.22 31.21 30.72 021
752 400 673.15 2486.65 1T.15 0.591 65.11 0.27 38.48 0.23 3372 33.19 0.23
642 450 723.15 2671.60 18.42 0.631 1.43 0.29 41.34 025 38.22 35.65 0.25
932 500 773.15 2856.321 19.69 0.67 97.76 0.30 44.20 0.27 38.73 38.12 0265

1022 550 623.18 3041.04 20.97 0.72 104.08 0.32 47.06 028 4123 40.58 0.28
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I o f 0oeuses Ideal gs bwm Pds fllRrTN

Aver _g I 144 BWR Wase Pdage Internal Pessure Normal WP FEI Gas
Temperature P(Rod) 1100% Rods Ruptured 10% Rods Rupturd |1% Rods Rupturd Pressure

F C K MUPe IUP. I5 Pg Ipa hb MPb psba pse MPe
77 25 a298.1 1101.48 7.9i 0.19j 28.97 0.11 15.94 0.10 14.62 14.70 0.10

122 SO 323.15 1193.4 6.23 0.20 29.24 0.12 17.28 0.111 15071 15.3 0.11
212 100| 373.15 1378.5 s.50 0.231 33.76 0.14 19.95 0.13 16.55 18.40, 0.13
302 150 423.15 1583.281 10.78 0.261 38.28 0.16 22.62 0.15 21.04 20.68 0.14
392 200 473.15 1748.001 12.05 0.30 42.61 0.117 25.30 0.16 23.63 23.33 0.16
482 250 623.15 1132.72 13.33 0.33 47.33 0.19 2T.97 0.15 26.01 26.79 0.16
572 300 573.15 2117.44 14.60 0.38 51.65 0.21 30.64 0.20 28.50 28268 0.19
682 350 623.1S 2302.16 15.57 0.39 S6.38 0.231 33.32 0.21 30.98 30.72 0.21
752 400 673.15 2486.68 17.156 0.42 60.90 0.25j 35.99 0.23 3 3.47 33.19 0.23
842 450 723.1 2s71.60 16.42 0.45 65.431 0.271 38.6- 0.25 35.96 35.65 0.25
932 S00 773.15 2858.32 19.09 0.48 69.951 0.281 41.33 027 38.44" 38.12 026

1022- 550 823.18 3041.04 20.97 0.51 74.471 0.301 44.01 0.28 40.93 40.581 028
1 0 UAl ebova uses Ideal ps law Psnrodtnfll RTN
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INTACT AUCF WP INTERNAL VOLWJES

WVP Inner Dlirmensions

21i PWR WPhInner Diameter PIDuxIA4099*m

44 SM WP Inner Dlarneter - BID a 1369m

WP ilesr Lenigth IL:z4.635.im- 240025 i

Vol. of 21 PVR AUCJ, WP tarbon Steel Tube

Vn=:- [(z33.4-.mm9- (226.4mm) 2j.4575.mm

All dimensions ornm Attachment I

VTUBE-2.117107-mm 3

Vol. of 21 PWR Borlted SS Basket Plates

VAPLATE : (1210.mm- 1333.13mm - 4.7.mn566.69.mm)-7-mm

VBPLATE :v(12l0mm-l133.3-mm- 4-7*xnm*S66.9.nm)*7^mm

VCPLATE :-(723.2.mm.1133.6.mm - 2-7-*mm566.9 mm)-7-nmm

VMLATES's (4*VC .ATE+ 2*VAPLATE + 2-VBPLAME)-4 VPLATES -0.243nm'

Vol. of Carbon Steel Guides, Corner Gudefs & Stiffeners

VSIDEGDA -1121.s-mm.723.2Imm10o VSIDEWBD x 0.1Imm'112hU1mm 310-un
VSIDEGDASM: - VSIDEGDA + 2.VSIDEGDB

* :-2.esin ()J72)2 VSIDECOVR: in(704.$vmm9.(# - sK#()) - !M'" mh]

VOORNOUIDEz :(243.4mm + 233.4min)*I~mmI 133S'-mm

I OJ-b ) VMVM:.[(221(0-s_3()) 1 0nam
b := j(27.3.nmm.i(W3.Jlim? 6 x2.asib1(_ +4..(70.VI?-a -(KO27.3.unm)10-w

VCORNODASM: :VCORNGMOLIE + 2-VSTIFFNPR

VOUIDES:x16-VSIDEGDASMi. 16VCOPNODASMtU.-VSIDECO VR. VOUMS -0 29-m3

Vol. of 21PWR AUCF WP Basket Assembly (tubes, SSB plates. & stnrtural members)

VBAS!=VPIALAS.. VOWDES + 2I*VTUBE
OBADOOOOO-01717.0200-O0O37 REVO0 Att.MV

VBAS -0.947wm
Page 1 Y14197 2:53 PM VOLUME.MCD



Vol. of 44 OMR Borated SS Basket Plates

SVABI'LAT a ( 1219.2-mm*1143**nmm- 7-10.m.-S7l.9.mm).I0-nu

BVCPLATE :x(314.3.mm.l143.3.imu. In-m.571.9wmm~)*l0nimm

BVIDEPLATE -(64.4mm.11143.m -oun- m.~tm).Om

BVPIA1MS --(4.BVCP'LAlt+ 2.SVABPLATE + 8BVCEPLAT)*4

BVPLATES -OJlS-m3

Vol. of Carbon Steel Guides. Corner Guides & Stiffners

BVSIDWASM a 111433-mmn314i'wunlm m i 0- .27.3mm* I 43Suun*ow 0mm

BVCORNG3U[DE: .(171J.3mw + 324.tmm)- 10-nm 1 143.Umm

VS1FR.:.[.168.9-304*-mm'44.(43I.9..un?.06- sin10))-

SVVOR34GDASM inBVCP)ORNGUME + 2*VSTIFFN

BYGUIPES:=4.4.BVSIDEGASM+ 14IBVCORN(IDASM BVOWDES -0.203m

Vol. of 44 BWR AUCF WIP Saskcel Asseftly (es-S plates. & structural memboers)

BYI3AS s5 BVPLATES . BVGUIME

BVBAS -O.778 mv3

BBAOOOO-01717.0200.00037 REVO AtL VI Page 2 3/14J97 2:53 PIA VOLUMEJAM



Vol. of one WR SNF Assembly PVSNF:=4927.4n PVSNF-O.Ol-m3 (Ref. 5.10, p.113."8)

Vol. of one BWR SNF Assembly BVSNF :=2063.6 h3 BVSNF -0.034m 3 (Ref. 5.10, p. I 3.6-103)

Calculation of Volumes

Total interior volume of empty WP (no basket or fuel)

21 PWR

44 SWR

PVEMPTIY -r-~-.L

3wm : .81.-11L

PVEMPTY -7.158-m 3

DVEMPFTY -6.699.M3

Total volume ocupied by all Internal atuctures (basket & fuel)

pVnq: = VBAS + 21PVSNF PYVNT - 2.64 2 ma

BVINT:= BVBAS + 44-BVSNF BVINT -2.266am3

Total WVP Interior voWd space

21 PWtR PVOL:= :L IL -PVINT PVOID - 4.5163m3

44 BUIR BVOID :-1BI11 QL BVINT BVOID "4.432m'

SBA000000-01717-0200-00037 REVO Att. VI Page 3 W114197 2:53PM VOLUMEMCD
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ATTACHMENT VII - MISLOAD FREQUENCY CALCULATION

1. Introduction

The purpose of this section is to estimate the frequency of a fuel assembly misload that would
result in exceeding the heat rate (thermal limits) or criticality limits of a waste package. This
calculation considers three items:

(a) the operational handing of the fuel assemblies from when they are removed from the
transport casks to when they are placed (or loaded) into the waste package (Section 7.2),

(b) the consequence of loading any one of the fuel assemblies into any one of the waste
packages (section 7.3.1), and

(c) estimate the frequency for the consequences that are identified as being undesirable
(section 7.3.2).

Decision trees have been developed for four cases:

Case Fuel Assembly Type Consequence

I PWR fuel assemblies Exceed Thermal Limits

2 PWR fuel assemblies Exceed Criticality Lirmits

3 BWR fuel assemblies Exceed Thermal Limits

4 BWR fuel assemblies Exceed Criticality Limits

Each case was developed for only uncanistered fuel. Because canistered fuel, in most cases, will
be taken out of the transport cask and placed directly into the WP, there is no opportunity for
misloading errors.

The PWR and BWR fuel assembly evaluation are separate and independent. There are no
consequences for loading (trying to load) a PWR fuel assemblies in a BWR waste package
because the PWR assemblies are larger than a BWR Uncanistered Fuel (UCF) WP. Any attempt
to load a PWR assembly into a BWR waste package would be immediately detected and
corrected. Similarly, there are no thermal or criticality consequences for the reverse -- loading a
BWR fuel assembly into a PWR waste package. In addition to the small size of the BWR
assemblies being immediately discovered, the PWR waste packages are designed to about one-
half the number of assemblies as the BWR packages. Therefore, even if a PWR package was
filled with BWR fuel assemblies, no thermal or criticality limits would be approached.

Based on the analysis in Reference 5.27, the waste package mix in case LI-T4-CI is used to
determine the waste package types. The thermal and criticality limits from case LI-T4-CI is
used to characterize the WP types in this analysis.

2. Fuel Assembly/Waste Package Operational Process

At a minimum, the process in which the fuel assemblies are unloaded from the transportation
casks and are readied for loading into a waste package must be considered. As discussed in
Reference 5.50, the transport casks are delivered to the repository by truck or rail. They are
inspected and decontaminated, if necessary, and delivered to the Waste Handling Building

I :50 pmn Page I of 48 3116197
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(WHB). The transport cask is placed in a shield room. The cask is then positioned under a cell
port, the port plug is removed, and a conical contamination control barrier is installed. The
individual spent fuel assemblies are lifted out of the cask with a crane, one at a time, and placed
in a hot cell on racks designed for PWR and BWR assemblies (though these are not the same).
Because of the size difference between PWR and BWR assemblies, any misplaced assembly will
be immediately discovered and corrected. When the transport cask is empty, the contamination
control barrier is decontaminated and removed, the port plug is reinstalled. This process
continues until a sufficient number of fuel assemblies have been removed and stored to fill a
disposal container (DC).

During the removal process, the operator will need to record the assembly identification and
associated heat rate and k. from the licensing paperwork and perform a measurement of burnup a
fork detector or some other form of instrumentation for verifying burnup (Ref. 5.51). In this
way, the characteristics of assembly in the lag storage racks will be known. Misidentification of
the assembly's characteristics and/or location is the first opportunity for a human error that can
contribute to a misload (reading the paperwork Incorrectly or misreading the fork detector
output). The detector can fail, though that will probably quickly be discovered and corrected
(assumption 4.3.1Sa) and thus will not be considered in this analysis.

Based on the characterization of the fuel assemblies removed from the transport casks, the
operator must decide what type of DC is to be used. The operator selects the desired DC type
(by methods unknown at this time), and positions it under a transfer port. Deciding on an
inappropriate DC type or selecting the wrong DC type is the second opportunity for a human
error. (issoJ4& e, .I .s eS b) 5W

Fuel assemblies that require an absorber rod assembly for permanent disposal will often be
shipped with a control rod assembly in place. For those assemblies that do not arrive with
control (absorber) rod assemblies, one will be inserted while in the lag storage area. This is
assumed to be done correctly immediately after the fuel assembly has been unloaded. (4SI1J

Fuel assemblies are then lowered by crane from the staging racks down through the port and into
the DC. The selection of fuel assemblies to be placed in the DC is another opportunity for
human error. The operator can select the incorrect assembly, or after selecting the correct
assembly for the DC, make a manipulation error with the crane and transfer the wrong assembly.
After placing the fuel assemblies in the DC, the operator will perform a physical verification
(e.g., ensure that the fuel assembly that was intended to be loaded was). The physical verification
process is an opportunity for human error recovery. Finally, the loaded DC is moved to an area
where an inner lid is seal-welded in place. The human errors discussed above will be accounted
for in section 1.3.2. J(*'Vfov q 3. is cocd)

3. Misload Analysis

3.1 Consequence Matrices

This section develops and discusses the PWR and BWR consequence matrices, which considers
the placement of any of the possible transported fuel assemblies into any one of the designed
WPs. The WP types, with the heat and criticality ranges were taken from Case LI-T4-CI
tabulated in Attachment IV of Reference 5.27. The cask types used in the matrices were
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delineated in Key Assumptions 001 and 002 (Ref. 5.21); thermal ratings for the transport casks
were taken from Reference 5.49.

The following explains the cell designations in the PWR and BWR Consequence Matrices shown
in Tables I and 2.

1. For cell that have been split into thermal and criticality consequences, the criticality
consequence is noted with shading of the half-cell.

2. Those cells labeled 4s Designed indicate that a fuel assembly was placed in a WP
appropriate for that fuel assembly's thermal and criticality characteristics.

3. Those cells labeled Recoverable indicate that if the fuel assembly type is placed in the
WP type, the error will be Immediately observable to the operator and recovery actions
will be immediate, i.e., the probability of recover from this error is 1.0. Note that all the
cells that are labeled Recoverable deal with either the South Texas (ST) fuel assemblies
or the South Texas WE. In the event that a ST fuel assembly is placed in a non-ST WP,
the extra length of the fuel assembly will be immediately observable and the proper WP
will be selected. In the event that a non-ST fuel assembly is placed in a ST WP, because
the fuel assembly will be much shorter than the WP, the physical verification process will
immediately flag the mismatch, and the proper fuel assembly or WP will be selected.

4. Those cells labeled Economic indicate that a fuel assembly was placed in a WP with more
margin (either thermal or criticality) than Is required for that fuel assembly. So, while
there are no thermal or criticality consequences of this action, a more costly WNP is being
used unnecessarily, creating an economic impact.

5 Those cells labeled Possible Thermal indicate that some percentage of the fuel assemblies
placed in the specified WP will exceed the thermal limits of the WP. For example, a fuel
assembly taken from an LO Gen cask and placed in a 21 PWR could exceed the 850 W
heat rate limit of the WP.

6. Those cells labeled Possible Criticality indicate that some percentage of the fuel
assemblies placed in the specified WP will exceed the reactivity limits of the WP. While
the (transport) Cask Name explicitly indicates a level of heat rate, the reactivity level
(e.g., k.) is determined by curves attached to each licensed transport cask. Note further
that transport casks are licensed for use employing no bur-up credit, i.e., as if it was
fresh fuel, and therefore the value of kL is not a deciding parameter for the selection of a
transport cask. The value of k,. becomes important when determining what W' is to be
used because the design takes credit for burnup. Therefore, for any WP that do not
required fiuel assemblies with absorber rods as criticality control (e.g., use absorber plates
or no absorber), it is possible, via human error, to place a fuel assembly into a WP and
exceed the criticality limits.

Some combinations are not credible and will not be considered. If a fuel assembly with
an absorber rod assembly is placed in a WP with no absorber or plate absorber, the
absorber rod assembly will extend out of the WP. This error should be immediately
discovered and corrected. Likewise, if a fuel assembly without an absorber rod assembly
is placed into a WP for which an absorber rod assembly is expected, the error should be
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discovered when performing the physical verification since the fuel assembly will not fill
the WP and look different than the other rod assemblyded fuel assemblies. s C%,

7. Those cells labeled Possible Economic indicate that some percentage of the fuel
assemblies placed in the specified WP will exceed the economic considerations for the
use of a WP. This designation only applies to placing fuel assemblies into a WP with
absorber rod assemblys. There Is no concern of a criticality consequence, since this is the
most Fonservative WP design, in terms of criticality. However, if fuel assemblies not
requiring the protection provided by absorber rod assemblys were placed into these WP,
then an economic consequence will occur.

8. Those cells labeled Thermal indicate that a fuel assembly was placed in a WP whose
thermal limits are exceeded by the beat rate of the fuel assembly.

Those cells labeled 7hermal are misloaded. Those cells labeled Possible Thermal and Possible
Criticality also represent some misload situations. The frequency of misloads are discussed in
Section 7.3.2.

3.2 Misload Frequency Calculation

Two decision trees (Figures 1 and 2) are developed to evaluate the consequences (thermal and
criticality) of misload errors for PWR fuel assemblies into the available waste packages (disposal
containers). Two more decision trees (Figures 3 and 4) were developed to similarly evaluate
BWR fuel assemblies.

The sequence development is not automatic and relies on a carefil consideration of which fuel
assemblies are being loaded into what waste packages. Many of the combinations are
recoverable, as indicated in the PWRIBWR UCF to Waste Package Consequence Matrices
(Tables I and 2). The consequence matrices are used to determine whether a sequence has a
thermal or criticality consequence.

Some information is not included in the consequence matrices:

- In the data section of the spreadsheet, the number of PWR fuel assemblies in the 0-850 W
thermal range has been corrected with the fraction of incoming PWR fuel assemblies
below 850 W (the fuel assemblies arrive in transportation casks that can handle up to
1000 W). A similar correction for BWR in the 0-400 W thermal range has also been
performed.

- The likelihood of selecting an incorrect fuel assembly to load into the waste package is
estimated based on the percentage of a fuel assembly with specific characteristicsfirom
the total number of fielassemblies to be dlivered to the site over a 24 year period (ass5% t

- When two endstate identifiers are provided (and two endstate probabilities), the fit 9' 71Y 7

represents the probability of misleading one unintended fuel assembly into the waste
package. The second number estimates the probability of misleading two unintended fuel
assemblies (of the same type).
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- The 21 PWR waste packages that arm designed to handle fuel assemblies with absorber
rod assemblys are somewhat longer the waster packages with no absorber or with
absorber plates to accommodate the absorber rod assembly assembly at the top of the fuel
assembly. Accordingly, when fuel assemblies with absorber rod assemblys are placed in
anything but the proper waste package, this misload is assumed to be immediately
recoverable and corrected. This eliminates many potential criticality consequences of a
misload.

- The South Texas (ST) waste packages are approximate two feet longer than any of the
other.PWR waste packages to accommodate the long ST fuel assemblies. Accordingly,
when a ST fuel assembly is misloaded into any other fuel assembly, it is assumed to be
immediately recoverable and corrected. Likewise, when any non-ST fuel assemble is
misloaded into the ST waste package, it is assumed to be immediately recoverable and
corrected. This assumption implies a verification HEP equal to 1.0, and is so reflected in
the decision tree.

The calculations performed on the decision tree to generate the endstate probability is simply the
product of the probabilities on each node of the endstate sequence. For example, in Figure 4,
endstate 6C's probability is calculated as the product of;

Decision Tree Header Probability

WP Usage (no absorber) 0.275

Select WP (intended WP) 0.994

Select FA (concept) 0.005

FA Type (k-inf >1.37) 0.014

Verification (failure) 0.010

Endstate Probability (Product) 1.95 x 10-7/WP

This endstate also represents a possible criticality consequence. The total probability of misload
leading to a criticality consequence per waste package (shown at the bottom of the decision tree
and in the summary tables below) is computed by simply adding all the endstate denoted with
criticality. These endstates are further highlighted on the decision tree with a double-lined
border.

The only exception to the straight multiplication method to calculate an endstate probability is
for those endstates derived from a "Select FA" state of (selection). In these cases the product is
multiplied by the number of assemblies in the package, since any of the individual assemblies
could be misloaded. So if for n, = 21 PWR, the probability was p, - 7.45 x 104, then the
probability of the endstate would be (7.45 x 104)'(21) = 1.56 x 102 (sec endstate 6T in Table 4).
To determine the probability that two assemblies are misloaded, the calculation is:

()(nj(pXn.-1) = (p?(n.)(n 1-l)
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This calculation is used to determine all of the (n)Ta states and is used to compute the probability
of a misload leading to a consequence with a mission success definition of two misloaded
assemblies representing a possible consequence.

The following table summarizes the results from the PWR decision tree (Figure 1 with
supporting Table 4) evaluating the thermal consequences of a misload:

Mission Success Definition
Y

One misloaded assembly
represents a possible thermal
consequence

Two misloaded assemblies
represents a possible thermal
consequence

Probability of Misload 7.68 x 10' 4.28 x 10'
Leading to a Thermal
Consequence per WP

PWR WPs per year (from 201 201
Key Assumption 003)

Probability/Year 1.54 x 10" 8.60 x 103-

The following table summarizes the results from the PWR decision tree (Figure 2 with
supporting Table 5) evaluating the criticality (reactivity) consequences of a misioad:

I Mission Success Definition

One misloaded assembly Two misloaded assemblies
represents a possible represents a possible
criticality consequence criticality consequence

Probability of Misload 9.82 x 10-s 4.80 x 10'
Leading to a Criticality
Consequence per WP

PWR WPs per year (from 201 201
Key Assumption 003)

Probability/Yeu 1.97 x 10.2 9.65 x 10-

In addition to the results above, a third case was considered: no waste packages designed and
used without an absorber, i.e., all waste packages have at least absorber plates. Examination of
the decision tree for PWR criticality consequences shows that all sequences of consequence
result from the misleading of mid-range (1.00 < k. < 1.13) reactive fuel assemblies into a waste
package with no absorber. When high-range (k.,> 1.13) reactive fuel assemblies are misloaded
into either a no-absorber or plate-absorber waste package, the extra length of the rod
assemblyded fuel assemblies is enough to ensure that verification will always identify the error.
Accordingly, if there were no waste packages with no absorber, the probability of a misload
resulting in a criticality consequence Is virtually zero.
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The following table summarizes the results from the BWR decision tree (Figure 3 with
supporting Table 6) evaluating the thermal consequences of a misload:

Mission Success Definition
. .....

One misloaded assembly
represents a possible thermal
consequence

Two misloaded assemblies
represents a possible thermal
consequence

Probability of Misload 6.46 x I0O5 4.98 x 10-5
Leading to a Thermal
Consequence per WP

BWR WPs per year (from 120 120
Key Assumption 003)

Probability/Year 7.75 x 10-3 5.98 X 103

The following table summarizes the results from the two BWR decision tree (Figure 4 with
supporting Table 7) evaluating the criticality (reactivity) consequences of a misload:

Mission Success Definition

One misloaded assembly 1 Two misloaded assemblies
represents a possible | represents a possible
criticality consequence criticality consequence

Probability of Misload 1,42 x 101 5.63 x lO'
Leading to a Criticality
Consequence per WP

BWR WPs per year (from 120 120
Key Assumption 003)

Probability/Year 1.70 x 10-2 6.76 x 10-3

In addition, a third decision tree was developed (Figure 5, no supporting table) that examines the
criticality consequences if there are no waste package without any absorber plates (i.e., two waste
package designs: absorber plates and thick absorber plates). This decision tree shows the
probability per year of a misload leading to a criticality consequence estimated to be 7.16 x 10-5.

3.3. Recommendations

Examining the results from a distinct thermal and criticality consequence is conservative.
Human errors will not be made on a strictly thermal or criticality basis. From examining the
decision trees, it is clear that they only approximate the large number of combinations in which a
misload might occur. As an alternative to the methods presented here, a simulation (e.g., Monte
Carlo simulation) could be performed that would be accurately model the combination of errors
leading to a waste package with a possible thermal and/or criticality consequence. Such a
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simulation could more comprehensively consider the arrangement of the storage area, the actual
number of stored assemblies, the distribution of fuel assemblies as they arrive in the transport
tasks, the probability that the absorber rod assembly is not present (when required), etc. These
issues were too complex to handle within the decision tree framework.

The analysis should be revisited as the details ae developed of how the fuel assemblies are
handled from the time they are removed from the transport casks to the time they are placed into
a disposal coptainer. Details concerning the procedures and operational practices can be used to
further refine the human error probabilities used in this analysis.
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TABLE 1

PWR UCF to Waste Pdccage Consequence Matrix

WP 7pes 2i PWR 21 PWR 21 PWR 1 PWR 12 PWR
no absober absorber plate absorber rod no absorber ST long WP

assemblys

I ewt Range 1 0450 W 0450W 0450W S50-1370W 0-137NW

Cwa Name Trnnal No absoer Absorber plate Absorber rod No absorber Designed for
Rawbtg CrHftty i assemblys absorber rod

XRange assemblys

L¢ L(ono* I An) k. (I.01- 1. 13) tL(I. 13 - I AS) L (0.00.-1. 13) i_ (O0.0- 1 1 3)

LA Oc 0.7 -1.0 PDWR Possible Thermal Possible Thermal Possible Thermal Economic Recoverable
kW

Possible Criticalty Possible uidcaity Possible Economic Pousibk Criticality

SM Gen 0.7 -1.0 PWR Possible Thermal PossibleThermal Possible Thermal Economic Recoverable
kW

Possible Criticality Possible Criticality Possible Economic Possible Critiality

RH Ua > 1.0 PWR Thermal Thermal Thermal As designed Recoverable
kW

itW__ 0Possible Criticality Possible CrIticality Possible Economic Possible Criticality

EH UFI -SS , 1.0 PWR Thermal Thermal Thermal As designed Recoverable
kW

Possible Criticality Possible Criticality Possibk Economdc Possible Cidcality

La-ST PWR Recoverble Rcovrabl Recoveable Recoverable A. designed
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TABLE 2

BWR UCF to Waste package Consequence Matrix

WP Types II 44 BWR 44 BWR 24 BWR
j no absorber [absorber plate I thick absorber plates

| Heat Range 0-400 W 0 40W 0-520 W

Cask AWame Thermal No absorber Absorber plates Thick absorber plates
Rating Criticality I

R Range k. (0.00. 1.00) L (l 00 - 1.37) k, (0.00 - 154)

LC Cen 0.3 - BWR Possible lhernuil Possible Ihaemal Possible Thermal

0.45 kW ~~~Possible Criticality Possible Criticality Possibke Economic

SM Gen 0.3 - BWR Possible Thermal Possible Thermal Possible Thermal
0.45 kW

PossibklCriticility Possible Criticality Possible Economic

HH UCF > 0.45 BWR Thermal Thermal ihermal
0.5kW

Possibl Criticality Possible Criticality Possible Economic

HH UCF-SS >0.45 BWR Thermal Thermal Thermal

kW____, ,, Possible Criticality Possible Criticality Possible'Economic
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Table 3 - Input Oata Used to Quant" te Dedlon Tomes

Frction of PWR io assemblus at loss then 860W O.8.

___________ KI r WOnlY LK&W LK & MKOrty
__________ _ ___________ rFion jPrcet Froton Purzt FraFin Pu

Frectibn of PWR Awl swerri~les wth k1ff 1nOD OA ld 1.0 I I& .34 0.34 7.% 0.34 35.79%
Fmfion of PWR hW mason sal k.Wbdwn 1.OD ord 1.13 0.61 0.61 U. __ oi 64.21%
Fracion of PAR fuel asserbms wit W bet*n 1.13 aid 1 A ( H 0.05 0.06 7JAt O 0.0 12.

Fnection of PWR hd asemblies we 4n les Om 1.13 0.951
Fnon of PWR W1 onbLs -W g r Om 1.13 _ _ . __.__ 0.05

bWl AWoanbles ew"ato MGM (uncnistoroo M- Awro 002) - -In -S Onl LHi & ST Ord LA &_ N izHliO
I lCrfct oretede Corete C orce Corete 0 Corce TCortd

Rd T out IT OWTs Pi ~ Poor Tout Foco TOW i gourd
*laismGn 40 25!L i SSSI 4m11S _ - 4-155X -95.% 4553--|2.30

HH ~ ~ 3MI 4732 am .23% 112 6.62% 97922 17.70%
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Table 4
Endstate Notes for PWR Thermal Consequence Decision Tre

Endstate JEndstate Notes for PWR Thermal Consequence Decision Tree

IT For thernal consequences, the operator performed every task correctly. That is, one
of the 21 PWR waste packages was selected for a low heat fuel assembly. (Criticality
consequences are considered in another decision tree.)

2T * For thermal consequences, the operator performed every task correctly, except the
final verification. Therefore, there Is no thennal consequence due to misloading,
however, the fuel assembly records re likely to be corrupted.

3T The operator made g mental error deciding which fuel assembly to load, so the
decision tree Is limited to only the Incorrect fuel assemblies. An HH fuel assembly is
loaded Into a LH package (any of the 21 PWRs), but the error is identified and
corrected through successful verification.

4T The operator made a mental error deciding which fuel assembly to load, so the
decision tree Is limited to only the incorrect fuel assemblies. An HH fUef assembly is
loaded Into a LH package (any of the 21 PW~s), but the eror Is not identified or
corrected through verification, erating a possible thermal consequence due to
misloading. No credit is given for recovery as fuel assemblies are continued to be
loaded.

ST Errors with ST fuel assemblies (l.c., mislhading a long ST assembly into a short waste
package) ae always corrected through verification.

6T16Ta The operator makes a fuel assembly selection error. The operator can select from all
7Tt7Ta of the available fuel assembly types, including the type that was originally intended.

The operator has selected a fuel assembly of the same type intended for this waste
package. Therefore, with or without successful verification, there Is no thermal
consequence due to misloading, however, without successful verification, the fuel
assembly ecords are likely to be corrupted.

ST/BTa The operator makes a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of
the available fuel assembly types, including the type that was originally intended. The
operator has selected a HH fuel assembly that is loaded into a LH package (any of the
21 PWRs), but the error is Identified and corrected through successful verification.

9T/9Ta The operator makes a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of
the available fuel assembly types, Including the type that was originally Intended. The
operator has selected a HH fuel assembly that Is loaded into a LH package (any of the
21 PWRs), but the error Is not Identified or corrected through verification, creating a
possible thermal consequence due to misloading.

IOT Errors with ST fuel assemblies (i.e., misloading a long ST assembly into a short waste
package) are always corrected through verification.

I IT, .12T For thermal consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (a 12
13T, 14T PWR rather than a 21 PWR). Since the 12 PWR waste packages have a greater

thermal nating than the intended 21 PWRs, regardless of which fuel assembly Is
rnisloaded (for any of the human erro reasons), there Is no chance of a thermal
consequence. However, unless corrected through successful verification (i.e., 13T),
the fuel assembly records are likely to be corupted and an economic impact may
occur (i.e. 14T).

1ST For thermal consequences, the operator performed every task correctly. That is, one
of the 12 PWR waste packages was selected for a high heat fuel assembly. (Criticality
conscquences art considered in another decision tree.)
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Endstate Endstate Notes for PWR Thennal Consequence Decision Tree

16T For thermal consequences, the operator performed every task correctly, except the
final verification. Therefore, there is no thermal consequence due to misloading,
however, the fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted.

17T The operator has loaded (either by a concept or selection error) the wrong fuel
assembly (into the unintended waste package). The error is identified and corrected
through successful verification.

.ST The operator has loaded (either by a concept or selection error) the wrong fuel
assembly (into the unintended waste package). The error is not identified or corrected
through verification. However, there Is no thermal consequence, since if the wrong
WP Is selected, It must be a 12 PWR, which can handle the thermal load of any fuel
assembly, regardless of the type of human error that cause it to be misloaded.
Nonetheless, the fuel assembly records are likely to be wronwupte e nd an economic
impact may occur.

19T For thermal consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (a 21
PWR rather than a 12 PWR). If the operator loads the intended fuel assembly (i.e.,
high heat), the waste package will not be able to handle the thermal load. In this
sequence, the error is Identified and corrected through successful verification.

20T For thermal consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (a 21
PWR rather than a 12 PWR). If the operator loads e intended fuel assembly (ite.,
high d eat), ane wapt package will not bte e to handle the thed2 al load. In this
sequence, the eo is not Identified or corrected through verification, creating a
possible thermin consequence,

21T For thermal consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (a 21
PWR rather than a 12 PWR). If the operator misloaded low heat fuel assembly (either
due to a concept or selection error), the erroneously selected 21 PWR could handle the
heat load. In this sequence, the errr Is Identified rnd corrected through uccessful
verification,

22T For thermal consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (a 21
PWR rather than a 12 PWR). If the operator misloaded low heat fuel assembly (either
due to a concept or selection error), the erroneously ielected 21 PWR could handle Se
ieat load In this equence, the error is not identified or corrected through
verification, and the fuel assembly records an lIkely to be corrupted.

23T For thermal consequences, the operator has elected ete wtsng waste package (a 21
PWR rather than a 12 PWR). If the operator misloaded ST fuel assembly (either due
to a concept or selection error), since it is ain oversized ST assembly, the error is
identified and corrected through successful verification.

24T For thermal consequences, the operator performed every task correctly. That is, one
of the 12 PWR/ST waste packages was selected for a high heatIST fuel assembly.
(Criticality consequences are considered In another decision tree.)

25T For thermal consequences, the operator performed every task correctly, except the
final verification. Therefore, there Is no thermal consequence due to misloading,

l___________ however, the fuel assembly records are likely to be comipted.

26T Errors with ST waste package (i.e., misleading a short assembly into a long waste
package) are always corrected through verification.

27T Errors with ST fuel assemblies (ie., misloading a long ST assembly into a short waste
package) are always corrected through verification.
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Endstate Endstate Notes for PR T'hernial Consequence Decision Tree

28T For thermal consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (a 21
PWR rather than a 12 PWRIST). 'The operator mnisloaded a low heat fuel assembly
(either due to a concept or selection error). In this sequence, the error is identified
and correced th U ucCessful verification.

29T For thermal consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (a 21
PWR rather than a 12 PWRIST). The operator nisloaded a low heat fuel assembly
(either due to a concept or selection error). In this sequence, the error Is not identified
or corrected through verification. The waste package can handle the thermal load of
the fuel assembly, so no thermal consequence is created, however, the fuel assembly
records are likely to be corrupted.

30T For thermal consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (a 21
PWR rather than a 12 PWR/ST). 'Me operator misloaded a high heat fuel assembly
(either due to a concept or selection error). In this sequence, the error is identified
and corrected through successful verification.

31T For thermal consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (a 21
PWR rather than a 12 PWR/ST). The operator misloaded a high heat fuel assembly
(either due to a concept or selection error). In this sequence, the error is not identified
or corrected through verification. The waste package can not handle the thermal load

________________Of the fuel assembly, =ratjLLgaposblje thermna~l consqec u oiilaig
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Table 5
Endstate Notes for PWR Criticality Consequence Decision Tree

Attachment VI

Endstate Endstate Notes for PWR Criticalty Consequence Dedsion Tree

IC For criticality consequences, the operator performed every task correctly. 'Mat is, one
of the no-absorber waste packages was selected for a low reactivity fuel assembly.
(Thermal consequences are considered in another decision tree.)

2C For criticality consequences, the operator performed every task correctly, except the
final verification. Therefore, there is no criticality consequence due to misleading,
however, the fuel assembly records arc likely to be corrupted.

3C The operator made a mental error deciding which fuel assembly to load, so the
decision tree Ii limited to only incorrect fuel assemblies (ie., with k.. greater than one).
A medium L. (1.00 < e. < 1.13) fuel assembly is loaded into a waste package with no
absorber plates, but the error is identified and corrected through successful
verification.

4C The operator made a mental error deciding which fuel assembly to load, so the
decision tree Is limited to only incorrect fuel assemblies (i e., with k. greater than one).
A medium k. (1.00 < k. < 1.13) fuel assembly Is loaded into a waste package with no

absorber plates, but the error is not identified or corrected through verification,
creating a possible criticality consequence due to misleading. No credit is given for
recovery as fuel assemblies are continued to be loaded.

SC Errors with rod assemblyded fuel assemblies (ie., misloading a rod assemblyded
assembly into a no-absorber waste package) are always corrected through verification.

6C/6Ca The operator makes a fuel assembly selection er. The operator can select from all
7C/7Ca of the available fuel assembly types, with any of the possible 1. values, including the

type that was originally intended. The operator has selected a fuel assembly of the
same type intended for this waste package. Therefore, with or without successful
verification, there is no criticality consequence due to nmisloading, however, without
successful verification, the fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted.

SCISCa The operator makes a fuel assembly selection error. The operator can select from all
of the available fuel assembly types, with any of the possible k. values, including the
type that was originally intended. The operator has selected a mid-range k. fuel
assembly, but the error is identified and corrected through successful verification.

9C_9Ca The operator makes a fuel assembly selection error. The operator can select from all
of the available fuel assembly types, with any of the possible k. values, including the
type that was originally intended. The operator has selected a Wid-rgnge kc. fuel
assembly, but the error Is not identified or corrected through verification, creating a
possible criticality consequence due to misloading.

IOC - Errors with rod assemblyded fuel assemblies (i.e., misloading a rod assemblyded
assembly into a no-absorber waste package) are always corrected through verificaton.
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Endstate Endstate Notes for PWR Criticaty Consequnce Decdson Tree

I lC1 12C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
not selected the Intended package, the correct type of package (e.g., no-absorber
package has been selected). Without successful verification, the waste package
records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has selected the intended fuel
assembly with k. < 1.0. Since this package can handle this fuel assembly, there Is no
criticality consequence due to misloading.

In addition, for sequence 12C. verification was not successful, therefore, there s no
criticality consequence due to misloading, however, the fuel assembly records are

__________________ likely to be corrupted.

13C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
not selected the intended package, the correct type of package (e.g., no-absorber
package has been selected). Without successful verification, the waste package
records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has made a mental error deciding
which fuel assembly to load, so the decision tree Is limited to only the Incorrect fuel
assembly choices. A mid-range criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber
package, but the error Is Identified and corrected through successful verification.

14C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which ar not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
not selected the-intended package, the correct type of package (e.g.,-no-bsorber -
package has been selected). Without successful verification, the waste package
records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has made a mental error deciding
which fuel assembly to load, so the decision tree is limited to only the incorrect fuel
assembly choices. A mid-range criticality assembly is loaded Into a no-absorber
package, but the error is not identified or corrected through verification, creating a
possible criticality consequence due to mnisloading. No credit is given for recovery as
fuel assemblies are continued to be loaded.

15C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
not selected the Intended package, the correct type of package (e.g., no-absorber
package has been selected). Without sucssful verification, the waste package
records ar likely to be corrupted. The operator has made a mental error deciding
which fuel assembly to load, so the decision tree Is limited to only the Incorrect fuel
assembly choices. A high-range (rod assemblyded) criticality assembly is loaded into
a no-absorber package, but errors with rod assemblyded fuel assemblies (i.e.,
misloading a rod assemblyded assembly into a no-absorber waste package) are always
corrected through verification.

16C0 17C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
not selected the intended package, the correct type of package (e.g., no-absorber
package has been selected). Without successful verification, the waste package
records are likely to be comrpted. The operator has made a fuel assembly selection
error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel assembly types, including the
type that was originally intended. The operator has selecd ifiukl assembly of the
same type intended for this waste package. Therefore, with or without successful
verification, there Is no criticality consequence due to misloading, however, without
successful verification, the fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted.
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Endstate Endstate Notes for PWR Criticality Consecruence Dedislon Tree

18C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
not selected the intended package, the correct type of package (e-g.. no-cbsorber
package has been selected). Without successful verification, the waste package
records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has made a fuel assembly selection
error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel assembly types, Including the
type that was originally intended. A mid-range criticality assembly is loaded Into a no-
absorber package, but the error is identified and corrected through successful
verification.

I 9C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
not selected the Intended package, the correct type of package (e.g.. no-absorber
package has been selected). Without successful verification, the waste package
records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has made a fuel assembly selection
error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel assembly types. Including the
type that was originally intended. A mid-range criticality assembly is loaded into a no-
absorber package, but the error Is not Identified or corrected through verification,
creating a possible criticality consequence due to misloading. No credit is given for
recovery as fuel assemblies are continued to be loaded.

20C For criticality consequences. the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
not selected the intended package, the correct type of package (e.g.. no-cbsorber
package has been selected). Without successful verification, the waste package
records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has made a fuel assembly selection
error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel assembly types, including the
type that was originally intended. A high-range (rod assemblyded) criticality assembly
is loaded into a no-absorber package, but errors with rod assemblyded fuel assemblies
(i.e., misloading a rod assemblyded assembly into a no-absorber waste package) are
always corrected through verification.

2IC122C For criticality consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (a
package with absorber plates). Since this package can handle any fuel assembly with a
k. < 1.13, regardless of which fuel assembly is misloaded (for any of the human rror
reasons), there Is no chance of a criticality consequence. However, unless corrected
through successful verification (i.e., 2 IC), the fuel assembly records are likely to be
corrupted and an economic Impact may occur (i.e., 22C).

23C Errors with rod assemblyded fuel assemblies (ire., misloading a rod assemblyded
assembly into a plate waste package) are always corrected through verification.

Note: for sequences 21C-23C, no fuel assembly human errm is considered, since there
is no criticality consequences regardless of which fuel assembly is selected for the
waste package.

24C Errors with rod assemblyded fuel assemblies (i.e., misloading a mid-range k. assembly
[does not require an absorber rod assembly] into a waste package for which a rod
assemblyded assembly is expected) are always corrected through verification.

25C/ 26C For criticality consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (a
package for which a rod assemblyded assembly is expected). Since this package can
handle a rod assemblyded fael assembly (the only type with a L > 1.13), there is no
chance of a criticality consequence. However, unless corrected through successful
verification (i.e., 25C), the fuel assembly records re likely to be corrupted (i.e., 26C).

Note: for sequences 24C-26C, no fuel assembly human error is considered, since there
is no criticality consequences regardless of which fuel assembly is selected for the
waste package.
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EnDstate Endstate Notes for PWR Criticall! Cons ence Decision Tree

27C For criticality consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (an ST
package). If anything but an ST fuel assembly is loaded Into this package, the error
will be always be corrected through verification. If an ST fuel assembly is loaded into
this package, and verification Is not successful (not shown on the decision tree), then
there is still no criticality consequence, however, the fuel assembly records re likely
to be corrpted.

28C For criticality consequences, the operator performed every task correctly. That is, one
of the plate-absorber waste packages was selected for a mid-range reactivity fuel
assembly. (Thermal consequences are considered in another decision tree.)

29C For criticality consequences, the operator performed every task correctly, except the
final verification. Therefore, there is no criticality consequence due to misleading,
however, the fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted.

30C/31C The operator misloads a fuel assembly due to either a concept or selection; since there
are no criticality consequences in this portion of the tree, no distinction is made
between the type ofhuman error. The operator can elect from ll of the available
fuel assembly types, with any of the possible k. values, Including the type that was
originally Intended. The operator has selected a low-rnge k. fuel assembly for a
plate-absorber package. Therefore, with or without successful verification, here is no
criticality consequence due to misloading, however, without successful verification,
the fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted.

32C/33C The operator inisloads a fuel assembly due to either a concept or selection; since there
are no criticality consequences In this portion of the tree, no distinction is made
between the type of human error. The operator can select from all of the available
fuel assembly types, with any of the possible k. values, including the type that was
originally intended. The operator has selected a mid-range 1a fuel assembly for a
plate-absorber package. The operator has selected a fuel assembly of the same type
intended for this waste package. Therefore, with or without successful verification,
there is no criticality consequence due to misleading, however, without successful
verification, the fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted.

34C Errors with rod assemblyded fuel assemblies (i.e., misleading a rod assemblyded
assembly into aplare-absorber waste package) are always corrected through
verification.

35C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept eror, which are not split out on the decision Wte) and the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. A mid-range
criticality assembly Is loaded into a no-absorber package, but the error is identified
and corrected through successful verification.

36C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. A mid-range
criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber package, but the error is not
identified or corrected through verification, creating a possible criticality consequence
due to misleading. No credit i given for recovery as fuel assemblies are continued to
be loaded.
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37C/38C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a zo-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records arc likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a mental error deciding which fuel assembly to load, so the decision tree is
limited to only the incorrect fuel assembly choices. The operator has selected the
intended fuel assembly with k. < 1.0. Since this package can handle this fuel
assembly, there is no criticality consequence due to misloading.

In addition, for sequence 38C, verification was not successful, therefore, there is no
criticality consequence due to misloading. however, the el assembly records are
likely to be corrupted,

39C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept eror, which are not split out on the decision tree) and the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a mental error deciding which fuel assembly to load, so the decision tree Is
limited to only the incorrect fuel assembly choices. A high-range (rod assemblyded)
criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber package, but errors with rod
assemblyded fuel assemblies (ie., misloading a rod assemblyded assembly into a no-
absorber waste package) are always corrected through verification.

40C141C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly types, Including the type that was originally intended. The operator has
selected a fuel assembly of the same type intended for this waste package. Therefore,
with or without successful verification, there is no criticality consequence due to
misloading, however, without successful verification, the fuel assembly records are
likely to be corrupted.

42C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be cornupted. Th operator has
made a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly types, Including the type that was originally intended. A mid-range
criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber package, but the eror is Identified
and corrected through successful verification.

43C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly types, Including the type that was originally intended. A mid-range
criticality assembly is loaded Into a no-absorber package, but the error is not
identified or corrected through verification, creating a possible criticality consequence
due to misloading. No credit is given for recovery as fuel assemblies are continued to
be loaded.
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Endstate Endstate Notes for PWR Criticality Consequence Decislon Tree

44C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tre) and while the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly types, including the type that was originally intended. A high-range (rod
assemblyded) criticality assembly is loaded Into a no-absorber package, but errors
with rod assemblyded fuel assemblies (i e., misloading a rod assemblyded assembly
into a no-absorber waste package) are always corrected through verification.

45C Errors with rod assemblyded fuel assemblies (i e., misleading a mid-ranige k. assembly
(does not require an absorber rod assembly] into a waste package for which a rod
assemblyded assembly is expected) are always corrected through verification.

46C147C For criticality consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (a
package for which a rod assemblyded assembly is expected). Since this package can
handle a rod assemblyded fuel assembly (the only type with a k. > 1.13), there is no
chance of a criticality consequence. However, unless corrected through successful
verification (i e., 46C), the fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted (i.e., 47C).

Note: for sequences 45C-47C, no fuel assembly human error Is considered, since thre
is no criticality consequences regardless of which fuel assembly Is selected for the
waste package.

48C For criticality consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (an ST
package). If anything but an ST fuel assembly is loaded into this package, the error
will be always be corrected through verification. If an ST fuel assembly is loaded into
this package, and verification is not successful (not shown on the decision tree), then
there is still no criticality consequence, however, the fuel assembly records are likely
to be corrupted.

49C For criticality consequences, the operator performed every task correctly. That is, one
of the plaoc-absorber waste packages was selected for a mid-range reactivity fuel
assembly. (Thermal consequences are considered in another decision tree.)

SOC For criticality consequences, the operator performed every task correctly, except the
final verification. Therefore, there is no criticality consequence due to misloading,
however, the fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted.

SIC For criticality consequences, the operator has selected any non-rod assemblyded
assembly to load into a waste package designed for a rod assemblyded assembly.
Upon verification, the error will be immediately identified (fuel assembly too deep in
waste package) and correcled.

52C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which re not split out on the decision tee) and the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. Errors with rod
assemblyded fuel assemblies (i.e.. mnisloading a rod assemblyded assembly into a no-
absorber waste package) are always corrected through verification.
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53C/54C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a mental error deciding which fuel assembly to load, so the decision tree is
limited to only the incorrect fuel assembly choices. The operator has selected a fuel
assembly with k. < 1.0. Since this package can handle this fuel assembly, there is no
criticality consequence due to misloading.

In addition, for sequence 54C, verification was tot successful, therefore, there is no
criticality consequence due to misloading, however, the fuel assembly records are
likely to be corrupted.

55C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. A mid-range
criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber package, but the error is identified
and corrected through successful verification.

56C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. A mid-range
criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber package, but the error is not
identified or corrected through verification, creating a possible criticality consequence
due to misloading. No credit is given for recovery as fuel assemblies are continued to
be loaded.

57C158C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made * fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly Wypes, including the type that was originally intended. The operator has
selected a fuel assembly with k. <1 .O. Since this package can handle this fuel
assembly, there is no criticality consequence due to misloading.

In addition, for sequence 58C, verification was not successful, therefore, there is no
criticality consequence due to misloading, however, the fuel assembly records are
likely to be corrupted.

59C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly types, Including the type that was originally intended. A mid-range
criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber package, but the error Is identified
and corrected through successful verification.
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60C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly types, Including the type that was originally intended. A mid-range
criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber package, but the error is not
identified or corrected through verification, creating a possible criticality consequence
due to nisloading. No credit is given for recovery as fuel assemblies are continued to
be loaded.

61C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a'selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly types, including the type that was originally Intended. A high-range (rod
assemblyded) criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber package, but errors
with rod assemblyded fuel assemblies (i.e., nidsloading a rod assemblyded assembly
into a no-absorber waste package) re always corrected through verification.

62C163C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a plate-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly types, Including the type that was originally intended. A low- to mid-range
k. fuel assembly is loaded into a plat-absorber package. Therefore, with or without
successful verification, there Is no criticality consequence due to misleading, however,
without successful verification, the fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted.

64C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a plae-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly types, Including the type that was originally Intended. A high-range (rod
assemblyded) criticality assembly is loaded into a plit-absorber package, but erors
with rod assemblyded fuel assemblies (i e., misloading a rod assemblyded assembly
into a plate-absorber waste package) are always corected through verification.

65C For criticality consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (an ST
package). If anything but an ST fuel assembly is loaded into this package, the error
will be always be corrected through verification. If an ST fuel assembly is loaded into
this package, and verification is not successful (not shown on the decision tree), then

. there is still no criticality consequence, however, the fuel assembly records are likely
to be corrupted.
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Endstate Endstate Notes for BWR Thermal Conseauence Decision Tree '

IT For thermal consequences, the operator performed every task correctly. That is, one of
the 44 SWR waste packages was selected for a low heat fuel assembly. (Criticality
consequences are considered in another decision tee.)

2T * For thermal consequences, the operator performed every task correctly, except the
final verification. Therefore, there is no thermal consequence due to misloading,
however, the fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted.

3T The operator made a mental error deciding which fuel assembly to load, so the
decision tree is limited to only the Incorrect fuel assemblies (i e., only a HH assembly).
A HH fuel assembly i loaded into a LH package (any of the 44 BWRs), but the error
is identified and corrected through successful verification.

4T The operator made a mental error deciding which fuel assembly to load, so the
decision tree is limited to only dhe incorrect fuel assemblies (i.e., only a HH assembly).
An RH fuel assembly is loaded Into a LH package (any of the 44 BWRs), but the error
is not identified or corrected through vwrification, creating a possible thermal
consequence due to misloading. No credit is given for recovery as fuel assemblies are
continued to be loaded.

ST/STa The operator makes a fuel assembly selection error. The operator can select from all
6T/6Ta of the available fuel assembly types, including the type that was originally Intended.

The operator has selected a fuel assembly of the same type Intended for this waste
package. Therefore, with or without successful verification, there is no thermal
consequence due to misloading, however, without successful verification, the fuel
*ssembly records are likely to be corrupted.

7TMTa The operator makes a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the
available fuel assembly types, including the type that was odginally intended. The
operator has selected a HH fuel assembly that is loaded into a LH package (any of the
44 BWRs), but the error is identified and corrected through successful verification.

STUBTa The operator makes a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the
available fuel assembly types, including the type that was originally intended. The
operator has selected a HH fuel assembly that is lbaded into a LH package (any of the
44BWRs), but the error is not identified or corrected through verification, creating a
possible thermal consequence due to misloading.

9T1 lOT For thermal consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (a 24
I 1T/12T BWR rather than a 44 BWR). Since the 24 BWR waste packages have a greater

thermal rating than the intended 44 BWRs, regardless of which fuel assembly is
misloaded (for any of the human error masons), there Is no chance of a thermal
consequence. However, unless corrected through successful verification (i.e., 91), the
fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted and an economic Impact may occur
(i.e. 101).

13T For thermal consequences, the operator performed every task correctly. That is, one of
the 44 BWR waste packages was selected for a high heat fuel assembly. (Criticality
consequences are considered in another decision tee.)

14T For thermal consequences, the operator performed every task correctly, except the
final verification. Therefore, there is no thermal consequence due to mnisloading.

. however, the fuel assembly records am likely to be corrupted.

IST The operator has loaded (either by a concept or selection error) the wrong fuel
assembly (into the unintended waste package). The error is identified and corrected
through successful verification.
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16T he operator ha loaded (either by a concept or selection _rror) the wrong fuel
assembly (into the unintended waste package). The error Is not identified or corrected
through verification. However, there is no thermal consequence, since If the wrong
WP Is selected, it must be a 24 BWR, which can handle the thermal load of any fuel
assembly, regardless of the type of hunan error that cause it to be mnisloaded.
Nonetheless, the fuel assembly records re likely to be corrupted and an economic
impact may occur.

17T For thermal consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (a 44
BWR rather than a 24 BWR). If the operator loads the intended fuel assembly (i.e.,
high heat), the waste package will not be able to handle the thermal load. In this
sequence, the error is Identified and corrected through successful verification.

1ST For thermal consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (a 44
BWR rather than a 24 BWR). If the operator loads the intended fuel assembly (i.e.,
high heat), the waste package will not be able to handle the thermal load. In this
sequence, the error Is not identified or corrected through verification, creating a
possible thernml consequence.

19T For thermal consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (a 44
BWR rather than a 24 BWR). If the operator misloaded low heat fuel assembly (either
due to a concept or selection error), the erroneously selected 44 BWR could handle the
heat load. In this sequence, the error is Identified and corrected through successful
verification. If verification was not successful (not shown on the tree), the fuel

______ _.,___ assebl records are likely to be corrupted.
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IC For criticality consequences, the operator performed every task correctly. That is, one
of the no-absorber waste packages was selected for a low reactivity fuel assembly.
(Thermal consequences are considered in another decision tree.)

2C For criticality consequences, the operator performed every task correctly, except the
final verification. Therefore, there is no criticality consequence due to misloading,
however, the fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted.

3C1SC The operator made a mental error deciding which fuel assembly to load, so the
decision tree is limited to only incorrect fuel assemblies (i.e., with k. greater than one).
A medium L(1.00 < k. < 1.37) or high k. (k. > 1.37) fuel assembly is loaded into a

waste package with no absorber plates, but the error Is identified and corrected through
successful verification.

4C/C6 The operator made a mental error deciding which fuel assembly to load, so the
decision tree Is limited to only incorrect fuel assemblies (i.e., with L greater than one).
A medium k (1.00 M< k. < 1.37) or high k. (k. > 1.37) fuel assembly Is loaded into a

waste package with no absorber plates, but the error Is not identified or corrected
through verification, creating a possible criticality consequence due to misloading. No
credit is given for recovery as fuel assemblies are continued to be loaded.

7Cf7Ca The operator makes a fuel assembly selection error. The operator can select from all
SCISCa of the available fuel assembly types, with any of the possible k. values, including the

type that was originally Intended. The operator has selected a fuel assembly of the
same type Intended for this waste package. Therefore, with or without successful
verification, there is no criticality consequence due to misloading, however, without
successful verification, the fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted.

9C/9Ca The operator makes a fuel assembly selection error. The operator can select from all
I IC/I ICa of the available fuel assembly types, with any of the possible L values, including the

type that was originally intended. The operator has selected a mid-range or high-range
k. fuel assembly, but the error is Identified and corrected through successful
verification.

lOC/IOCa The operator makes a fuel assembly selection error. The operator can select from all
I2C1l2Ca of the available fuel assembly types, with any of the possible l.; values, Including the

type that was originally intended. The operator has selected a mid-range or high-range
k. fuel assembly, but the error is not identified or corrected through verification,
creating a possible criticality consequence due to misloading.

13C/14C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
not selected the Intended package, the correct type of package (e.g.. no-absorber
package has been selected). Without successful verification, the waste package
records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has selected the intended fuel
assembly with k. < 1.0. Since this package can handle this fiel assembly, there is no
criticality consequence due to misloading.

In addition, for sequence 14C, verification was not successful, therefore, there is no
criticality consequence due to misleading, however, the fuel assembly records are
likely to be corrupted.
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1SCI17C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
not selected the intended package, the correct rype of package (e.g., no-absorber
package has been selected). Without successful verification, the waste package
records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has made a mental error deciding
which fel assembly to load, so the decision tree is limited to only the incorrect fuel
assembly choices. A mid-range or high-range criticality assembly is loaded into a no-
absorber package, but the error is identified and corrected through successful
verification.

16C/IBC For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept eror, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
not selected the intended package, the correct type of package (e.g.. no-absorber
package has been selected). Without successful verification, the waste package
records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has made a mental error deciding
which fuel assembly to load, so the decision tree is limited to only the Incorrect fuel
assembly choices. A mid-range or high-range criticality assembly is loaded into a no-
absorber package, but the error is not identified or corrected through verification,
creating a possible criticality consequence due to misloading. No credit is given for
recovery as fuel assemblies are continued to be loaded.

19C/=2C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
not selected the intended package, the correct type of package (e.g.. no-absorber
package has been selected). Without suctessful verification, the waste package
records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has made a fuel assembly selection
error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel assembly types, including the
type that was originally intended. The operator has selected a fuel assembly of the
same type Intended for this waste package. Therefore, with or without successful
verification, there is no criticality consequence due to misleading, however, without
successful verification, the fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted.

21C123C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
not selected the intended package, the correct type of package (e.g., no-absorber
package has been selected). Without successful verification, the waste package
records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has made a fuel assembly selection
error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel assembly types, including the
type that was originally intended. A mid-range or high range criticality assembly Is
loaded into a no-absorber package, but the error is identified and corrected through
successful verification.

22C/22Ca For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
24C/24Ca concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has

not selected the intended package, the correct type of package (e.g., no-absorber
- package has been selected). Without successful verification, the waste package

records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has made a fuel assembly selection
error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel assembly types, Including the
type that was originally intended. A mid-range or high range criticality assembly is
loaded Into a no-absorber package, but the ermr Is not identified or corrected through
verification, creating a possible criticality consequence due to misleading. No credit is
given for recovery as fuel assemblies are continued to be loaded.
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25Ct26C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
not selected the Intended package, the correct type of package (e.g., plate-absorber
package has been selected). Since this package can handle any fuel assembly with a k.
< 1.37, regardless of which fuel assembly is misloaded (for any of the human error
reasons), there is no chance of a criticality consequence. However, unless corrected
through successful verification (i.e., 25C), the fuel assembly records are likely to be
corrupted and an economic impact may occur (i.e., 26C).

27C . For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) ansd the operator has
selected apLate-absorberpackAge. Without successful verification, the waste package
records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has made a fuel assembly selection
error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel assembly types, including the
type that was originally intended. A high range criticality assembly is loaded into a
plate-absorber package, but the error is identified and corrected through successful
verification.

28C For criticality consequences, the operator comintted a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which arm not split out on the decision tree) and the operator has
selected a plare-absorber package. Without successful verification, the waste package
records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has made a fuel assembly selection
eror. Operator can select from all of the availabl fuel assembly types, including the
type that was originally intended. A high range criticality assembly is loaded into a
plae-bsorber package, but the enror Is not identified or corrected through
verification, creating a possible criticality consequence due to misloading. No credit is
given for recovery as fuel assemblies are continued to be loaded.

29C/ 30C For criticality consequences, the operator has selected the wrong waste package (a
package for which thick absorber plates are used). Since this package can handle any
fuel assembly, there is no chance of a criticality consequence. However, unless
corrected through successful verification (i-e., 29C), the fuel assembly records are
likely to be corrupted (ie., 30C).

3 IC For criticality consequences, the operator performed every task correctly. That is, one
of the plate-absorber waste packages was selected for a mid-range reactivity fuel
_assembly. (Thermal consequences a considered in another decision tree.)

32C For criticality consequences, the operator performed every task correctly, except the
final verification. Therefore, there is no criticality consequence due to misloading.
however, the fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted.

33C/34C The operator misloads a fuel assembly due to either a concept or selection; since there
are no criticality consequences In this portion of the tree, no distinction is made
between the type of human error. The operator can select frorm all of the available
fuel assembly types, with any of the possible k. values, including the type that was
originally intended. The operator has selected a low-range L fuel assembly for a
plate-absorber package. Therefore, with or without successful verification, there Is no
criticality consequence due to misloading, however, without successful verification,
the fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted.
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3SC136C The operator insloads a fuel assembly due to either a concept or selection; since there
are no criticality consequences in this portion of the tree, no distinction is made

l ~~~~~~between the type of human en-or. 'Me operator can select from all of the available
fuel assembly types with any of the possible l; values, Including the type that was
originally intended. The operator has selected a mid-range kV fuel assembly for a
plate-absorber package. The operator has selected a fuel assembly of the same type
intended for this waste package. Therefore, with or without successful verification,
there is no criticality consequence due to misloading. however, without successful
verification, the fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted.

37C The operator makes a fuel assembly selection error. The operator can select from all
of the available fuel assembly types, with any of the possible L values, including the
type that was originally intended. The operator has selected a high-range k. fuel
assembly, but the error is identified and corrected through successful verification.

38C The operator makes a fuel assembly selection error. The operator can select from all
of the available fuel assembly types, with any of the possible k. values, Including the
type that was originally intended. The operator has selected a high-range k. fuel
assembly, but the error is not identified or corrected through verification, creating a
possible criticality consequence due to misloading.

39C For critcaity consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision ree) and the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. A mid-range
criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber package, but the error is Identified
and corrected through verification.

40C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. A mid-range
criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber package, but the error Is not
identified or corrected through verification, creating a possible criticality consequence
due to misleading. No credit is given for recovery as fuel assemblies are continued to
be loaded.

4 IC142C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tre) and the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a mental error deciding which fuel assembly to load, so the decision tree is
limited to only the incorrect fuel assembly choices. The operator has selected the
intended fuel assembly with L < 1.0. Since this package can handle this fuel
assembly, there is no criticality consequence due to misloading.

In addition, for sequence 42C, verification was not successful, therefore, there is no
criticality consequence due to misloading. however, the fuel assembly records are
likely to be corrupted.

43C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a mental eor deciding which fuel assembly to load, so the decision tree is
limited to only the incorrect fuel assembly choices. A high-range criticality assembly
is loaded into a no-absorber package, but the error is Identified and corrected through
successful verification.
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44C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a mental aror deciding which fuel assembly to load, so the decision tree Is
limited to only the incorrect fuel assembly choices. A high-range criticality assembly
is loaded into a no-absorber packagebut the eror is uot Identified or corrected
through verification, creating a possible criticality consequence due to misloading. No
credit Is given for recovery as fae assemblies are continued to be loaded.

45CI46C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. lhe operator has
made a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly types, Including the type that was originally intended. The operator has
selected a fuel assembly of the same type intended for this waste package. T7herefore,
with or without successful verification, there is no criticality consequence due to
misloading, however, without successful verification, the fuel assembly records are
likely to be corrupted.

47C/49C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept or, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-abjerber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a fuel assembly selection eror. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly types. including the type that was originally intended. A mid-range or high-
range criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber package, but the error Is

_________________ identified and corected through successful verification.

| 48C/48Ca For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection eror (rather than a
SOClSOCa concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has

selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the wpste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
nade a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly types, including the type that was originally intended. A mid-range or high-
range criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber package, but the error is not
identified or corrected through verification, creating a possi6le criticality consequence
due to misloading.

5 IC/52C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a thick plate-absorber package). Without
successful verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The
operator has made a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the
available fuel assembly types, including the type that was originally intended. The
waste package can handle any of fdel assemblies regardless of what human error
occurs. Therefore, with or without successful verification, ther is no criticality
consequence due to misloading, however, without successful verification, the fel
assembly records are likely to be corrupted.

53C For criticality consequences, the operator performed every task correctly. That is, one
of the thick ple-absorber waste packages was selected for a high-range reactivity fuel
assembly. (Thermal consequences are considered in another decision tree.)

54C For criticality consequences, the operator performed every task correctly, except the
final verification. Therefore, there is no criticality consequence due to rnisloading,
however, the fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted.
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55C/56C For criticality consequences, the operator has selected any low-range or mid-range
criticality assembly to load into a waste package designed for high-range assemblies
(with thick asborber plates). The package can handle any of the misloaded packages.
Therefore, with or without successful verification, there Is no criticality consequence
due to misloading, however, without successful verification, the fuel assembly records
are likely to be corrupted.

57C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. A high-range
criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber package, but the error is identified
and corrected through verification.

58C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. A high-range
criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber package, but the error Is not
identified or corrected through verification, creating a possible criticality consequence
due to misloading. No credit is given for recovery as fuel assemblies are continued to

l _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ be loaded.

59C/60C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-4bsorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a mental error deciding which fuel assembly to load, so the decision tree Is
limited to only the incorrect fuel assembly choices. The operator has selected a fuel
assembly with 1t. < I.. Since this package can handle this fuel assembly, there is no
criticality consequence due to misloading.

In addition, for sequence 60C, verification was not successful, therefore, there Is no
criticality consequence due to misloading, however, the fuel assembly records are
likely to be corrupted.

61C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept eror, which are not split out on the decision tree) and the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-abrorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. A mid-range
criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber package, but the error is identified
and conrected through successful verification.

62C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. A mid-range
criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber package, but the error Is not
identified or corrected through verification, creating a possible criticality consequence
due to misloading. No credit is given for recovery as fuel assemblies are continued to
be loaded.
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63C/64C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection aror (rather than a
concept aror, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly types, including the type that was originally intended. The operator has
selected a fuel assembly with k. < 1.0. Since this package can handle this fuel
assembly, there is no criticality consequence due to misloading.

In addition, for sequence 64C, verification was not successful, therefore, there is no
criticality consequence due to misloading, however, the fuel assembly records are
likely to be corrupted.

65C/67C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly types, including the type that was originally intended. A mid-range or high-
range criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber package, but the error is
Identified and corrected through successful verification.

66C/66Ca For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
68CI68Ca concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has

selected the wrong waste package (a no-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records ar likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly types, including the type that was originally intended. A mid-range or high-
range criticality assembly is loaded into a no-absorber package, but the error is not
identified or corrected through verification, creating a possible criticality consequence
due to nisloading. No credit is given for recovery as fuel assemblies are continued to
be loaded.

69Cf70C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a plare-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. THe operator has
made a fuel assembly selection err. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly types, including the type that was originally intended. A low- to mid-range
k. fuel assembly is loaded into a plate-absorber package. Therefore, with or without
successful verification, there is no criticality consequence due to mnisloading, however,
without successful verification, the fuel assembly records are likely to be corrupted.

71C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a plate-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly types, including the type that was originally intended. A high-range
criticality assembly is loaded into a plate-absorber package, but the error is Identified
and corrected through successful verification.
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72C For criticality consequences, the operator committed a selection error (rather than a
concept error, which are not split out on the decision tree) and while the operator has
selected the wrong waste package (a plate-absorber package). Without successful
verification, the waste package records are likely to be corrupted. The operator has
made a fuel assembly selection error. Operator can select from all of the available fuel
assembly types, including the type that was originally intended. A high-range
criticality assembly is loaded into a plafe-absorber package, but the error Is not
identified or corrected through verification, creating a possible criticality consequence
due to mnisloading. No credit is given for recovery as fuel assemblies are continued to

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ be loaded.
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Figure 3 - BWR Thermal Consequence DecisIon Tree
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Figure 4 - BWR Criticality Consequence Decision Tree
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Figure 4 . BWR Citcality Consequence Decision Tree
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Figure 6 - BWR Criticality Consequence Decision Tree
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